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ABSTRACT
Small Unmanned Air Vehicles (SUAVs) are quick launching and fly at low altitudes offeringa range of uses within urban environments. Complex urban wind flows present controlissues for small platforms and current battery technology does not provide the required
endurance for such missions. However, birds of a comparable size are able to manage these flows
and reduce energy costs by exploiting the wind environment.
This thesis initially explores the flight paths of urban gulls measured with an ornithodolite
while performing orographic soaring along a row of buildings. The air flow was generated using
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and it was found that gulls modulated their flight paths
with changing wind conditions and only used part of the potential flow field which could offer the
advantage of robust control in gusts.
Further flight strategies were studied by fitting 11 urban gulls with Global Positioning System
(GPS) backpacks. The gulls were found to significantly reduce the energetic cost of commuting
flights by exploiting a combination of thermal and orographic updraughts generated by urban
environments. Gulls adjusted their flight speeds in response to headwinds and updraughts
minimising their cost of transport and by closely matching their flapping and soaring velocities
the gulls reduced energy costs by up to a third.
Finally, the velocity optimisation strategy used by the gulls was implemented in a path
planner. Global and local solution trajectories were found for the same wind conditions as 27 gull
flights. The path planner was found to outperform the gulls implementing a higher percentage
of soaring and selecting shorter routes. The simulated trajectories highlighted that static and
dynamic soaring strategies could be used in complex flow conditions to save energy. Cost ratios
for powered and soaring flight were varied to a typical SUAV platform, the result indicated that
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Unmanned Air Vehicles (UAVs) have the potential to allow operation in manysituations that would be infeasible for manned aircraft. Small UAVs (SUAVs) inparticular have potential to fly low altitudes in complex terrain such as in a city
landscape. However, the small nature of SUAVs creates a number of limitations. Firstly,
it limits in onboard energy capacity resulting in low flight endurance which reduces
their operational usefulness. Secondly, due to their small size and flight speeds these
vehicles are more susceptible to turbulent or unpredicted air flow, common in urban
environments, which results in high energy costs and the potential for catastrophic
failure.
Many areas of robotics and engineering are turning to nature for inspiration. From
insect inspired algorithms [1] to control drone agents, to hairlike sensory arrays to sense
airflow [2], and even to bio-mimetic flapping flight [3–5]. Many birds navigate complex
urban wind flows successfully and can even harvest the energy within environment
to reduce flight costs. This research will investigate the flight strategies that two gull
species, the lesser black-backed, Larus argentatus, and herring, Larus fuscus, employ to
take advantage of urban wind flows and how these strategies inspire improvements for
SUAVS operating in these same environments.
Mission planning methods for UAVs typically look for the cheapest energetic path
between way points without considering wind conditions, which is normally the shortest
path. While this reduces the distance travelled and so energy expended it does not
take into account how the complexity of the wind field changes the energy landscape
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traversed. Some progress has been made in utilising the energy within the environment
in order to increase UAV endurance for example, through the use of thermal and dynamic
soaring [6–8]. However, these works have made little progress in the way of combining
these energy sources with more complex wind flow fields such as found within an urban
environment.
Studies of birds have shown that they reduce their Cost of Transport (CoT) by
adapting their flight paths to utilise the energy landscape created by complex topography
[9]. This project will investigate the potential for developing path planning algorithms
for SUAVs based on the analysis of bird flight data within an urban environment with
the aim of demonstrating how considering the complex urban wind fields can reduce
the energetic cost of flight and provide robustness for SUAVs working in the same
environment. This research aims to provide inspiration and guidance for developing a
SUAV control system which can optimise flight in complex urban wind flows.
1.1 Contributions
This thesis has three main areas of academic contribution, firstly, demonstrating the
value of investigating free-flying birds in urban environments as a means for improving
SUAV technology. By combining the flight trajectories of gulls performing orographic
soaring with detailed wind models of their environment it was discovered that the gulls
flew in a narrow band of their available airspeed and employed a previously unknown
strategy for velocity control based on spatial positioning in varying wind conditions. It
is proposed that this strategy would not only reduce energy costs through soaring but
could also reduce control demand in gusty conditions [10]. This was later supported by
simulation studies of UAV flight control in gusty conditions [11].
The second contribution is the compilation of operation and design considerations
for urban SUAV platforms. These are based on the first in-depth analysis of free-flying
gulls in urban wind conditions. One of the main discoveries being that combined design
optimisation of the power curve and the glide polar could be key in development of
platforms with powered and gliding flight modes which could lead to significant energy
savings. In addition, it was show that by applying cost of transport optimization large
energy savings are possible in urban wind fields.
Finally, this thesis contributes by considering the differences in energetic savings
of global and local navigation strategies. Large complex wind models and topography
maps were used to explore the energy savings which could be made using path planning
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algorithms that implement a velocity optimisation strategy discovered in urban gulls.
During the analysis it was discovered that wind gradient soaring could be implemented
in complex wind fields with a greedy heuristic to provide significant energy reductions
with a fast solve time suitable for real-world application. The reductions in flight costs
were found to be dependant on the ratio of powered and unpowered flight modes but
plateaued at a 48% reduction providing an upper bound for the potential energy saving
possible through soaring in urban wind fields.
Overall this work contributes by demonstrating that there are large potential energy
savings possible through soaring in urban wind flows and that the strategies used by




Chapter 2 starts with a brief history of flight research and key moments in which bird
flight inspired engineering design. Following this, gliding and soaring flight strategies
are introduced with a summary of the techniques used by birds, gliders and UAVs. A
further section will discuss the current technology used for tracking free-flying birds and
the findings that these technologies have facilitated. A final section will summarise the
literature and highlight the position of this research.
Chapter 3 provides a proof of concept case study which set out to determine whether
gulls implement energy saving soaring strategies in urbanized environments and whether
these strategies could provide new insight into the development of flight control schemes
for SUAV technology. Furthermore, some of the software and methodology proposed will
be tested for application to a second, wider study. This investigation used an ornithodo-
lite to track gull flight trajectories and combined these paths with CFD wind models of
the conditions. The wind flows in this case study were comparatively simple which to
later parts of this research which provided an ideal means of testing the benefits and
limitations of the techniques used.
Chapter 4 describes a study where 11 lesser-black backed gulls were fitted with GPS
sensors that recorded spatial and behaviour data. Commuting flights which occurred
during the breeding season were filtered and classified by soaring strategy. The soaring
strategies were tested with velocity optimisation schemes based on CoT theory and flight
mechanics in order to determine the suitability of these strategies in complex urban
wind environments. The velocity optimisation models outlined in this Chapter go on to
form the basis of the bio-inspired path planning in the subsequent Chapter.
In Chapter 5, a subset of the commuting flight from the GPS tagged gulls were
selected, the commutes demonstrated environmental harvesting behaviour and occurred
on windy, overcast days. Wind models for each of the flights were generated using QUIC
software and the weather conditions at the time of the flight. Global and local path
planning algorithms were tested flying between the same commute locations and in
the same modelled conditions as the gulls. The simulation trajectories produced were
compared to the gull flights with performance measures based on the range, endurance,
percentage of soaring implemented and the energy savings compared to a shortest path
flight. Furthermore, Chapter 5 explored the benefit of using global vs. local optimisation
and considered how complex flow fields may facilitate certain soaring strategies.
Chapter 6 discusses interesting features of the results and makes recommendations
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for future work.
1.3 Aims and Objectives
This research aims to discover the flight strategies that gulls flying in urban envi-
ronments implement in order to reduce flight costs and considers how these strategies
can be applied to SUAVs flying in the same conditions. The objectives of this work were to:
1. Develop large, fine-scale wind models of urbanised parts of Swansea and Bristol,
UK.
2. Track urban dwelling gulls using techniques which do not inhibit free-flying be-
haviours.
3. Develop a method for quantifying the flight strategies of free-flying gulls.
4. Determine whether gulls commuting in urban environments optimise for energetic
cost of transport.
5. Develop path planning algorithms for SUAVs in a urban environment using the












B io-inspired technology and design is becoming ever more popular in the field ofrobotics however, the flight of man has long been the result of nature’s inspiration.Myth and legend has often been full of man’s desire to fly in the air amongst
the birds [12]; kites developed in China were shaped as birds from as early as 221 B.C.;
Leonardo Da Vinci’s flying machines were based on the wings of vertebrate [13]; and the
Wright brothers extensively studied the wings of gulls before the first successful powered
flight [14].
A pivotal moment in flight history was the realisation by Lord Cayley that aero-
dynamics and propulsion could be treated as separate systems, noting that birds did
not continually flap but also glided using their own weight to provide forward motion
[15]. Not long after, in 1903, the first successful heavier-than-air powered flight was
performed by the Wright brothers’ famous 1903 Flyer after first developing the necessary
aerodynamics on their lesser known 1902 Glider [13, 14].
As aircraft technology advanced, moving away from the flow conditions equivocal
to those found in nature, it became less common for aviation engineers to study bird
flight. However, it had already been determined that some birds must be harvesting
energy from the environment through soaring and so the study of bird flight remained
popular among ornithologists and later glider pilots, both looking to understand the
soaring strategies which allowed birds to remain in flight for extended periods of time.
It had long been established that knowledge of air flow was vital in fully under-
standing the mechanics of flight and while biologists continued to make observational
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studies of bird flight it had already been recognised that there were limitations to the
science through a lack of wind measurements and theory to describe the principals being
observed [13]. The idea of mass continuity had existed for some time and had already
been implemented in the form of wind tunnels used before the first powered-flight [13],
but it wasn’t until much later, with the determination of Pennycuick a young, ex-RAF
pilot and biologist that aeronautical principals were first applied to birds [16]. At the
University of Bristol Pennycuick developed a tilting wind tunnel in which birds were
studied for the first time in a controlled flow environment [16, 17].
By this time, wind tunnel technology had found its way into a range of applications
outside of aviation including the automotive and civil engineering industries [18, 19]
and at the same time as Pennycuick was training the first pigeon for flight in the tilted
wind tunnel, civil engineers had also adapted wind tunnels, this time to replicate the
wind pressures and shears present at low altitudes in the atmospheric boundary layer
[18, 20]. Soon after modelling accurate urban flow fields were a possibility and today,
with the high processing power of modern computers, the flow interactions around
buildings can be modelled to a high level of accuracy [21–23]. UAVs were recorded in
use as early as 1849 [13, 24], however, the technology was exclusively military, as a
means to delivery explosive payloads. The technology was largely ineffective and even
with the Radio-Controlled (RC) advancements of the 1930s these RC aircraft were not
able to fly outside of the pilots Line of Sight (LoS) until Sorensen developed a ground
terminal system where the pilot was able to keep track of the platform state. Several
areas of industry continued to push the development of UAVs, of course the military, but
another big influence was MacCready, who founded AeroVironment in 1971 pioneering
development in human- and solar-powered platforms before moving on to specialise in
High Altitude Long Endurance (HALE) UAVs. However, it was development of the smart
phone industry that really pushed forward UAV technology, with major advancements in
two of the three key areas of technology; the inventions of the Lithium Polymer (LiPo)
battery, the miniaturization of stabilisation and GPS technologies, and the development
of the brushless motor. Small (SUAV) and micro (MAV) UAVs quickly became readily
available. There small platforms offered potential for a range of industries due to their
low-cost, fast launch, and low altitude capabilities. Typically robotic agents have been
designed for industries with working conditions described by the three D’s; dull, dirty
and dangerous, but as UAVs have become cheaper, smaller and more readily available
their potential in a range urban roles including infrastructure monitoring, surveillance,
emergency response and small payload delivery [25–29].
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With engineers once again interested in flight in low Reynold’s number conditions,
and battery technology not able to offer the range and endurances required by urban
missions, there has been a re-popularisation in the study of bird flight particularly
in the soaring strategies they employ to harvest environmental energy for transport.
The advancements in small stabilisation and GPS sensors has not only improved UAV
technology, it has also facilitated the tracking of birds remotely. The development of GPS
backpacks [30–32] and advancements in wind modelling means that for the first time
detailed flight trajectories of free-flying birds can be analysed flying through the same
conditions faced by urban SUAVs.
2.1 Gliding and Soaring
Gliding is considered a likely precursor for many forms of powered flight in vertebrates
and has often been considered to have evolved in arboreal dwelling creatures as a method
to generate lift, to extend the range of leaps between tree branches, and as a method of
creating drag, to reduce the rate of descent in falls [16, 33]. The definition of a glide is
unpowered flight, such that no work is done by the bird (or engine), instead, the work
must come from transference of potential and kinetic energies. The potential and kinetic
energies come from the body’s height and speed relative to the surrounding air. A body
can sacrifice kinetic energy through a reduction in speed in order to reduce expenditure
of potential energy, and so height. Similarly, by using a diving manoeuvre a reduction of
height can be used to increase forward speed. As a wing travels through the oncoming air,
pressure is built up on the underside creating a lifting force. This resolves the force due
to gravity into a forward speed and negative sink. In a glide with a constant velocity the
forces acting on the body; weight, lift and drag, are in equilibrium. Changing the angle
that the wing greets the airflow, angle of attack, will change the ratio of the resolved
aerodynamics forces, lift and drag, see Fig 2.1. The relationship between these forces
is best understood through the examination of the sink rate, Uz, as a function of the
forward velocity, Ua; this is called the glide polar. As the angle of attack (AoA) of a wing
increases the forward velocity and sink rate reduce, this has a natural minimum where
the greatest lift is produced before boundary layer separation and stall occurs [16].
Bird flight has been scientifically analysed for many years and arguably it began
with Sir George Cayley. Cayley was not only the first to describe the forces required for
flight in detail, but also to realise that some birds were flying with considerably less
flapping than required [15]. This observation was particularly prevalent in larger birds
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able to capture energy from the air around them, and became known as soaring. There
are two types of soaring; static and dynamic, this refers to control required in order
to perform the soar. In static soaring the pitch or bank angle is held constant to take
advantage temporally large-scale vertically rising air such as in a thermal (thermalling)
or generated by a ridge feature in the topography (orographic soaring). In dynamic
soaring control is adjusted according for a changing wind gradient, whether the changing
gradient is due to the motion of the bird or platform through a deterministic spatial
gradient (gradient soaring), or through a stochastic spatial or temporally gradient (gust
soaring).
Figure 2.1: Forces in a constant velocity glide and a diagram for the angle of attack
2.1.1 Static Soaring
Static soaring uses vertically rising air with a temporal scale which is long compared to
the flight dynamics to offset some or all of the sink in gliding flight. There are two main
static soaring types, thermalling and orographic soaring. In thermalling, the exploitable
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environmental energy source is pockets or columns of warm air in a convection cycle.
Whereas in orographic soaring, the energy source is upwardly deflected wind, such as
from a cliff or building.
2.1.1.1 Thermalling
Thermals occur when the air just above the planetary surface has been heated at a
faster rate than the surroundings. This tends to occur with a change in substrate, such
as over a ploughed area surrounded by vegetation. The thermals are strongest at the
centre and are surrounded by a cooler, sink air on the outside. Thermal columns tend to
extend from just above the surface to the height of Convection Boundary Layer (CBL)
within the larger Planetary Boundary Layer (PBL), marked by a cumulus cloud from the
cooled water vapour. The altitude of the CBL varies diurnally, being thinnest at night (at
approximately 500 meters) and highest in the three hours either-side of midday in warm
and sunny conditions where they can reach heights of 1800 meters [34–36]. Thermals,
even in low winds drift and in some cases, pockets or bubbles, can detach, see Fig 2.2.
Figure 2.2: a) A thermal column forming over an urbanised area marked by the signature
cumulus cloud and a gull thermalling b) A thermal bubble has detached from a thermal
column and is drifting with the wind, the gull is "riding" the thermal bubble.
In thermal soaring, altitude is gained by circling within the column of rising air
by remaining banked at a suitable angle. Airspeed is kept as low as possible while
maintaining control in order maximise altitude gain by offsetting the lowest sink required.
The thermal properties of air mean that it is possible to estimated the diameter of the
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column, and hence circling radius, based on the speed of the strongest point combined
with other climate variables and this property has often been used for autonomous
control schemes [37–39], where knowledge of the climb rate at various points in the turn
must be known in order to stay within the thermal.
As the thermals are marked with cumulus clouds, glider pilots are able to locate
thermals relatively easily, and it is likely that birds use the same methods. Many large
birds, such as storks [40], Ciconia ciconia, frigates [41], Fregata magnificens, and vultures
[6], Gyps africanus, use thermals and it is not uncommon for manned gliders and birds to
share the same thermal [42]. This is relatively unsurprising given that the thermalling
strategy of birds was studied long before the first successful glider. The popularisation
of glider competitions in the 1940s and ’50s meant the technique of thermalling was
studied in great detail and MacCready outlined the theory of optimum inter-thermal
flight speed used to maximise range while minimising flight time [43]. This strategy
is still implemented by pilots today and has been found to match the strategy of many
larger birds [6, 42].
Thermals have received attention for soaring UAVs, from the identification of thermal
features [44], to implementing autonomous soaring [37–39]. Several approaches have
been used to detect the centre of thermals including a range of sensors and trajectory
optimisation. With use of thermals Allen was able to extend the endurance of a glider
from 2 hours to over 14 hours (over several flights) [37], the control strategy was based
on relatively simple control laws equivalent to those learnt by human pilots. With recent
advancements in machine learning UAVs were able to learn through reward based
control schemes while on-the-fly demonstrating progress in autonomous thermalling
[45].
2.1.1.2 Orographic Soaring
Orographic lift is produced as traversing winds are deflected vertically by rising terrain;
the phenomenon is known to play an important part in the hydrological cycle and cloud
formation [46, 47]. A strong oncoming wind and a steep terrain feature such as a sea
cliff can generate enough lift for birds, para-gliders, hang-gliders and even sail-planes, to
stay airborne for extended periods of time, see Fig 2.3. In the gliding community, this
is known as ridge or orographic lift and some of the gliding techniques are known as
slope soaring, slope gliding, sloping or orographic soaring. Many birds have been seen to
traverse ridge features using the area of lift in front of the windward side by maintain
a flight path parallel to the ridge feature [9, 35, 48, 49] but it is also possible to take
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Figure 2.3: Depiction of ridge lift with the area of best lift highlighted
advantage of this flow perpendicularly in order to maintain hovering flight, such as is
well documented for kestrals, Falco tinnunculus, [50–52] and other raptors (and has
been observed in ravens, Corvus corax, and lesser-black backed gulls by the Author).
Glider pilots also use orographic lift with reports that for perpendicular winds at 15
knots (7.72 m s−1) will provide enough lift to support a glider [53] and that the maximum
lift occurs at a 45◦ angle upward from the leading edge of the ridge [54]. Often glider
pilots will exploit the lift in the mountain wave effect on the leeward side which has the
added benefit of being out of the wind with a lower risk factor due to being some distance
from the ridge feature [55]. The orographic lift available in mountain regions can be
so strong and reliable that in a glider endurance challenge, which see pilots positions
themselves into the wind in front of ridge features, recorded a flight time of over 71 hours
[56].
Orographic soaring in UAVs was first outlined by Langelaan as increasing flight
ranges [57] where it was found that energy costs could be reduced with increased flight
times. Langelaan simulated flight trajectories for an orographic soaring UAV using
parallel orographic lift features, a point-mass vehicle model and a priori wind field were
implemented with a tree-based path planning algorithm [34]. This was the basis for
research produced by Chakrabarty in which a temporally static energy map was used
as part of a cost function explored with a wave-expansion path planning algorithm, A*
[58]. The energy map featured was used in place of a heuristic but largely acted to the
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same effect, estimating the cost to goal. In both cases significant energy savings were
found however, the simulations were restricted to a set altitude and used a limited
number of nodes. However, the flight dynamics did accounted for altitude within the cost
calculations. From the same research group, Al-Sabban, went on to include time varying
uncertainty in the wind fields using a Gaussian distribution in a 3 degree-of-freedom
lateral model. A Markov Decision Process algorithm with a most visit cell technique was
used to determine the optimum solution, again assuming a constant altitude through
the wind field [59]. Real-world implementation has also been achieved where an MAV
soaring the updraught in front of a large building to gain substantial altitude [60, 61].
They concluded that with a head wind of over 3 m s−1 the updraught in front of the
building could sustain UAV flight in the perpendicular or parallel directions. There has
been an effort reduce flight costs in a rotary-vehicle using CFD generated urban wind
fields. In this case, a small urban area was modelled and a fixed altitude assumed by
real-world testing found a reduction in energetic cost [62].
2.1.2 Dynamic Soaring
Dynamic soaring was thought to have first been recorded scientifically by Lord Rayleigh
[63] proposing wind gradients as the source of energy for the soaring birds as far back
as 1883. Recent work however, now attributes that to Da Vinci documenting soaring
birds several centuries earlier [64]. Dynamic soaring is typically described by a series of
arcs where the bird or platform exploits the directionality of the wind to manipulated
its velocity relative to the wind resulting in a gain of kinetic energy which can then
be transferred into potential energy. The dynamic soaring strategy is most famously
associated with the albatross, Diomedea exulans, these birds are able to soar for weeks
if not months at a time [16, 65], but there are documented observations of other large
sea birds such as pelicans [64], Pelecanus onocrotalus, giant petrels [66], Macronectes
giganteus, and even great black-backed gulls [64], Larus marinus, performing dynamic
soaring to cover great distances at very little energetic cost. Over the years understanding
of dynamic soaring has developed, initially the process was considered solely through
the use of wind gradients but more recently it has been proposed that it is a combination
of gusts and gradients which facilitate the soaring of the albatross. The two methods will
be described below but it should be noted that there can be some cross-over with the
terminology especially in literature regarding the dynamic soaring of albatross where
both concepts are used simultaneously.
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2.1.2.1 Gradient soaring
Gradient soaring typically relies on a variation of wind speed with altitude. By varying
both altitude and direction it is possible to use the wind to propulsive effect, the next
description assumes travels is in a crosswind direction but it is also possible to perform
up- and down-wind travel through the inclusion of loops. Starting at the bottom of a cycle,
the bird climbs into the wind, the birds is able to maintain airspeed and gain altitude
due to the increasing wind. At the top of the cycle the bird performs a banked turn to face
downwind, now with a tailwind it dives, converting the potential energy back into kinetic
energy to overcome drag and to increase airspeed against the decreasing tailwind. By
the end of the cycle the bird has made no net energetic gain but travelled some distance,
see Fig 2.4.
Figure 2.4: The wind profile is slower at the surface than at height facilitating gradient soaring
and cross-wind travel.
Another form of gradient soaring uses a closed loop variation in the shear winds
on the leeward side of ridge features. Radio-control gliding hobbyists have perfected
a technique using cyclical flight paths which maintain mean position but increase in
kinetic energy in each cycle. Current records exceeding speeds of 877 km h−1 in 2018 [67].
Additionally, some birds have been observed performing dynamic soaring in this way,
using the shear to gain velocity before a climb or to keep flight costs low while foraging.
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Initially it was thought that albatross were solely using wind gradients to achieve long
distances but more recently, with GPS tracking and improved meteorological modelling
it has been discovered that the wind gradients alone may provide insufficient energy to
explain dynamic soaring. Pennycuick proposed that in addition to the wind gradient, the
separated flow pockets between waves provide the additional kinetic energy, in a form of
gust soaring [66]. However, this is still under contention [68].
Wind gradients continue to receive a large number of studies looking at optimal
trajectory for energy transference in dynamic soaring cycles [68–70]. Most optimisations
on dynamic soaring are based in simple gradient fields with little or no variation and are
often over flat ground. Theoretically, UAV gliders should be able to soar over flat ground
as they have a better glide angle than albatross and can make use of only the wind
gradient, however, this has not yet been implemented. Nevertheless, a power-assisted
dynamic soaring strategy was proposed by Zhao [71] and in simulation was found
to effectively reduce propulsive requirement in gradient only wind fields. Work from
Lawrance integrated both static and gradient soaring in to a path planning framework
and used modelling techniques to develop methods for predicting thermals and gradient
wind fields in one of the more complete works so far [8].
2.1.2.2 Gust Soaring
Gust soaring refers to the manoeuvres that can be made through stochastic pockets of
varying wind in order to gain energy. For example, in an upward gust there is an initial
increase in updraught followed by a decrease. In an increasing updraught it is possible
to gain energy by initiating a climb and it is possible to continue gaining while diving
through the decrease. Similarly, it is possible to gain a small amount of lift if diving
through a downward gust, as the gust finishes the wing sees a relative upward change
and gains lift. Horizontal gusts can also be exploited by changing that bank angle of
the platform, by banking into the wind it is possible to convert the gust into lift, albeit
with a horizontal propulsive component [72, 73] see Fig 2.5. These manoeuvres have
been outlined several times but most thoroughly explained by Lawrance [8]. The same
manoeuvres are applicable in gust and gradient soaring but the temporal scale can be
somewhat shorter in gust soaring. Even manned gliders perform a variation of gust
soaring, called dolphin soaring, through unused thermals, such as those that are too
narrow [74].
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Figure 2.5: a) The gull climbs into the increasing updraught and dives with the decreasing
updraught such as in dolphin soaring b) The gull dives with a downward gust and it returns
to still air feels and increase in lift c) Banking away from a horizontal gust to receive a side
ways lift
Gusts are stochastic and have a short temporal scale meaning that they are an unre-
liable source of environmental energy. Furthermore, it is vital to have acute gust sensing
capabilities which until recently has meant gust soaring for as a means of facilitating
soaring in UAVs was an unrealistic goal [75]. However, with recent improvements in
wind sensing capabilities, gust soaring offers new potential to SUAVs, not only is it a
source of harvestable energy but it also offers a means of improving stability [76, 77].
Langelaan has presented recent work looking at predicting stochastic shear layers
for autonomous dynamic soaring using point measurements [34] using only existing
on-board sensors measuring position, orientation, static and dynamic pressures, but
found that the predictions were insufficient, flying too fast in favourable and too slow in
unfavourable winds. Recently, lightweight differential wind probes have been developed
by Watkins and which offer potential in wind field sensing, successfully implementing
turbulence stability control and more recently demonstrating potential in both gradients
and gusts for soaring and stability [76, 77]. These probes extended approximately a
chords length in front of the platform and collect differential dynamic pressure readings
through 5 holes at a pointed end. This system is reminiscent of the nasal features of
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an albatross, acting like pitot tubes work to detect pressure differences in the air flow.
Pennycuick proposed that the were able to implement gust soaring because their tubular
nasal cavities, which act like pitot tubes, are sensitive enough to detect gusting [16].
2.2 Bird Tracking Methods
There are many animal tracking technologies available that specialise in long term
tracking for migration studies [30], basic techniques such as ringing with observation
reports, tags with radar, and more recently, GPS tags [32, 78, 79]. While these methods
are able to record data over many years the data resolution is low and the research
focused on large scale movement. Pennycuick and others have tracked migrating birds
by flying alongside them in migration [80, 81], ultimately this helped him to validate the
flight models proposed from data collected in wind tunnel experiments [16]. Pennycuick
later went on to develop the ornithodolite, a laser range finding binoculars equipped with
angular encoders [82] however, requires the user to remain in a stationary location and
wait for birds in range. The University of Amsterdam have developed a Bird Tracking
System (UvA-BiTS) which is able to record a GPS position every three seconds and
has been recently used to predicted meteorological conditions [83]. The UvA-BiTS team
have also used tri-axial accelerometers to classify behaviours [32]. While using GPS,
accelerometers (bi- and tri- axial) and predicted wind fields has been undertaken before
[84–86] and provided great insight into the flight performance of birds [35, 52, 87], these
studies have not been focused on the same fine-scale urban flight and aerodynamic
analysis. Accelerometers have been used to record body motions and with direct propor-
tionality to exertion in terrain based motion this has been used to estimate the energetic
costs in animals [88] and to classify behaviours [35].
Research by Shepard used energy landscapes to model the metabolic cost of animal’s
daily motion through different terrain types [9]. The cost functions generated have
shown that energy expensive terrains are circumnavigated in order to conserve energy.
Animals with larger metabolic resting rates will be limited on the extra distance they
are able to travel around these. Often over looked is that rewards can be found along
some paths which give these paths a greater weighting. For example, a bird may travel a
much greater distance along a ridge with updraught at a much lower energy cost than
travelling to the same destination directly. The cost function for transport is typically
found using the shortest path through the energy landscape however this requires prior
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knowledge of energy cost of each layer and distribution of resources. In addition, a
single animal is unable to experiment with an individual route however, they may use
some kind of discovery algorithm if it is a repeated journey. As such the optimum paths
through the energy landscape is best seen through the analysis of multiple individuals
over a multitude of journeys. Research in which Shepard tracked condors in the Andes
demonstrated that birds favour the windward slopes, the popularity of certain routes be-
tween foraging and nesting areas is such that the term wind-highways becomes suitable.
2.3 Conclusion
The study of bird flight was key in development of manned flight, with the increased
interested in UAV technology the study of bird flight could again be a key in producing
platforms effective at operating in complex urban flow. SUAVs have a limited battery
capacity so the implementation of soaring capabilities could facilitate their use in urban
environments. Previous research has focused on a variety of soaring strategies but many
of these cases at a broad-scale with little or no obstacles and do not represent the urban
environment. There has been little work focused on urban environments which consider
the effect of wind conditions in the context of path following or performance [62, 89, 90],
these offer some solutions for wind correction guidance in trajectory following. However
these often lack complexity in other ways, for example in simplified models, lack of
a 3D environment or low spatial resolution between nodes. With new technology in
GPS tracking for birds, combined with the development of complex wind modelling it
could now be possible to gain an understanding of the energy landscape in which birds
fly [9]. Considering the environment as an energy landscape for movement has been
directly applied in path planning methods for UAVs in simple topography [7, 57], this
research considers applying these methods in more complex cases in order to move











SOARING ON URBAN WIND-WAYS
B irds modulate their flight paths in relation to regional and global airflows inorder to reduce their travel costs. It follows that birds should also respond tofine-scale airflows, although the incidence and value of this remains largely
unknown. We resolved the three-dimensional trajectories of gulls flying along a built-up
coastline, and used Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) models to examine how gulls
reacted to airflows around buildings. Birds systematically altered their flight trajectories
with wind conditions to exploit updraughts over features as small as a row of low-rise
buildings. This provides the first evidence that human activities can change patterns of
space-use in flying birds by altering the profitability of the air-scape. At finer scales still,
gulls varied their position to select a narrow range of updraught values, rather than
exploiting the strongest updraughts available, and their precise positions were consistent
with a strategy to increase their velocity control in gusty conditions. Overall, airflows
around fine-scale features have profound implications for flight control and energy use,
ultimately, strategies such as these could help Small Unmanned Air Vehicles (SUAVs)
negotiate complex airflows and reduce energy costs.
Author Contributions: Wind and gull models created by Cara Williamson (me) and gull
data capture and statistics models performed by Dr Emily Shepard. The work presented in this
chapter has been previously published [10]. Dr Shane Windsor contributed major edits to the
publication.
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3.1 Introduction
Migration studies have shown that birds make navigation choices based on regional
and global weather conditions [87, 91–95] and it should follow that birds also use local,
fine-scale airflows. Two gull species, herring, Larus argentatus, and lesser black-backed,
Larus fuscus, common to the UK, have been observed soaring in the Swansea Bay. The
Swansea Bay is remarkably flat however, there is a row of four-storey, seafront hotels
which the gulls appear to be using. The gulls’ method of flying in this area is reminiscent
of orographic soaring, typically seen in front of sea-cliffs. This study acts as a proof of
concept on two fronts. Firstly, that these gull species are able to use man-made features
for orographic soaring. Secondly, to determine whether understanding the gulls’ flight
strategies could prove useful in urban SUAV technology.
This initial investigation is a relatively simple case study, with one type of energy
harvesting and a small field-site as pictured in Fig 3.1. During periods of onshore winds
(South-Easterly), the air is travelling in from the sea and then over a long, flat beach,
uninterrupted by ground clutter until meeting a row of four-storey buildings where it is
deflected upwards. Thus being a relatively simple example of orographic lift generation,
perfect for determining whether gulls are using the fine-scale airflows available.
Figure 3.1: a) Location of Swansea Bay marked in white box b) Map of observation area with






The flight data was collected from the Swansea Bay area by Dr Shepard using an or-
nithodolite based on Prof. Pennycuick’s design [82], as shown in Fig 3.2. Gull observation
data was collected on days with variable wind direction and speeds, the full dataset can
be seen on Fig 3.1. Balloon tracking was performed at the beginning of each observation
session in order to profile the onshore wind. Recorded information included the location
of observer and ornithodolite, the observation fixes in a North-East-Up reference frame
centred at the ornithodolite, and an observation index with time delay. The date and time
for the start of each observation session is also included and has been used to determine
the tide height for each model.
Figure 3.2: Experimental set-up diagram indicating the radial and angular measures used to
define trajectory positions relative to the buildings
3.2.2 Wind Models
In order to understand how the gulls are taking advantage of the orographic lift generated
in front of the buildings it was necessary to understand the airflow being experienced by
the gulls. As such, an accurate model of the observation site was made using publicly
available [96, 97] terrain and topography datasets. The wind models was built in the
Quick Urban & Industrial Complex (QUIC) software [98] from the Los Alamos National
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Laboratory, designed to estimate urban wind fields. The models offer an averaged static
estimate of the wind flow in the study area based on the wind profile inputs. The wind
profiles were recorded by regular balloon releases. Observation sessions varied in length
from thirty minutes to two hours, in order to accurately record the wind conditions
a balloon was released at approximately every twenty minutes intervals or after any
significant change in wind condition. The captured flight paths were segmented to the
nearest temporal balloon track and this time was used to generate the most accurate
surface model in accordance with any tidal variation.
3.2.2.1 Digital Elevation Model
The first step in the wind model creation was to generate a map for the experimental area.
This process used an elevation map of the location’s terrain, typically, elevation data
is measured using a laser scan technique (LiDAR) from small fixed-wing or helicopter
platform. The UK Elevation dataset is currently managed by Airbus and data can be
requested for a small handling fee. The Digital Elevation Models are combined of two
models; a Digital Surface Model (DSM) and a Digital Terrain Model (DTM). Data is
typically available in four resolutions; 2, 1, 0.5 and 0.25 meter however, at the time of
writing the experiment area was only available in at a 2 meter resolution. The DSM model
included all surface features present at the time of the laser scan, this includes surface
clutter such as vegetation, as well as building infrastructure. DTM model contained only
the terrain data, these models are generated by filtering all non-geographical features.
Additionally, the DTM contained no water bodies, representing coastal regions at low tide
with elevation values recorded in meters above Ordnance Datum Newlyn [99]. The DTM
used was formatted as an ASCII grid in British National Grid (BNG), a two-dimensional
coordinate system based on the Ordnance Survey OSGB36 geodetic spatial referencing
system with a Transverse Mercator projection [100].
ArcGIS software (ArcMap v10.1), was used to convert the DTM from BNG into the
Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) reference system as required by QUIC. The most
accurate conversion method required an intermediate projection in to a geodetic system,
in this case OSGB36 [100].
3.2.2.2 Tidal Model
The coastal nature of the study site meant that any accurate surface model needed a
variable minimum height dependant on the observation time. To apply these adjustments,
the tide heights were calculated using a tidal model. Records for the times and heights of
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low and high tide over the observation periods were sourced via TideTimes [101] in Chart
Datum (CD) and converted to ODN [99]. These records were stored as a lookup table. The
tide height is influenced by two frequencies, the Earth’s annual rotation and the Moon.
These interactions can be considered as two sinusoids with differing amplitudes and
frequencies. Interpolation of the records using this sinusoidal model provided the height
at time of each balloon released. This method same method is used in tide predictions
[102] so was considered an accurate surface estimation. The tide height value was then
used as the new minimum for the elevation raster and was applied to the original, no
water body, DTM model, such that an elevation model was generated for each of the
observation sessions, with the tidal height corrected for the time of each balloon released.
3.2.2.3 QUIC wind modelling
The Quick Urban & Industrial Complex (QUIC) [98] dispersion modelling system was
designed as a fast response urban chemical dispersion model that can run with in-
the-field with limited processing power such as available on a laptop. Designed as a
method for predicting airborne contaminants it can generate a 3D wind field model, is
specialised for fast performance and was based wind tunnel measurements of building
flow interactions. The software was verified with a real-world experiment in Oklahoma
city in 2003 [22, 23]. Several versions have been released, this research used the 2014,
64-bit Windows version with the 2014 MATLAB Compiler, this was the latest version at
the time of publication.
The QUIC software contains two wind field solvers, the first, known as the URB
model, uses mass conservation and empirical diagnostics to quickly compute the 3D flow
field around building complexes. The second solver uses a simplified Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes (RANS) CFD model and will be referred to as QUIC-CFD. This model is
significantly slower than QUIC-URB, requiring greater processing demand, but produces
more accurate wind field solutions. The QUIC-CFD model runs faster than traditional
CFD code through the use of a simplified turbulence model with a diagnostic turbulent
length scale [98, 103]. Several papers have been published evaluating the accuracy of the
the models in comparison to a Large Eddy Simulation (LES) CFD model and real-world
measurements from 150 2D and 3D sonic anemometers placed strategically around
Oklahoma City [22, 23, 98, 103, 104]. They found that the QUIC-URB and QUIC-CFD
models were within 50% of the recorded wind speed 49% and 53% of the time respectively,
only 10% lower than a LES CFD alternative (62%). The wind direction in the two models
were within 30 degrees of the measured data 43% and 50% of the time, compared to 58%
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Figure 3.3: The vertical wind vector component (w, indicated with a colour scale) within the
study site, at a height of 10 m above ground level and with a wind input of 7 m s−1 and a
direction of 141◦ from North. This illustrates the variability of the flow field and the volume
of the downdraughts in relation to the updraughts. The colour scale has been limited to ±0.5
m s−1 (just above the minimum sink rate).
for the LES CFD model.
QUIC uses elevation and topography inputs to build an environmental model however,
it should be noted that while the elevation model is used build a 3D landscape the terrain
does not contribute to the orographic updraught generated. For example, a steep hillside
does not produce an orographic updraught in the QUIC model where it would in the
real world. This does not pose an issue when considered over relatively flat terrain as
orographic updraughts generated by building are likely much greater than small terrain
features.
3.2.2.4 The Urban Features
A section of the observation area 300 x 300 x 100 meters with a grid size of 1 square
meter provides the base for the model. This size was a trade-off between the full size of
the observation area and the processing ability of QUIC at high resolution. Typically, the
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program has been run and tested over grid sizes of 2,000,000 cells1. The building features
were taken from the Digimaps on-line database [97] where the Ordnance Survey (OS)
topography areas and building height datasets for the United Kingdom are available.
Joining the building height attributes table with the topography area in ArcGIS software
(v10.1) it was possible to create a two-dimensional shape file suitable for use in QUIC.
The algorithms used by the QUIC software are most accurate when the buildings are in
alignment with grid cells [103], as such the area was rotated 13◦ clockwise from North,
such as in Figs 3.3 and 3.4.
3.2.3 CFD and URB models
The QUIC CFD and URB models produced similar results however some differences are
seen in the building wakes and size of the lift tunnel in Fig 3.5. A randomly sampled
flight trajectory was used to compare the two models, across both models the difference
in the sampled wind direction was a maximum of 2.3°. In the case of wind speed, the
variation between the CFD and URB models reached maximum of 7%, except in the
case of the vertical wind component where the small values meant differences of up to
40%. As this component will be heavily used in this research and the CFD models are
considered more accurate wind flow representations the CFD models will be used.
3.2.4 The Wind Profiles
The collected flight observations were categorised such that a balloon track occurred
at the temporal mid-point. A balloon was released by the observer and tracked with
an ornithodolite; laser range finding binoculars used in conjunction with a 2-axis sonic
anemometer from Gill Instruments, as seen in Fig 3.2 to record the magnitude and
direction of the wind at a height up to 5 meters. Atmospheric conditions such as the air
density, temperature and pressure were also recorded and used in the QUIC set-up. The
East-North-Up (ENU) coordinates of the balloon were recorded alongside the observa-
tion index and time delay. Ornithodolite Analysis, software created at the University
of Swansea, was used to calculate the magnitude and direction of the wind at each
observation fix. The balloon release took place at the observers location and was used
to capture the relatively stable onshore wind profile. The wind profile was used as the
boundary layer input data for the wind flow modelling.
1E-mail communication
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(a) 3D Google map image of the Oystermouth Road hotel area in Swansea Bay
(b) Close-up of run 9 using QUIC’s CFD model
Figure 3.4: QUIC model of the Oystermouth Road hotel area with buildings shown in grey and a
tide height 2.5 m ODN as shown by coloured contour lines in meters
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of a) URB and b) CFD models for hotel site with wind direction 140◦
from North and wind speed 2.3 m s−1. The up- and down-draughts in the YZ plane have
been highlighted by introducing colour map limits with stream line overlay of wind in in-flow
direction. Notice the differences in the flow between rows of buildings.
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A logarithmic profile was fitted to the data and used as an input profile in QUIC. The
QUIC software uses the surface roughness, z0, and Monin-Obukhov reciprocal to better
calculate the wind profile. The Monin-Obukhov value is defined as the height at which the
buoyant production of turbulence kinetic energy is equal to that produced by the shearing
action of the wind [46]. Diurnal values for the Monin-Obukhov reciprocal are typically
negative in relation to the unstable stratification of shear layers, the dimensionless
value ranges from zero to several tens. The best qualitative match in wind profile was
found using a Monin-Obukhov value of -0.001, this value relates to almost neutrally
stable layers as could be expected in coastal onshore winds. Individual surface roughness
coefficients were chosen to match the inner and outer grids. Surface roughness of an
open plane with little or no surface clutter, for the inner grid, and an open water body
for the outer grid, corresponding to 0.005 and 0.0002 respectively [105], were selected.
The wind direction for the profile was taken as the mean over all the recorded points.
Fourteen (Run 2 - 15) wind models were generated, but on closer inspection seven of
these were excluded, three due a large number of observation points in flapping flight
and four due to missing observer location data. The seven wind models used in this study
were generated using the input data summarised in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Model conditions where the direction of wind source measured in degrees from North
and tide height in meters ODN.
Name Date Wind Direction (◦) Wind Speed (m s−1) Tide Height (m)
Run 2 2014-06-25 122 7.8 -2.38
Run 3 132 6.7 -3.09
Run 4 140 7.5 -2.10
Run 5 2014-07-07 212 4.8 2.15
Run 6 216 5.6 2.39
Run 14 2015-09-11 137 9.34 2.13
Run 15 144 8.28 3.09
3.2.5 Bird Flight Model
This research investigates how large gulls use orographic lift as an energy resource in
their daily motion. The analysis in this research makes two assumptions. Firstly, that
the gulls are flying through a temporally static wind field as no turbulence or gusting is
taken into account. Secondly, that all the gulls observed can be described by a fixed-wing
variation of Pennycuick’s glide polar model using averaged biometrics taken from the
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Figure 3.6: Logarithmic wind profile, shown by the grey line, used as input for QUIC model
fitted to the balloon observation points, shown as blue markers
Flight database [16]. This investigation will explore how gulls harvest environmental
energy from orographic updraughts whilst gliding by considering equilibrium glide.
3.2.5.1 Combining Bird and Wind Data
The bird data was recorded in meters in the East-North-Up reference frame with the
observer’s position as the origin. The position of the observer was recorded as a WGS
latitude and longitude position using a GPS device. The raw bird data was transformed
into the wind models reference frame using the site rotation and the observer position
vector. The observer’s position vector was converted from WGS latitude and longitude into
UTM using [106] which converts from units of degrees into meters. The elevation of the
observer was found using the DTM elevation raster and the height of the ornithodolite.
The three-axis wind components were interpolated for each observed point using the
inner grid wind model output from QUIC using MATLAB interp3 function. Observation
points which fell outside the inner grid were discarded. The three-axis ground speeds of
the birds at the observed points have been calculated using spatial difference between
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observations and the time step. This analysis is interested in the relationship between
forward and vertical speeds and as such will consider them separately. The true air
speed (TAS) of the birds at the observation fixes are calculated using the two horizontal
vector components of ground and wind speed, as shown in Fig 3.7. The vertical air
speed is calculated as the difference between the vertical wind speed and the sink speed
experienced by the gull. To make fair comparisons between flight trajectories, and from
flight trajectories to the glide polar, the TAS was corrected to the Equivalent Air Speed
(EAS). The air density at gull altitude was extrapolated using the observed height of the
gull, air pressure and temperature were recorded at the observers location.
Figure 3.7: A velocity vector diagram demonstrating ground speed and true airspeed of a
gull flying in wind conditions consisting of a large cross wind and small supporting wind
component
The wind fields generated by the QUIC model were used to analyse data in three
ways. Firstly, to estimate the vector components of the airflow aligned to the model
grid associated with the 3-dimensional position of the gulls in the observation fixes.
In these cases the airspeeds were calculated with the ground speeds measured and
the interpolated wind model grid data. Secondly, the vertical component of the airflow
(the w component) corresponding to the observation fixes and the maximum available
updraught in the model were compared. Finally, the feasible airspeeds that the gulls
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could fly at if trading all excess updraught for forward airspeed, found by sampling the
glide polar at a sink-rate corresponding to the sampled updraught at the gulls’ mean
trajectory position.
In case two and three, the trajectories were considered individually rather than as a
global dataset. As such, was assumed that the gull was holding velocity and position,
including altitude, as such the observed points have been averaged over the entire
trajectory. The trajectories were aligned with front of the buildings, and considered as an
average along the model’s x-axis, effectively reducing the model to a 2D map in the y-z
axes. The row of buildings was aligned in the x-axis and the position of the gull in each
trajectory path considered as a radial and angular position from the top leading edge
corner as shown in Fig 3.2.
3.2.5.2 The Glide Polar
During gliding flight the weight of the flying body is balanced by only lift and drag, D,
forces, there is no thrust input. Forward flight is maintained by exchanging potential
and, or kinetic energies in order to overcome the drag force such that the bird either
has a decreasing altitude or reducing speed. The geometry of a bird’s wing and the
angle at which it meets the airflow is such that the flow is forced underneath the wing
creating a pressure potential vertically over the wing, increasing the pressure on the
underside and reducing the pressure on the topside, and consequently generating the lift
force. The pressure differential reduces in the direction of the wingtip creating vortices
which generate a downwash in the trail of the wing. Induced drag is generated from the
downwash effect and is inversely proportional to the squared airspeed, U , and highest at
the stall speed and lower, the lowest airspeed which will generate enough lift to overcome
weight and where the flow begins to separate from the wing surface becoming unstable.
The induced drag is described in the first part of the drag equation, Eq. 3.1, where mg
represents the bird’s weight, ρ is the air density, b is the wing span, and ks is the induced
drag factor. Bird’s vary their wing span, this is represented by β and is a value of one, at
full span, or less. The induced drag equation considers that the lift distribution over the
wing is elliptical, deduced from Prandtl’s lifting-line theory described in [107]. However,
Pennycuick proposes that this represents an ideal case only and the drag over a bird’s
wing would be greater, resulting in an induced drag factor greater than, but close to,
one. The value of the induced drag factor has more recently come under scrutiny where
alternative models, and even Pennycuick [108], have suggested values of 1 or less, which
result from primary feathers acting as winglets and deflecting the wing vortices upwards,
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this is particularly relevant in flapping, rather than gliding, flight. Alternative models
will be discussed with more detail in the subsequent chapter, see Sec. 4.2.1, and for now,
a drag factor of 1.1 will be used, in line with the 2008 Flight model.
D =












The second and third part of the equation describe further drag forces generated
by air resistance and skin friction against the body form and wing surface, these are
both considered parasitic drag as they do not form as a result of generating lift. Drag
generated by air resistance on the body will be referred to as parasitic drag whereas,
drag generated by skin friction over the wing will be referred to as profile drag. Variables
CDb and CDw are drag coefficients for the body and wings, these have been determined
by Pennycuick during wind tunnel experiments over several species. It is a standard
practise to record wing surface area during specimen biometrics readings, in the case of
a live individual this is achieved by drawing carefully around an outstretched wing and
doubling the value. Additionally, the measurement between the wing root and central
back is recorded so that the wing area over the back can be added to the total. As surface
area of the wing varies with sweep angle, another factor, ε, is included in the profile drag
equation to account for the sweep factor and is described in equation 3.2 which includes a
constant called the planform slope, δ, which is set to one in the Flight database. The body
surface area, Sb, is more difficult to measure in live individuals; Pennycuick determined
a formula based on the body mass through the examination of many specimens across a





The parasitic and profile drag forces are proportional to the square of the flight
velocity, or airspeed, so it follows that at a higher airspeed these drags acting on the bird
are greater. However, gulls sweep their wings to control their airspeed, this changes the
geometry of the wing, affecting the twist and camber of the aerofoil as well as acting to
reduce the surface area of the wing and total drag force. Pennycuick offers two models
for drag reduction, an optimised drag reduction and a linear wing sweep model. The
optimised drag reduction model reduces wing sweep with increasing airspeed to achieve
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the lowest drag force possible, however it has been observed in wind tunnels and free-
flying birds that wing sweep reduction tends to be linear [16]. The resulting relationship
between the airspeed and drag forces for three models are shown in Fig 3.8.
Figure 3.8: Induced and parasite drags for a) linear span reduction, b) optimal drag span
reduction and c) fixed wing, at a range of airspeeds, where the parasite drag is the summation
of the body and wing friction drags, as described in equation 3.1
Now consider a steady state velocity, such that only potential energy is traded to
overcome the total drag force, and lift is held constant to weight. The resulting sink
speed, Uz can be calculated as a function of the airspeed, as shown in equation 3.4.
Uz = DU /mg (3.4)
The resulting curve, demonstrated in Fig 3.9, provides two important airspeeds,
firstly the minimum sink speed and secondly, the best glide speed. The minimum sink
speed is the airspeed which provides the maximum time spent in flight and the best
climb speed. While this speed guarantees the best endurance it does not provide the
greatest range. The best airspeed to maximise range is found at the best lift to drag ratio
and is indicated by the tangent to the curve at the origin and referred to as the best glide
speed, see Fig 3.9.
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Figure 3.9: Fixed-wing variation of glide polar for average gull, details found in Table 3.2,
with optimum endurance velocity (minimum sink) and optimum range velocity (best glide)
marked by vertical fade lines.
These three drag models; optimal span reduction, linear span reduction, and fixed-
wing span, have been compared using gull biometrics from the Flight database, the
results of which, shown in Fig 3.10b, demonstrate that there is very little reduction in
sink rate until high levels of wing sweep corresponding to air speeds outside of this study.
The three models have been calculated using aerodynamic coefficients for an average gull
from characteristics recorded in the Flight database. Given the reliance on measured
biometrics to generate the glide polar model extremes in size biomorphics for the two
case species were also tested to guarantee minimal effect on the glide polar.
A comparison of four individuals across the two species and using the linear sweep
model, as in Fig 3.10a, demonstrated the similar morphology of these birds and validates
the data pooling to find an average gull. The comparison of sweep models in Fig 3.10b
also demonstrated that there is little variation in the glide polar between drag reduction
and fixed-wing models, especially at the airspeed range recorded in this study. As such,
the simplest model, the fixed-wing drag model using an average gull biometric model, is
used. The average gull biometric is developed from a mean based sampling of available
HG and LBB species samples from the Flight software database, it should be noted
that some of the samples available have been found dead in dubious and thin condition.
Being found in this way is unlikely to effect the wing measurements but could lead to a
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Figure 3.10: a) Comparison of four gulls; large HG (solid), large LBB (dash-dot), small HG
(dash), and small LBB (dot) using the linear span reduction drag model, biometrics taken
from Flight database and details of which can be found in Table 3.2 b) Comparison of the
drag models; linear span reduction (solid), optimal drag span reduction (dash), and fixed
wing span (dot), with the distribution of airspeeds recorded from all observation sessions
indicated in black.
significant reduction in the body mass measurement, as such, any sample with a body
mass outside of a healthy range was discarded from the average.
Table 3.2: Biometrics for the herring and lesser black-backed gulls used in the glide polar models
shown in Fig 3.10
Species Condition Mass (Kg) Wing Span (m) Wing Area (sqm)
Herring Alive 0.86 1.32 0.186
Herring Dead, thin 0.91 1.45 0.230
Lesser Black-back Alive 0.72 1.29 0.177
Lesser Black-back Alive 0.98 1.38 0.201
Average Gull NA 0.86 1.34 0.197
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3.3 Results
Throughout the survey, a total of 3650 observations were collected. There was an average
of 118 observations per a 20 minute session. The observation sessions were performed
under a variety of wind conditions in order to first ascertain whether the number of
gulls gliding in the vicinity increases in favourable conditions. Fig 3.11 demonstrates
a clear correlation between the number of gulls gliding and a wind direction providing
orographic updraughts. More information on the statistical model and results regarding
wind conditions and area use can be found in [10].
Figure 3.11: The proportion of birds gliding over the hotel site as a function of the total number
of birds observed per session is given in relation to the wind direction for that day. There
was a clear peak in gull numbers when model predictions indicated maximum availability of
orographic updraughts (winds of around 150◦).
3.3.1 Airspeed and climb rates in the gliding birds
There were 102 flights recorded in the test area. The flight trajectories analysed had
a range of wind speed magnitudes varying from 1.9 to 12.4 m s−1. The mean airspeed
for each flight trajectory was calculated and these ranged from 8.1 to 19.9 m s−1 (mean
± s.d. = 13.7 ± 2.48 m s−1). The strongest predictors of airspeed are the cross-wind
component (t = 6.52, p<0.001, df 794) and the wind support (t = -7.61, p<0.001, df 794).
The gulls increased their airspeed in relation to the crosswind and reduced their airspeed
in relation to the supporting wind vector, the same methods as implemented by glider
pilots [55] and predicted in [16].
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The average climb rate during the flights is slightly above zero, (mean across runs
± sd = 0.12 ±- 0.36 m s−1). Whilst the climb rate is low, it is significantly above zero as
shown by a one-tailed Wilcoxon signed rank test (z = 2.05, p = 0.040). The climb rate is
also significantly predicted by airspeed (t = -2.24, p = 0.025, df 794).
3.3.2 Fine-scale position and airflow selection
The bird flight paths analysed in conjunction with the QUIC wind models were collected
on days where the wind had a largely southerly component and the temperatures and
cloud level were such that no thermalling behaviour was captured. The angle of incidence
between the buildings and wind direction ranged from 18 - 49◦ but averaged 34◦, the
wind speed ranged from 2.2 - 9.3 m s−1 with an average of 5.7 m s−1.
The average updraught for each flight trajectory was estimated using the 2D wind
model and averaged trajectory path. The mean average updraught speed selected by the
gulls was 0.57 m s−1 (±0.28 m s−1 s.d.) with a range of (1.63 m s−1 - 0.05 m s−1). 81%
of the gulls flew in a range of 0.4 m s−1 (just under the minimum sink in full extension
glide) and 0.8 m s−1 (which according to Pennycuick’s flight model would relate to a 0.7
span reduction). The average w component is particularly interesting when looking at
the gull glide polar, as 0.57 m s−1 is the sink rate associated with the best glide velocity,
see Fig 3.10.
The average updraught speeds selected by the gulls were compared with the maxi-
mum updraught available for each model, taken as the updraught at a 2 m radial position
from the building edge. Surprisingly, the updraught speed chosen did not correlate with
the maximum updraught available (Pearson’s correlation n = 96, r = 0.02, p = 0.843), the
updraught values chosen are within a limited range as shown by the colour contours
populated in Figs 3.12 and 3.13.
Fig 3.13, demonstrates the updraught contours experienced by the gulls in three
different wind strengths shown increasing from left to right. Two important observations
can be made, firstly, the limited range of updraught dominated by the gulls, and secondly,
the angle of the birds over leading edge of the building is changing with wind speed.
It was found that both the radial distance increases with wind speed (y = 0.20 wind
strength +1.87, r2 = 0.35, p < 0.001) and the angle of the bird above the hotel increases
with wind speed (y= 0.05 wind strength +1.49, r2 = 0.17, p < 0.001).
To understand the implications behind these changes, the 2D updraught map is
converted into a feasible velocity map using the glide polar as reference, see Fig 3.15.
This new map indicates the airspeed at which a gull can travel when using all the
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Figure 3.12: The wind model output shown imposed on to the digital profile of the hotel site. The
vertical wind component, w, is indicated by the colour contours in meters per seconds. The
input conditions are a wind speed of 6.7 m s−1, at 132°from North, with tide height -3.09 m
ODN. The bird flight paths for these conditions are indicated by the black lines.
available updraught to overcome the sink experienced in equilibrium glide. The feasible
velocity uses the updraughts predicted by the wind model, a glide polar for the fixed-wing
equivalent of an average gull based on the Pennycuick measurements in the Flight
database, and the average positioning of the gull from the leading edge of the building
measure in radial and angular coordinates. These feasible airspeed velocities have been
corrected for the supporting wind speed recorded at the time of flight and the flight
direction, this created two feasible velocity maps per wind model. These maps were then
use to predict the ground speed that a gull would travel at based on it’s spatial position
in the wind field and direction of travel. The calculated ground speeds were compared to
the measured data, with the results shown in Fig 3.14.
The grounds speeds of the gulls recorded were generally faster than predicted by
the equilibrium glide model where the black link in Fig 3.14 shows a prefect prediction.
Gulls were recorded flying in both directions along the seafront, presumably to- and from-
foraging and roosting areas. As behaviour outside of the recorded flights are unknown

































































































































CHAPTER 3. SOARING ON URBAN WIND-WAYS
Figure 3.14: The predicted ground speeds using the wind and glide polar models compared to
the recorded ground speeds. Results are the average speed for each flight based on the 2D
model. Flight direction ±x and supporting wind vector marked in different colours.
Swansea city centre and potential foraging area, and a negative x is away from the
city centre, possibly towards a roosting area. The wind direction at the time of flight is
considered in terms of the supporting wind vector and so the data is split into head- and
tail- wind however, the supporting wind vector can be considered very small compared
to the crosswind perpendicular to the buildings. This results in four direction groups,
however, there was no significant variation between the groups, indicating that while
the gulls were flying faster than predicted using the modelled wind field and equilibrium
glide model this was not influenced by the flight or wind direction.
3.4 Discussion
Birds have been known to make adjustments for weather conditions during migration
but this study provides evidence that birds also make adjustments in daily commutes.
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Gulls made adjustments not only at the broad-scale by selecting to fly along the bay in
winds that facilitate orographic soaring but also at a much finer-scale by adjusting their
position in the updraught generated by the buildings depending on the wind speed.
3.4.1 Airspeeds and climb rates
The gulls were found to adjust their airspeed for the wind conditions which is consistent
with other findings [87, 91, 92, 94, 95], increasing their airspeed based on both the
supporting and crosswind components. Given the gulls were commuting between nesting
and feeding grounds it was considered that they would aim to travel as fast as possible
whilst maintain equilibrium glide, so as to keep energy costs to a minimum whilst
maximising on time spent foraging. However, the gulls were not found to increase their
airspeed in line with the available updraughts.
With higher crosswinds and greater updraught availability the gulls had potential
to spend less time in flight on the windier days. Requiring only a reduction in sweep
and angle of attack in order to move further along the glide polar into a higher airspeed
and greater sink rate. The observations indicated that the gulls instead increased their
radial distance from the buildings to maintain a fairly constant range of airspeeds. This
validates the choice of using a fixed-wing gull model, as commuting flights stay within a
comparable drag range. For example, the maximum available updraught has a speed of
2.5 m s−1 allowing for a maximum airspeed of 24 m s−1 however, the average airspeed
for that model was just 13.7 m s−1.
The results showed a small level of altitude gain and this was significantly predicted
by a decrease in airspeed. Such that the gulls flying slower gained more altitude than
those flying faster as would be expected by an increase in sink rate as dictated by the
glide polar. In general, the gulls did not seem to use the orographic updraughts to
gain altitude but to facilitate progress. The mean updraught contour which the gulls
positioned themselves in indicate the gulls may be aiming to fly at the best glide velocity
to maximise range rather than the minimum sink velocity to maximise endurance.
3.4.2 Position based control
The results also indicated the position that the birds use is carefully selected in order
to improve their flight control. The distance to the buildings demonstrate a preference
for the flight speeds but this is not explained in their angle selection as the contours
allow for any angular position whilst maintain chosen airspeed. Instead, the gulls
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positioned themselves at the crest of the updraught tunnel on windier days and a
possible explanation is a control strategy for gust mitigation.
A horizontal displacement due to a gust at a low angle relative to the wind field would
move the bird through a large range of w values, see position A in Fig 3.15. This would
required the bird to make a large adjustment of airspeed in order to maintain vertical
position. Where as the same displacement in a high angle, see position B, would require
no change in velocity.
A vertical displacements at a high angle could even be self-stabilizing. A decreases in
height would result moving to a contour with increased updraught which would in turn
increase the height of the bird returning it to the initial position. Similarly a increase
in height would result in a lower updraught causing the bird to naturally sink back
toward the original position. This stable position could massively reduce control costs
in gusty conditions. The relative amplitude of gusts is likely to increase with the wind
speed which could explain why the gulls favour the crest of the updraught at higher
wind speeds.
Using partial spatial velocities of the wind field further demonstrates the robust
position at the tunnel crest. In order for position control to be robust to vertical gusts
the change in wind field with altitude must be negative. In Fig 3.16a the vertical wind
field partial differential demonstrates a circular region above the leading edge of the
building that provides the conditions for the self-regulating phenomenon. A negative
region, where the strength of the vertical wind field is decreasing with positive altitude,
provides a decreasing amount of lift with height gain resulting in a return to the original
position due to a vertical gust or the loss or gain of lift due to any change in height. Fig
3.16 demonstrates little to no change in the horizontal wind field with a vertical position
change, and so is of little importance. Horizontal position changes are demonstrated
in Fig 3.16b & c, similarly in part b there is a circular area above the building leading
edge which is particularly robust to changes in horizontal wind field. Interestingly, part
c exhibits a zero line acting above the edge of the building which makes the crest of the
tunnel, optimal control would be positioned on or close to this line.
The optimal region analogy goes some way to explain why the gulls vary their angular
position over the building on windy and potentially, gusty days but does not explain why
the gulls use a lower angle at lower wind speeds. Perhaps this result could be due to
reasons beyond flight control such as a position which facilitates a better view of the
beach for foraging purposes.
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Figure 3.15: A velocity contour map in relation to flight over the hotels. Predicted airspeeds (in
meters per seconds) of birds flying parallel to the hotels are indicated in colour. Two possible
positions (A and B) are given for flight at 12 m s−1, with dashed lines representing horizontal
and vertical displacements from an equilibrium position and black arrows representing
the change in lift force produced if the bird does not make any corrective actions. Position
A demonstrates the wide velocity range available for a given horizontal displacement for
birds flying at relatively low angles. The velocity range available for the same horizontal
displacement is much lower at position B, while for vertical displacements the stabilizing
forces are stronger at B than A. The input wind conditions are 9.34 m s−1 with a direction of
137◦ from North and a tide height of 1.14 m ODN.
3.4.3 Summary and review of methods
This research demonstrated a clear energy saving strategy implemented by the gulls
utilising the airflows generated man-made infrastructure. Additionally, this research
has discovered a flight control scheme previously unconsidered. Flight control at low
altitude in the complex airflows created by urban infrastructure is a significant challenge
for SUAVs. The airspeeds and wind speeds are comparable meaning that gusts can by
impossible to recover from. There have been investigations in energy saving methods
over greater distances [58, 109] but not at the fine-scales covered here. Understanding
the strategies that soaring birds use in these same conditions could provide real flight
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Figure 3.16: The plots show the partial spatial differentials of the wind field in the vertical and
horizontal directions where the figure titles label the axes variations. Wind input conditions
match that of Fig 3.15, where the wind speed is 9.34 m s−1 with a direction of 137◦ from
North and a tide height of 1.14 m ODN.
control advantages in SUAVs.
This Chapter used Pennycuick’s ornithodolite to record gull flight trajectories and
balloon launches to record the wind conditions. Fitted wind profiles were used as the
inputs conditions for a QUIC-CFD modelled environment and every attempt was made
to provide as high a level of accuracy to the QUIC models as possible. The terrain was
included at a high 2 meter resolution and adjusted for the tidal height at the time of
field recordings. The QUIC model uses terrain height when considering boundary layer
placement but does not use the terrain in mass flow calculations and as such the this
substrate does not contribute to the orographic updraught calculated. A terrain step
exists directly proceeding the row of buildings, this is included in the environmental
model but does not contribute to the total orographic updraught so, the vertical wind
field is underestimated and may account for the small average altitude gain observed in
the flight paths. Additionally, the gull glide polar was generated using the Pennycuick
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2008 model, this involved using biometrics from a combination of caught birds and found
cadavers. While no gulls found in dubious conditions were added there is potential that
the body mass is underestimated. Furthermore, Pennycuick’s model relies on several
aerodynamic characteristics that are estimates calculated through the study of several
species, and not necessarily the two species studied here. Despite these factors, the
average updraught that the gulls were found to position themselves in fell exactly on
the predicted sink rate at a best glide velocity. Furthermore, the velocity control scheme
based on spatial positioning is unaffected by an underestimation in updraught as it is
the shape of the lift tunnel which provided the basis for the idea.
3.5 Conclusions
• The gulls performed orographic soaring on urban features.
• The gulls made fine-scale navigation choices based on the wind conditions.
• The gulls do not appear to be increasing their flight speed with wind speed to take
advantage of the increased updraught strength.
• Fine-scale flow assessment of the gulls performing orographic soaring demon-
strated that they flew at speeds close to the best glide velocity and used the
updraught generated by the deflected wind to offset the sink rate.
• Airspeed can be controlled by radial distance from the leading edge of the building
by positioning within a suitable updraught strength to offset sink.
• Gulls may implement a gust mitigation control scheme by varying their angular











ENERGY SAVING VELOCITY STRATEGIES
Small Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (SUAVs) operating in urban environments must dealwith complex wind flows and endurance limitations caused by current battery technology.Birds offer inspiration regarding how to fly in these environments and how to exploit
complex wind flows as an energy source. On a broad-scale, migrating birds adjust airspeed to
minimize cost of transport (CoT) in response to wind conditions, but it is unknown whether
birds implement these strategies in fine-scale, complex environments. Global Positioning System
(GPS) backpacks were installed on eleven urban gulls in order to track flight through the city, the
gulls were found to soar extensively during daily commutes, utilising thermal and orographic
updraughts. CoT theory is outlined with a proposed model for optimising airspeed for wind whilst
maintaining flight trajectory. Gull flight data is categorised into soaring strategies and then
tested for CoT adjustments. It was found that the birds were able to make energy savings of 31%
based on having a best glide speed when soaring that was similar to their minimum power speed
when flapping. These models calculated optimum airspeeds based on wind speed and direction
and could be implemented on SUAV platforms with wind sensing capabilities. This approach
could significantly reduce energy requirements for SUAVs flying in urban environments.
Author Contributions: Field experiment set-up and management, GPS tracking data collection,
nest and ground truthing observations, and initial data processing (database design and population with
bird and geophysics data) was part of a joint effort between PhD students Cara Williamson and Anouk
Spelt, and is documented in [110]. The University of Amsterdam provided the Bird Tracking equipment
(UvA-BiTS) and access to the gull behavioural model. This work has been previously published as part of
the AIAA SciTech 2020 Inproceedings [111] and is currently under review for consideration as an AIAA
Journal paper. Dr Shane Windsor contributed with edits to the paper.
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4.1 Introduction
Small Unmanned Air Vehicles, SUAVs, have the potential to fly at low altitudes within
the urban environment making them suitable for a range of missions such as infrastruc-
ture monitoring, surveillance, emergency response and small payload delivery [25–29].
However, current SUAVs have two main technology limitations, firstly, SUAVs have lim-
ited capacity to cope with the high levels of turbulence and complex flows created by wind
interactions within the urban landscape [112–114]. Secondly, due to the power-weight
constraints in battery technology, SUAVs have a limited range and endurance [76, 115].
This research takes a novel approach to finding ways of overcoming these limitations by
looking at the ways birds make use of wind flows in the urban environment to reduce
their energetic cost of flight.
Birds of comparable size and weight to small SUAVs are able to navigate the complex
city wind flows and exploit the environment to reduce the energetic cost of flight. During
the breeding season, urban gulls spend up to 40% [110] of their time in flight, flying to
and from foraging locations through these complex wind-scapes. Choosing appropriate
flight strategies has the potential to substantially reduce their energetic flight costs and
could be key for breeding success. Understanding the energy saving strategies urban
gulls are using to reduce flight costs could be used to extend the range and endurance of
SUAVs flying in a similar environment.
Flight mechanics theory shows that transport costs can be minimized by adjusting
airspeed with relation to wind conditions. In unfavourable conditions such as headwinds,
airspeed should be increased and in favourable conditions such as tailwinds, airspeed
should be reduced. Vertical wind components also effect transport costs, a down draft
will increase the cost of transport (CoT) and therefore airspeed should be increased, and
an up draft will reduce CoT and so airspeed should be decreased. Gull species studied
in migration and in long-range open water commutes have been found to make velocity
and even altitude adjustments to headwinds that act to maximize CoT savings [87, 94].
However, these flights tend to experience uniform and predictable flow conditions which
are not representative of the urban environment.
A recent study found that urban gulls spend up to 10% more time in flight than
those in traditional habitats [110], so it may be that the complex flows generated by
our architecture creates more soaring opportunities than are available in more tradi-
tional habitats. Certainly studying gulls in this environment can provide new insight
into managing these complex flows. Previous work found that gulls exploit the wind-
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highways generated by urban terrain [10] and a SUAV flight control strategy based
on the gulls’ flight behaviour achieved a throttle reduction of 15% whilst minimizing
overall control-effort [11]. Additional SUAV studies have found that exploiting urban
flow can successfully be used to gain significant altitudes [116] and that choosing the
correct airspeed and climb angles for the wind gradient can be used to make savings of
12% in the field [76]. Certainly then, studying birds in urban environments can present
strategies which are advantageous to SUAV technology. However, there has been little
research in the way free flying birds use wind flows in the urban environment, and
whether velocity adaptions for CoT are common for all wind conditions.
This Chapter aims to discern whether CoT velocity adaptions are advantageous
when implemented in the complex flow conditions created by urban infrastructure using
commuting urban gulls as a case study. Firstly, the relevant flight mechanics theories
regarding velocity optimisation are outlined before detailing a velocity optimisation
algorithm suitable for use when flying on a fixed heading with knowledge of current
wind conditions. Following this, the methods used for capturing and analysing flight
data from GPS tagged gulls is described, including how the data was down-selected and
categorized into different soaring strategies. The velocity optimisation models are then
tested against the different flight strategies employed by the gulls to determine their
potential for energy savings in urban environments.
4.2 Flight Models
This section contains the flight mechanics theory behind the velocity optimisation models
used throughout this chapter. The glide polar and mechanical power curve models
are outlined along with the key velocities involved with optimising flight performance.
Following, is an explanation of CoT theory where the relationship between airspeed
and the wind conditions is introduced. The CoT relationship is used a the basis for
an algorithm calculating the optimum airspeed for a fixed trajectory and known wind
conditions. Three potential flight speed selection models for flapping flight are then
introduced.
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4.2.1 Velocity curves
Avian flight has typically been studied at two very different scales. At one end of the
spectrum, the precise mechanics and aerodynamics of flight has been studied in controlled
environments such as wind tunnels, which has given rise to detailed models used to
predict flapping power requirements [17, 117, 118] and optimum glide ratios [119–
122]. While on the broad scale, flight mechanics models have been used to study the
energy saving techniques implemented by migratory birds in relation to weather systems
[87, 91, 92, 94, 95]. The two methods are complimentary, performance models generated
in fine-scale experiments can, in part, be validated with free-flight data, and the flight
data can be used to tune performance models. The flight data in this study is not only
collected at a high-frequency but also contains classification of behaviours and flight
modes facilitating a more detailed analysis of how gulls take advantage of the wind
conditions in mid-range, complex environment flights.
In gliding flight, body weight is balanced solely by the aerodynamic forces lift and
drag. As there is no thrust input forward moment comes at the expense of trading either
potential or kinetic energies. The glide polar, introduced in the previous chapter, section
3.2.5.2, is the graphical representation of gliding while trading potential energy where
the sink rate of a body is mapped to airspeed. In flapping flight, the power required
to overcome the drag force is provided in the act of flapping. Here the induced drag is
considered proportional to the absolute minimum power required to stay in flight and is
calculated by modelling the moving wings as an actuated disc [16]. Equation 4.1 defines
the power required to maintain steady-level flight.
P =
Induced︷ ︸︸ ︷























The drag forces in flight vary with velocity in a manner which results in a minima
for both the glide polar and power curve (Fig 4.1e & f). These minima represent the
lowest rate of energy exchange, which in flapping flight is the minimum power output
and in gliding flight is the minimum sink rate, the velocities at which these occur will be
referred to as the minimum power, Ump, and minimum sink, Ums, velocities respectively.
Flying at these airspeeds will result in maximum flight endurance but does result in
the lowest energy cost for a given distance. The lowest energy cost for transport can
be found at the tangential to each of the curves (Fig 4.1e) and referred to as maximum
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range velocity, Umr for flapping flight, and best glide velocity, Ubg, for gliding flight.
Probably the most widely used glide polar model for birds was developed in 1989
by Pennycuick [123]. The drag functions, described with detail in the previous chapter,
in section 3.2.5.2, contain aerodynamic characteristics which, as with all good science,
have been updated over the years in response to new research. The previous chapter
used values published in the 2008 Flight model and made comparisons between wing
span reduction models and gull biometrics. This chapter, however, compares alternative
aerodynamic characteristics used in the induced and parasite drag functions. The original
(P89) [123] and newer (P08) [16] Pennycuick models will be compared with an alternative
model (T16) published in 2016 by Taylor et al [52].
The P89 and P08 models differ only in the body drag coefficient factor, CDb , equal to
0.4 and 0.1 respectively. The Taylor model uses a function of the wing to body surface






The T16 model also varies to the Pennycuick models in the induced drag function
where P89 and P08, use an induced drag factor, ks, of 1.1 whereas, T16 uses a lower
value of 1.0 only. The drag factor originates from Prandtl’s lifting-line theory [107] and
assumes an elliptical wing. Traditionally, it was assumed that the induced drag factor
must be greater than 1.0, as this is reserved only for the ideal wing. However, more
recently it was discovered that the addition of winglets deflects the wingtip vortices up
and out from the wing, increasing the downwash and effectively performing as though
the wing span is increased. This may be somewhat irrelevant for gulls in gliding flight
but could effect the drag produced while flapping where the wing tips bend slightly
upwards during the down stroke section of the flap cycle.
A further difference between the Taylor and Pennycuick models occurs in the cal-
culations of the parasite drags, where in the Pennycuick models the coefficient is held
fixed at 0.014, but in the Taylor model the drag coefficient is considered a function of the




Where the Reynolds number, Re, is defined by equation 4.4, where c̄ is the wing mean
aerodynamic chord and µ is the dynamic viscosity of the air. All other variables remain
as defined in section 3.2.5.2.
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Re = ρ c̄U
µ
(4.4)
In this chapter, the induced drag factor and drag coefficients used in calculating
the glide polar as proposed by both Pennycuick and Taylor were compared using the
fixed-wing drag model. Fig 4.2 demonstrates the similarity between the three models,
in fact, using the Pennycuick 2008 values provides key performance velocities with less
than 1% variation to the Taylor model. For this reason, the 2008 model will continue to
be used.
An induced drag factor is also used in the derivation of the power curve used in
flapping flight, k f . In Pennycuick’s Flight software the induced drag factor for flapping
flight is considered 1.2, higher than during gliding flight. In 2013, Pennycuick captured
ornithodolite observations of various species arriving from migration in order to verify
characteristics used in the drag curve derivation, such as the drag factor [108]. In theory,
as birds arrive from migration they should be travelling at the max range velocity in
order to minimise the energetic cost required during migration. In the Flight software,
maximum range velocity is calculated considering the chemical power stored in the fat
reserves, but here, only the mechanical power is considered. Pennycuick observed that
LBB gulls arrived back at an airspeed of 14.4 ± 1.34 m s-1, well within range of the max
range velocity shown in Table 4.1 and Fig 4.3. Nevertheless, the 2008 model is compared
with an alternative described below.
Additional power curve models which consider the full flap cycle have often been used
when studying flapping birds in a wind tunnel in order to determine the mechanical
power delivered by the beating wings. In these cases the variations which occur in
velocity, height, position as well as the angle, surface and flapping frequency of the wing
are all considered. This is made possible during wind tunnel experiments where these
factors are visually tracked. Here, a simplified version, which considers steady and level


















Where the velocity over each wing segment is calculated as a function of the airspeed,
U , flapping frequency, f , maximum flap amplitude angle, θamp, and segment span, bi.
Ui =U + f θampbi (4.6)
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The rotational area of the wings, A0, is not calculated as circular but as the area





Information regarding the average flap frequency (3.5 Hz) and wing surface geometry
have been taken from recorded data, angles for the disk wing area have been taken from
the literature where θamp is 25◦ [124], and θpln is 5◦. The variables are fixed despite
these variable being known to vary with airspeed. Fig 4.3 attempts to compare the two
models where it should be noted that the alternative model has a mechanical power
value that increases at a rate four times that of the Pennycuick model as it moves
away from the minima. There are large variations in the proposed key velocities, as the
second model uses estimates for several characteristics the Pennycuick power curve is
used throughout the chapter. Additionally, the results from Pennycuick’s 2013 study of
arriving migrating birds further supports that the power curve is more accurate that
the alternative, given the closer maximum range velocity, using this model also provides
the additional benefits of remaining consistent with the selected glide polar model. Final
key velocities for LBB gull model, using the average from 11 LBB used in this study, are
summarised in Table 4.1, and biometrics used to generate both curves are found in Table
4.2.
Table 4.1: Performance airspeeds for flapping and gliding flight for average gull
Velocity Name Symbol Airspeed, (m s-1) Optimisation
Gliding P89 P08 T16
Minimum Sink Ums 7.1 8.0 7.9 Endurance
Best Glide Ump 9.3 10.6 10.6 Range
Flapping M1 M2
Minimum Power Ump 11.9 (2.8 W) 11.5 (4.9 W) Endurance
Maximum Range Umr 15.4 (3.3 W) 12.9 (5.2 W) Range
4.2.2 Cost of Transport Theory
When flying through moving air it is important to consider the effect of the wind on rela-
tive motion. The energetic cost required to travel a given distance can vary significantly
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of three glide polar models; Pennycuick 1989 [123] shown in dark blue,
Pennycuick 2008 [16] shown in light blue (and used in this study), and Taylor 2016 [52]
shown in grey. The best glide and minimum sink velocities are summarised in Table 4.1 .
Figure 4.3: Comparison of power curve models; Pennycuick 2008 [16] shown in blue (and used in
this study), and alternative thrust based model shown in orange. The minimum power and
maximum range velocities are are shown with the markers and summarised in Table 4.1.
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depending on the direction and velocity of the wind flow. For example, progress in the
inertial frame is impeded when flying at a set airspeed in a headwind compared to still
air which increases the duration and cost of flight. The velocity reference frames can
be seen in Fig 4.1 and are related by Equation 4.9 where V is the ground speed vector,
U is the airspeed vector and W is the wind speed vector. It is worth noting here, that
this work uses the wind vector direction in the traditional meteorological measurement
format where the direction measures from North the origin of the wind source.
U =V −W (4.9)
Many studies have derived the necessary velocity changes required in order to
minimise flight cost [8, 16, 43, 52]. In a recent study, Taylor [52], derived Equation 4.10
which considered the cost of transport in the air frame of reference, (Fig 4.1b). The cost
of transport (−dE/dr), or the energy cost E, for a given range r, is considered in terms
of the thrust requirements, DU, for a given airspeed, minus the effect of any weight
supporting vertical wind. The wind conditions, where Wh and Ws are the head- and side-
wind components, are also taken into account. In summary, the equation shows that CoT
is reduced by updraughts (Wz > 0) or tailwinds (Wh < 0) and increased in downdraughts






It should be noted that wind vectors, composed of head and side winds, can be
considered in two ways aligning with reference to the air frame (Fig 4.1b) or the inertial
frame (Fig 4.1c). CoT is calculated for a given distance so could be considered in the
inertial frame [125], however in environmental harvesting strategies it is the airspeed
in relation to the wind which should be optimised [52]. This study considers the wind
vectors in the air and ground frame as side and cross winds respectively.
In gliding flight if the updraught is greater than the minimum sink rate the CoT
optimisation can break down as flying at a faster speed can still decrease the CoT. In
this case it is possible to fly at speed which matches the sink rate on the glide polar. For
glider pilots, the theory is best known as Speed to Fly (StF), or MacCready’s theory [43].
Calculating the new optimum airspeed in both StF and CoT can be achieved by shifting
the glide polar for the experienced conditions as depicted in Fig 4.1f. An updraught
shifts the curve toward the x-axis, in CoT theory the optimized velocity tends to the
minimum sink velocity until the updraught is equal to the minimum sink. In StF theory,
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the thermal strength can be much greater than the minimum sink value, and here the
optimized velocity increases with thermal strength.
Gulls soaring using orographic lift have been found to position themselves such that
sink was offset and altitude maintained rather than to benefit from increasing velocity
[10], suggesting that they follow CoT during orographic soaring. However, several soaring
species of bird have been found to follow MacCready’s StF in inter-thermal glides so this
was also tested [6, 41, 126].
4.2.3 Velocity optimisation algorithm
This section details a velocity optimization algorithm that can be used to generate the
optimum airspeed for CoT minimization when flying on a fixed heading with knowledge
of current wind conditions. An iterative process was used to calculate the optimum
airspeed and resultant ground speed. An algorithm is used as it considers the coupled
relationship between variation in airspeed and the air relative wind direction. This was
especially relevant to a dataset where the measured data is the ground speed, trajectory
heading, and wind conditions, but, the hypothesis to be tested is based on variance within
the airspeed. Theoretically, as the gulls adjust their airspeed, and hence, air relative
heading, there is a compensation for slip in order to maintain inertial heading. It is not
possible to consider this compensation with the dataset here. In any case, the gulls are
not necessarily adjusting solely their slip angle but also asymmetrically fine-tuning the
geometry of their wings with changes in chamber, twist and sweep. As is easily observed
when watching gulls soar at a crosswind angle, such as in the case of orographic soaring.
For this reason, no slip angle will be considered, only the wind direction in terms of the
air and inertial frames of reference.
The trajectory holding assumption follows that daily commuting flight, lasting be-
tween 10 - 30 minutes, are long enough for the bird to want to reduce energy costs,
but short enough that using wind drift will not provide any total benefit. Additionally,
many of these commutes exhibit orographic soaring behaviour in which following a ridge
feature is vital to continue energy harvesting. This is also applicable for SUAV technology
where holding a fixed trajectory is part of the mission plan. The algorithm process is
outlined in Section 4.2.3, where the inputs are the glide polar, GP, a two column matrix
where the first column is the airspeed range and the second is corresponding sink; the
flight trajectory heading, φi; and the wind conditions, where W is magnitude and θw is
direction. Remaining calculated variables are the inertial and air relative wind angles,
βi and βa, where βi is the angle between wind and ground speed vectors, βa is the angle
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between wind and airspeed vectors, Wah is the air relative head wind. The optimised
airspeed is represented by Uopt and the error margin, e, is the magnitudinal difference
between optimised airspeed iterations.
The algorithm starts with the non-adjusted airspeed velocity, Ubg, and calculates
the angle between the wind and ground speed vector using the trajectory heading and
wind conditions. Following on, the relative wind direction in air and inertial frames are
calculated and used to find the air relative headwind. The inertial and air frame wind
relative angles, βa,i, are described by vector diagram Fig 4.4.
Figure 4.4: Relative wind angles in the inertial and air reference frames shown here with a
South-south-westerly wind and a East bound trajectory.
The glide polar is then shifted by the headwind and any vertical wind present. The
new optimised airspeed is identified by finding the maximum gradient in the newly
shifted glide polar, however, the same result can be achieved using a look-up table as
described by [52]. Finally, the new ground speed vector is calculated using the new
airspeed and the assumption that the ground trajectory heading is held constant. The
process should be repeated with the new ground speed until an error between the current
and previously optimised airspeeds is less than 0.1 m s −1. Convergence was found in the
vast majority of wind condition cases, except for very high wind speeds in the inertial
crosswind. While this could prove relevant for orographic soaring cases in this study, the
magnitude of the wind speed required is outside of the range explored here. The extent
of the non-convergent pocket is explained demonstrated in Fig 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: a) The number of iterations required for airspeed optimisation convergence where
the pockets of white space represent areas of error oscillation above 0.1 m s −1 rather than
convergence b) The optimised airspeed results from convergence where the non-converged
regions where resolved to the lowest error calculated in 100 iterations.
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Algorithm 1 Optimise airspeed velocity
1: function OPTIMISE AIRSPEED VELOCITY(GP,φi,W ,θw,Ubg) . Where Ua - opt. airspeed, βa - opt.
relative wind angle. Optimise airspeed based on a fixed trajectory and wind conditions
2: Uopt(i)=Ubg . Start algorithm using best glide velocity
3: V =Ubg . Set initial ground speed to best glide velocity
4: i = 0
5: while e > 0.1 & i < 100 do . Loop until error margin is met or number of iterations exceeds 100
6: i = i+1
7: βi = arcsin(W /V )sin(θw −φi) . Calculate the inertial relative wind angle
8: βa = 180− ((θw −φi)+βi) . Calculate the air relative wind angle
9: Wah =W cosβa . Find the air relative headwind
10: GPs[:,1]=GP[:,1]+Wah . Shift the glide polar using the air relative headwind
11: GPs[:,2]=GP[:,2]+Wz . Shift the glide polar using vertical wind (optional)
12: idx = max(GPs[:,1]/GPs[:,2]) . Index location of the new lift to drag maximum
13: Uopt(i+1)=GPs[idx,1] . Optimised airspeed
14: e = |Uopt(i+1)−Uopt(i)| . Calculate the error margin
15: V =
√
(Uopt(i+1)2 +W2 −2Uopt(i+1)W cosβa) . Calculate new ground speed
16: end while
17: end function
4.2.4 Velocity test models
The velocity optimisation models use the glide polar and power curves generated by the
aerodynamic characteristics from Pennycuick’s 2008 model [16] and the gulls’ biometrics
in Table 4.2. A fixed-wing variation of the glide polar model was used due to the sufficient
similarity at airspeeds of < 16 m s−1 (accounting for 69% of the data) to other methods
which include span reduction. Optimised velocity was calculated by shifting the glide
polar by the airspeed and/or vertical wind, and a new tangent calculated as described in
Fig 4.1e. The power curve model for flapping flight was also generated using sampled
gull biometrics and values from Pennycuick’s 2008 Flight model with a drag factor, k, of
1.1 being used. The Pennycuick model predicts that gulls fly at minimum power velocity
due to power constraints in the pectoral muscles [16] however, some literature suggests
that this would mean no airspeed optimisations are then required [87]. To test these
theories we selected three models:
• Model 1 - Flying at minimum power speed but maintaining flight time. This
model used Ump as the optimum velocity but shifts airspeed only if there is a
headwind. There is no adjustment from Ump in tailwinds. The adjusted velocity is
the minimum of the headwind shifted curve.
• Model 2 - Flying at minimum power speed with no attempt at airspeed optimization,
the only change being the effect of wind on the ground speed.
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• Model 3 - Matching flight speed to CoT optimised best glide velocity, Ubg during
both gliding and flapping flight.
4.3 Methods
This section includes details for the empirical data capture and processing. The gull
tracking, details of environmental data sets, flight path filtering and the classification of
soaring strategies are presented here.
4.3.1 Bird tagging
This research analysed the flight paths of 11 lesser black-backed gulls, Larus fuscus,
tracked using GPS backpacks [32] over two breeding seasons in the city of Bristol, UK.
All work was approved by the University of Bristol Animal Welfare and Ethical Review
Body (UIN: UB /15/069). Bird handling and tagging was conducted under BTO permit
A /2831, additional details can be found in [110]. Bio-metrics for the individuals were
recorded at the time of capture and used to characterize the morphology of an average
individual (Table 4.2).
Table 4.2: Wing and body measurements calculated from measured bio-metrics
Span Mass Wing area Aspect Chord Frontal area
(m) (kg) (m2) ratio (m) (m2)
Mean, µ 1.15 0.741 0.168 7.85 0.146 0.0067
Standard Deviation, σ 0.065 0.061 0.018 0.63 0.011 0.00036
4.3.2 Bio-logging data
The Global Positioning System (GPS) loggers collected spatial fixes containing latitude,
longitude, altitude and a date-time stamp, with each fix being immediately followed
by a one second burst of 20 Hz three-axis accelerometer data. The spatial data were
used to reconstruct the flight paths of the gulls and the acceleration data were used to
classify flight behaviour at each position. The behavioural model used was developed by
Shamoun-Baranes et al [35], it uses 14 selected features of the acceleration data and a
random forest classifier of 100 trees trained on a large set of annotated acceleration clips
based on timed observations. We added a further twenty manually classified acceleration
data clips for each of the gulls in this study to the training set. The behavioural classes for
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Figure 4.6: a) Lesser black-backed gull with fitted GPS tag. b) The tri-axial accelerometer signals
for four flight behaviours; extreme flapping, flapping, mixed and soaring as described in
[35, 110]
the full model include: soaring, flapping, extreme flapping, mixed flight, walking, pecking,
float, boat, stationary, and other. This study used four of these behaviour classes (Fig
4.6); extreme flapping (such as in take-off and landing), flapping, soaring, mixed flight
(a combination of soaring and flapping). Further details of the behaviour classification
can be found in [35, 110]. A spatial fence trigger was used to adjust the GPS capture
frequency of the tags. When the gulls were on their nest, the capture rate was set to a
GPS fix every 10 mins (600 s). The devices were programmed to increase frequency to a
minimum of every 5 mins (300 s) after leaving the nest area, defined by a radius of 50 m.
As a result the outbound flights recorded were often incomplete. The tags were charged
by solar panels and when the tag had a sufficiently high battery voltage the tag switched
to a high frequency data capture rate of every 4 s. This study filtered the dataset for
commuting flights containing high frequency data, considered as a fix every 4 - 6 s.
4.3.3 State variables
State variables associated with the flights such as velocity, altitude and attitude were
calculated as follows. The ground speed of the gulls at the time of data capture was
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considered the instantaneous speed as calculated by satellite Doppler shift, as opposed
to point-to-point differencing. Vertical and horizontal ground speeds were calculated
separately in the case of gliding flight in order to compare forward and sink speeds. The
altitude above sea level (ASL) was calculated using the GPS measured altitude. The
altitude above ground level (AGL) and altitude above structure (HAS) were calculated
using a digital elevation model from 2 meter resolution LIDAR data [96]. Heading and
directional change angles were calculated using the latitude and longitude captured
by the tags with a Haversine transformation adjusted for latitude at the nest location
and accurate to 1%, which was considered accurate enough for the short point to point
distances calculated.
4.3.4 Commuting Flights
Commuting flights were defined as non-stop flights between frequently visited locations.
These flights were chosen under the assumption that the individuals are not foraging
or searching, but travelling between known locations and as such, more likely to be
conserving energy. The full data set was filtered to include only flights to and from 72
locations based on repeated visits. The locations were found using a combination of
observation and spatial clustering of terrestrial location fixes. The commuting flight were
defined using the filter criteria below:
• A series of flight behaviour data points enclosed by two terrestrial fixes at take-off
and landing.
• A direct flight between the take-off and landing locations with no additional stops
(terrestrial points).
• Start and end locations cannot be the same.
• A flight must have 10 or more fixes per km flown ensuring that trajectory resolution
is suitably high.
• A flight must have more than 10 total fixes to ensure that flights are suitably long
for evaluation.
• The flight must be repeated on 4 occasions such that there is a comparison set.
• Flights with obvious detours, foraging or loitering were removed.
• Start and end locations are at least 2 km apart.
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This resulted in a set of 192 flights ranging between 2 and 20 km, with µ = 6.3 km, σ =
3.5 km.
4.3.5 Weather data
Weather data in this study was sampled from high resolution United Kingdom variable
(UKV) forecasting model output data. The forecasting model has a spatial resolution
of 2 km and a temporal resolution of 1 hour and has the highest resolution of any
available data set over the UK [127]. Each GPS fix was assigned to the nearest 1-hour
time prediction and then spatially interpolated. The wind speed and direction were
interpolated for altitude and used to calculate airspeed. The forecast data were validated
using data from a two week period collected by two locally situated weather stations; one
at the nest and a second towards the North-East foraging areas. The Pearson produce-
moment correlation coefficients computed for wind speed (R = 0.87, n > 120,000, RMSE
= 1.87 m s-1) and wind direction (R = 0.81, n > 120,000, RMSE = 33.6°), as shown in Fig
4.7, showed that forecasting model gave wind estimates in good agreement with those
measured directly.
4.3.6 Soar Strategies
Data points were given an additional flight mode classification based on the soaring
strategies being utilised. All data points previously classified as soar behaviour mode
were further categorised into soaring strategies; gliding (with subsets high and low
altitude), thermalling, orographic and other using a decision tree classifier (Fig 4.8).
The soar strategy classification algorithm compared state variables against a set of
thresholds, as shown in Fig 4.8. Data were averaged through a moving mean with a
window size of 3 to account for noise. The threshold for the first branch was the sink
rate considered as the satellite measured vertical velocity. The second threshold was
based on the altitude, AGL and HAS were both used to consider terrain features. The
final threshold determined circling behaviour where the heading change and standard
deviation were considered.
• Gliding is unpowered flight where gravitational and kinetic energies are traded.
Here, it was defined as soaring behaviour with a sink rate (downward vertical
velocity) greater than 0.55 m s−1. This was selected as the minimum sink rate
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first branch of the decision tree (Fig 4.8). In some analysis gliding was further
classified by altitude. High-altitude gliding such as between thermals, (Fig 4a), was
classified by the same altitude threshold as the second branch in the decision tree.
Low-altitude gliding was defined as below this threshold and occurred between
sections of flapping, mixed or orographic soaring modes.
• In thermal soaring altitude is gained by circling in columns of warm rising air, as
shown in Fig 4.8a. This was characterized firstly by high altitude flight where both
altitude above ground level, hAGL and height above surface structure, hHAS, were
considered. Secondly, by a high variance in flight direction, σ(φi), and a consistent
heading change, ∆φi, of 30°or greater between fixes, shown by the final lower
branch of the decision tree (Fig 4.8).
• Orographic soaring uses updraughts generated on the windward side of a terrain
feature, such as a cliff, hill or building, to offset sink in gliding flight. It requires
a relatively low altitude to be within range of any updraughts. Examples of oro-
graphic soaring can be seen in Fig 4b,c. The strategy was classified when the
circling and altitude measures were below given thresholds, as seen in the upper
final branch of the decision tree (Fig 4.8).
• The "Other" class contains any soaring behaviour which did not fall into the previ-
ous categories. This class contained a small fraction of low altitude thermalling, or
circling in areas of very strong orographic lift, see examples Fig 4.3.6c, but mostly
contains high-altitude soaring with no directional variance. This was most likely
travel through unexploited thermals or detached thermal bubbles, an example of
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Figure 4.9: Flights from the same individual that occurred with 3 different weather conditions. a)
high thermal availability b) overcast day with low westerly wind c) day with a high westerly
wind. Background courtesy of GOOGLE EARTH [128].
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Soaring strategy classification was validated with three methods. First, by expert
comparison with a set of 10 selected flights across the range of soaring strategies. Flights
were selected that had examples of all soaring types including samples with values close
to the classification thresholds. Second, using a systematic variation of the threshold
values to check for classification robustness. In this validation case, varying threshold
changes tended to have greatest effect on the amount of data being classified as the
Other soaring strategy. The results of the threshold testing can be found in Appendix C.
Third, by using a machine learning classification model trained with algorithm classified
data and input variables from a geophysical, meteorological and time of day data set
as found in [35]. Specifically, thermal and orographic flight strategies were tested as
these strategies occurred in different conditions. The Classification Learner toolbox in
MATLAB 2018a was used with a medium grain, k-clustering algorithm and a 5-fold
test-train ratio. The classification of thermal and orographic points was found to agree
with the decision tree algorithm with a 95% accuracy.
4.3.7 Inter-thermal gliding
Inter-thermal samples were generated by finding thermal-glide pairs that fell within
three criteria; firstly, there must be 5 or more consecutive thermal points in the initial
and subsequent thermals, secondly, the glide section joining the two thermal sections
must contain more than 50% gliding strategy data with a low directional variance, and
finally, all thermal-glide data must be high frequency data. All commuting flights were
searched for thermal-glide pairs giving a total of 19 high-quality thermal-glide pairs. The
thermal climb rate was calculated as the average vertical velocity and the inter-thermal
velocity was calculated as the average airspeed performed over the entire glide sequence
between thermals.
4.4 Results
4.4.1 Time budgets and soaring strategies
When flying in urban areas the gulls were able to make extensive use of environmental
energy, soaring 30% of the time (Fig 4.10b). This increased to 44% when just commuting
flight was considered (Fig 4.10c). The gulls used a mix of different gliding and soaring
strategies (Fig 4.10d), the most common combination being thermal soaring followed
by sections of high-altitude gliding and occasional soaring (labelled other) through
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Figure 4.10: a) Time budgets for terrestrial and in-flight behaviour. b) Time budgets for in-flight
behaviour c) Commuting flight behaviours d) Soaring strategies used in commuting flights,
with low- and high- altitude gliding being grouped.
updraught pockets such as thermal bubbles. On days with low thermal availability but
some wind, orographic soaring was used extensively in combination with low-altitude
gliding and mixed flight.
The high amount of thermal soaring behaviour measured suggests that the urban
environment provides a significant level of thermal availability. Commuting flights that
used thermalling were recorded with high percentages of non-flapping flight, with some
flights containing as much as 100% soaring flight. These flights also contained soaring
consistent with passing through thermals or thermal bubbles without circling to gain
altitude and without the need to deviate significantly from the shortest commuting path,
suggesting there was a greater number of thermals available than required.
The urban environment offered soaring opportunities when there was little or no
thermal availability. These flights contained a mix of orographic soaring, low-altitude
gliding and mixed flight and on average contained a higher fraction of flapping flight
that thermalling flights. Flights featuring orographic soaring also featured higher levels
of mixed behaviour, with some flights featuring as much as 60% soaring flight and 40%
mixed, and no flapping flight. It was expected that orographic updraught availability
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would be higher on days with stronger winds and as such these conditions would feature
a higher percentage of orographic soaring. However, orographic soaring showed only a
small increase with wind speed compared to a significant decrease in the proportion
of flapping flight and an increase in the proportion of mixed flight. The percentage of
orographic soaring increased with relation to the wind speed with a positive Pearson
correlation (R = 0.19, n = 2623, p < 0.001), suggesting the gulls were able to make use of
orographic updraughts across a range of wind speeds. The percentage of flapping was
found to decrease with increasing wind speed with a negative correlation (R = -0.34, n
= 11285, p < 0.001). The relatively low correlation could be explained by an absence of
flapping flight on days with low wind speeds and high thermal availability. Mixed flight,
however, was found to increase with wind speed with a strong positive correlation (R
= 0.64, n = 5829, p < 0.001). Overall, these changes in behaviour in relation to wind
speed indicates that the gulls were able to make use of the higher environmental energy
available on windy days, but may have had higher control demands as represented by
the higher level of mixed manoeuvring flight.
4.4.2 Airspeeds of flight behaviours and soar strategies
The gulls were found to have different airspeeds depending on their flight behaviour or
soaring strategy, (Table 4.3). In flapping and soaring flight, the gulls flew at velocities
slightly below the predicted minimum power, Ump = 11.9 m s−1, and best glide, Ubg =
10.6 m s−1, velocities respectively. The mixed flight average airspeed was considerably
higher and could be associated with gusts and fast corrective manoeuvres. Unexpectedly,
the average velocity in soaring flight was slightly higher than that in flapping flight,
however the difference was not significant.
The altitudes flown by the gulls varied from 0 to 923 m (AGL) where the median
altitude flown on non thermalling days was 34 m. When thermalling the gulls thermalled
to a mean maximum altitude of over 600 m. To make velocities comparable equivalent
airspeeds are used, taking into account the increase in velocity at altitude due to lower
air density. When soaring strategies were compared using an ANOVA, all the airspeed
distributions were found to be statistically different from flapping flight and each other,
apart from the low altitude gliding and other soaring strategies, which were significantly
different from flapping flight but not from each other. Interestingly, the high altitude
gliding, such as between thermals was faster than the low altitude gliding, such as
between intermittent flapping or orographic soaring ( fhigh−low = 619, p***).
Thermalling flight, indicated in Fig 4.11 in blue, had the lowest average velocity at
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Figure 4.11: Glide polar (blue) and power curve (orange) shown with the airspeeds for soaring
strategies thermalling (blue), orographic soaring (yellow) and gliding (green), and flapping
flight (red). The mean airspeeds are indicated by a dot and the bar indicates the standard
deviation. The stable and unstable regions of each curve are also indicated and labelled. Min
power, min sink and best glide velocities are indicated by the dashed lines for reference.
9.6 m s−1, and was close to the minimum sink velocity at 8.2 m s−1, which would provide
the best altitude gain but was still fast enough to avoid stall. During orographic soaring
the average airspeed was 10.9 m s−1, close to the best glide velocity for soaring flight,
at 10.6 ms−1. The average gliding airspeed was much higher at 13.8 m s−1 and was
significantly higher than the best glide velocity (p < 0.001).
4.4.3 Airspeed optimisation in soaring strategies
The gulls used different airspeed adaptions in relation to the relative wind direction
depending on the soaring strategy being used. The relationships between airspeed and
the air relative wind direction are plotted for four soaring strategies (Fig 4.12), and
demonstrate the different airspeed adaptions used in each strategy.
In high altitude gliding the gulls made the expected adjustments for the wind direc-
tion but flew slightly faster than expected (Fig 4.12a), as shown by the data following
the shape of the curve but with many points higher than the predicted CoT optimum.
In thermalling flight the gulls made relatively little adjustment to their airspeed for
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Table 4.3: Airspeeds for flight behaviours and soar strategies
Flight type Mean Standard deviation ANOVA
µ (m s-1) σ (m s-1) f-value p-value
Flight behaviours
Flap 11.4 3.7 f f lap−soar = 0.95 p = 0.33
Soar 11.9 4.4 fsoar−mix = 134, p***
Mixed 12.7 4.6 f f lap−mix = 176, p***
Soar strategies
Thermal 9.6 3.7 f therm− f lap = 1870 p***
f therm−soar = 1091 p***
Orographic 10.9 3.8 foro− f lap = 75 p***
âŮŸ foro−soar = 62 p***
Other 12.3 4.6 foth− f lap = 26 p***
foth−soar = 32 p***
Gliding (all) 13.8 4.5 fglide− f lap = 20 p***
fglide−soar = 26 p***
Gliding (low altitude) 11.7 3.2 f low− f lap = 2493 p***
f low−soar = 1786 p***
Gliding (high altitude) 14.8 4.7 fhigh− f lap = 2074 p***
fhigh−soar = 992 p***
Where p significance levels are p*<0.05, p**<0.01, p***<0.001
the relative wind direction (Fig 4.12b), as shown by their consistent airspeed for all
relative wind directions. The gulls did make adjustments for the wind direction during
low altitude gliding and orographic soaring (Fig 4.12c, d), where it can be seen that the
gulls followed the predicted model except around a 50 ◦ relative wind direction. This
angle corresponds to a cross-wind in the inertial frame and would occur when flying along
an object facing perpendicular to the wind. Here, the gulls flew slower than predicted by
the CoT model.
The soaring strategy velocity responses for wind direction were also generated in
the ground speed frame in order to demonstrate that the results were not caused by
false correlation from using the wind data set in the measured and modelled data. The
ground speed models shown in Fig 4.13 agree with the airspeed results from Section
4.4.3, showing a trend of flying faster in high-altitude inter-thermal flight and slower in
strategies which take advantage of updraughts.
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All plots show resulting ground speed from the optimised airspeed using CoT mod-
elling with the horizontal wind, the central line indicates has no vertical wind. Upper
and lower lines shows a down- and up-draught respectively both of 0.5 m s−1 strength.
A density distribution of the measured data points with a grid size of 5 ◦ by 0.5 m s−1
was used in combination with a Gaussian smoothing filter of 5σ, purely to qualitatively
demonstrate the change distribution of the collected data.
Additionally, the Pearson R correlation coefficients were calculated for the measured
velocity responses compared to model data generated using a) measured wind data and
b) a randomized sample from the same wind data population. The tests were performed
for flapping flight, and orographic and low-altitude gliding flight combined. In both cases
there was no correlation between the model and the measured data when the model
was generated using a random sample, and a relatively high correlation between the
model and measured data when the model was generated using measured wind data.
Results as follows: flapping flight (R = 0.6, RMSE = 3.12, n > 10000, p < 0.001) flapping
flight randomized sample (R = 0.004, RMSE = 4.88, n > 10000, p < 0.001) orographic and
low-altitude flight combined (R=0.65, RMSE = 3.41), orographic and low-altitude flight
randomized sample (R = -0.01, RMSE = 5.39, n > 10000, p < 0.001).
4.4.4 Inter-thermalling
During high-altitude gliding the gulls flew faster than the best glide velocity so it was
expected that the gulls would fly at an airspeed described by MacCready’s StF theory,
shown as a dashed line in Fig 4.14. However, the results showed that the gulls flew
slower than the optimum cross-country speed, as shown by the 19 inter-thermal flights
indicated by the filled markers.
A second model using headwind adjustments and thermal strength is shown with
square markers and also over predicts the flight speeds. Modelling the airspeed using
CoT adjustments for horizontal wind is indicated by the vertical crosses and gave a much
closer approximate to the measured gull airspeeds.
4.4.5 Flapping flight and wind direction
During flapping flight the gulls appear to fly at their best glide speed modified for the
relative wind direction according to CoT theory, as represented by Model 3 coloured
green in Fig 4.15. The mean ground speed predicted by adjusting best glide velocity
for the head and cross winds conditions experienced by the gulls was a close match to
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Figure 4.14: StF and CoT models compared with 19 inter-thermalling flights.
the flight speeds recorded, while the model slightly under estimated the ground speeds
flown by the gulls during a tailwind. Using a model which adjusted minimum power
airspeed to maintain minimum flight duration (Model 1 shown in white) produced an
over estimate of ground speeds for head and cross winds and also under estimated the
ground speed in tailwinds. Meanwhile maintaining minimum power velocity regardless
of the wind conditions (Model 2 shown in pink) produced a good estimate of ground speed
in crosswinds but under-estimated in headwinds and over-estimated in tailwinds.
The gulls’ minimum power velocity is only slightly above their best glide velocity.
This means that transitioning from soaring flight to flapping flight can be done efficiently
without requiring a large power output for acceleration. This suggests that flapping at a
velocity close to the best glide speed could be advantageous in complex flow environments
where updraughts are readily available. This could facilitate energy harvesting where
the mechanical power requirements at the mean airspeed for head- and tail-winds,
correspond to only a +6% rise from the minimum power requirement, as seen in Table
4.4. The average airspeeds, also shown in Table 4.4, indicate that when orographic
soaring the gulls slow down in cross and tailwinds, which both offer favourable CoT
conditions. In gliding flight the gulls’ airspeeds are higher, indicating either an absence
of updraughts or that the birds are not exploiting them.
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Figure 4.15: Measured ground speeds taken from GPS compared against 3 models, model 1:
Optimising for Ump and shifting with headwind, model 2: Maintaining Ump regardless of
headwind, model 3: Optimising to match Ubg and shifting with headwind.
4.5 Discussion
With the increase in SUAV technology, the fine-scale flight strategies of birds offers
inspiration for improved methods of energy harvesting. Implementation of avian soaring
strategies on SUAV technology has the potential to greatly increase both endurance
and range performance which would otherwise be restricted by the relatively low on-
board power capacity. However, studies in this area are often performed via simulation
[11, 129–132] or in comparatively simple flow conditions [6, 76]. This study considers
that urban nesting gulls could offer valuable insight into the flight strategies suitable for
the complex flow environment generated by city landscapes.
The flights of 11 urban nesting gulls were tracked using GPS loggers which allowed
the measurement of their position, velocity and behaviour. The gulls were able to exten-
sively harvest environmental energy during their daily commutes using a combination
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Mean airspeed, µ (ms−1) 14.8 11.8 9.2
Power at mean airspeed, (W) 3.0, (+6%) 2.8, (Ump) 3.0, (+6%)
Standard deviation, σ (ms−1) 3.2 2.8 3.1
Sample size, n 3408 5417 2460
ANOVA f-values fhead−cross = 1184 fcross−tail = 1856 f tail−head = 4769
ANOVA p-values p*** p*** p***
Orographic
Mean airspeed, µ (ms−1) 14.2 11.0 7.4
Standard deviation σ (ms−1) 2.9 2.5 2.7
Sample size, n 916 1199 508
ANOVA f-values fhead−cross = 658 fcross−tail = 633 f tail−head = 1935
ANOVA p-values p*** p*** p***
Gliding (low altitude)
Mean airspeed, µ (ms−1) 15.3 12.5 9.6
Standard deviation σ (ms−1) 3.3 3.4 3.8
Sample size, n 584 1058 731
ANOVA f-values fhead−cross = 221 fcross−tail = 314 f tail−head = 901
ANOVA p-values p*** p*** p***
Where p significance levels are p*<0.05, p**<0.01, p***<0.001
of different soaring strategies to exploit thermal and orographic updraughts. Building
materials, such as concrete and asphalt, cause urban heat island effects [36, 133] so
it follows that an abundance of these materials also generates high levels of thermal
updraughts that these gulls were seen to exploit. Additionally, gulls have been shown to
use man-made infrastructure for orographic soaring in coastal areas where the buildings
act as artificial cliffs [10], and this study indicates that this can be extrapolated over
cities where the urban canyons create a network of wind-highways for soaring. Clearly,
there is a large source of environmental energy within the urban environment available
for harvesting in soaring flight. This suggests that SUAVs designed with soaring capabil-
ities could be able to drastically reduce their flight costs during urban missions given the
right control schemes.
4.5.1 Soaring strategies
The gulls used different strategies and airspeeds to harvest energy from different envi-
ronmental sources. We found that the gulls made use of thermal updraughts combined
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with high altitude gliding. In thermalling flight their airspeed remained close to their
minimum sink velocity regardless of wind direction. Using a low airspeed promotes
maximum altitude gains by requiring the lowest sink offset. In gliding flight, the min-
imum sink and stall speeds are extremely close; the minimum sink speed lies at the
boundary of the unstable velocity region where a small decrease in velocity could result
in deceleration to the stall speed [16, 134]. Flying with a small safety margin above the
minimum sink alleviates risk which is particularly important when flying in crowded
thermals [55]. Glider pilots and other bird species have also been found to make this
same risk mitigating compromise [6, 126, 135].
When gliding between thermals, the gulls made use of CoT optimisation for horizontal
winds and although results indicate that there may be some velocity adjustment for
updraught, the gulls did not fly at the high speeds predicted by StF. It is possible that the
gulls did not perform StF due to an apparent abundance of thermal availability. The gulls
were also seen performing soaring flight between thermals consistent with flying through
a thermal or thermal bubble [136] but not circling . Flying at a glide speed slightly above
the best glide could mean the gulls are able to make use of the updraughts without overly
extending the flight time. This could be particularly relevant during chick rearing period
where time away from the nest could impact breeding success. Interestingly, a recent
simulation study optimising the velocity of UAVs in inter-thermal flight [137] found
evidence which could support this theory. The study found that inter-thermal flight was
optimal at a velocity between the best glide and StF velocities. The best glide velocity
optimises for the energy cost per distance whereas the MacCready predicted velocity
provides the overall best flight time when considering the time required to gain altitude.
For the gulls, this suggests that while CoT is an important factor, that time away from
the nest could also be an important driver.
The gulls were also able to perform high levels of soaring flight during periods
of low thermal availability. In these cases, they performed a combination of flapping,
gliding and orographic soaring flight. The orographic soaring analysis showed that the
gulls flew slower than expected when making CoT adjustments only for headwinds
indicating that the gulls are making use of orographic updraughts available in the
cities. Other bird species have also been found to reduce airspeed in orographic soaring
when compared to straight gliding [41] further supporting the gulls’ exploitation of
orographic lift. Surprisingly, the orographic soaring was not limited to wind directions
consistent with soaring in parallel to ridge features. Flying with a tailwind over terrain
features provides updraughts on the windward side of the feature, followed by a section
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of downdraught on the leeward side. Gulls flying perpendicularly over buildings could
use the updraught on the windward side to gain altitude for clearance over the building.
This could explain the large range of velocities measured in tailwinds and suggests gulls
or SUAVs should slow down through the updraught on the windward side of buildings
and speed up through the leeward downdraught to harvest as much energy as possible.
4.5.2 Wing morphology and flight envelope
Wing morphology has a profound effect on the gulls’ velocity envelope. Gulls have a
relatively low wing loading like many soaring birds, but when compared to other marine
bird species (such as albatross) they have a lower aspect ratio. The low wing loading
results in being able to circle in narrow thermals but means a lower cross-country speed
[41]. The gulls have a much lower wing loading (44 N m−2) than that of manned gliders
(> 80 N m−2) and some other thermalling bird species [6, 41].
Perhaps the gulls’ low wing loading influences the cross-country speeds more than
predicted in the StF model. We explored the wing loading constraints on velocity by
comparing the flown airspeeds against a velocity envelope generated using FAR 23.333
regulations for light aircraft [138] and found that the maximum airspeed for a gull-sized
platform would be 21 m s−1, a speed that would be reserved only for extreme manoeuvre
cases shown in Fig 4.16 a.
While the low wing loading of the gull may limit their glide speed, their wing aspect
ratio could have, in part, contribute to their success in urban environments. A relatively
low aspect ratio results in greater wing-beat power [41] which could be beneficial to the
gulls three-fold. Firstly, by facilitating ground based take-offs. Secondly, by assisting
in high-powered manoeuvres that could be required when navigating around obstacles.
Finally, in the extreme flapping behaviour as seen during foraging [110]. However,
the aspect ratio of the gull wing is no doubt a trade-off between having a high aspect
ratio wing for good glide performance and a lower aspect ratio wing for lower power
requirements in flapping flight. The gulls have a large aspect ratio which provides a
relatively high glide ratio of 15 but low enough that the power cost in flapping flight is
kept to a minimum.
A flight envelope charts the velocity versus the load factor and shows the performance
safety limits of an aircraft. The important velocities in the flight envelope are the stall
speed, Ustall , manoeuvre speed, Ua, cruise speed, Uc, never exceed or maximum operating
speed, Une, and finally, the maximum dive speed, Ud. Normal flight operation occurs
between Ua and Uc. The velocities from the performance curves were also added. These
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are labelled as, minimum sink velocity, Ums, best glide velocity, Ubg, minimum power
velocity, Ump, and maximum range velocity, Umr. Interestingly, the optimal performance
velocities are all in the slower region of the flight envelope and contain the majority of
the recorded airspeed, as shown in the histogram in Fig 4.16 b.
Figure 4.16: a) Flight envelope for the average lesser black-backed gull using FAR regulations
[138]. b) Histogram of airspeeds recorded in this study.
4.5.3 Energy savings
The birds’ flight speeds measured during orographic soaring, low-altitude gliding and
flapping flight are very similar, suggesting that matching flapping speed to the soaring
speed could have energy saving benefits. In flapping flight alone, the energetically
cheapest speed to fly for a given distance is the maximum range velocity. Using the
established Pennycuick power model [16] for an average gull, flying a set distance at
maximum range velocity would equate to a 14% saving compared to flying the same
distance at the minimum power velocity. This considers only the exerted mechanical
power required over the time to complete the distance, and that the distance flown is
relatively short such that body fuel storage is not considered. Considering that on average
a commuting trip consists of 44% soaring behaviour, there is a 35% energy reduction
compared to flying at maximum range velocity, demonstrating an obvious potential
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benefit to flying slower than maximum range. Furthermore, the shallow minima of the
power curve encompasses the velocity ranges required for all wind directions with only a
+6% increase in mechanical power from the minimum power requirement, even with this
power increase accounted for the energy savings would be 31%.
SUAVs could benefit from this speed matching strategy by taking into account the
best performance velocities during the design phase of the platform. Matching the
minimum power and best glide velocities for a platform would result in efficient use of
environmental energy while demanding the lowest mechanical power for a motor when
environmental energy sources are unavailable. Additionally, the performance curves
of the platforms should have wide shallow minima to facilitate velocity matching for
a wide range of wind speeds and result in low sink speeds. The FAR regulations for a
gull sized platform resulted in relatively low maximum velocities however, as SUAV
platforms do not require the same wing beat power demands as gulls, the aspect ratio
can be increased, further reducing mechanical power demand.
Applying the optimised airspeed adjustments on SUAVs requires information regard-
ing the heading trajectory and the wind conditions. Current on-board sensors record
airspeed and trajectory heading, however the surrounding wind conditions are not nor-
mally measured. There have been recent developments regarding flow sensing in flight,
where the wind conditions can be calculated using differential airspeed sensors [77],
distributed pressure sensors [139], and estimated by tracking the drift of the vehicle
when circling [140]. As these techniques continue to improve, airspeed matching that
facilitates energy harvesting may become more common place too. Current energy har-
vesting methods focus on locating updraughts, however platforms in the future, such
those designed for smart cities [141, 142], may need to follow strict trajectories. The
methods used by the gulls suggests that energy harvesting can often be achieved without
having to deviate significantly from a direct flight path and that by being aware of the
wind field that there are considerable opportunities for energy savings when flying in
urban environments.
4.5.4 Review of Methods
The GPS loggers were installed by a licensed professional, handling time and visiting
the nesting sites was kept to an absolute minimum in order to prevent disturbing nat-
ural behaviours. Biometrics of the gulls were taken at the time of capture, due to the
fluctuations in body mass due to foraging payloads these biometrics were averaged to
generate a single gull model. Individual variations were also compared and differences
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between individuals were found to have no significant effect on the performance curves
and key velocities. Uncertainty in the spatial measurements were considered and found
to make a difference of less than 1% on commutes of 3 km, and as such were not included
in the modelling. Altitude measurements by GPS devices were known to harbour the
greatest inaccuracy and as such all velocity measurements used the speed calculated by
the Doppler shift in the movement of the GPS satellites between signal transmission
and reception. Classification of soaring strategies was vital to the investigation and so
the classification were validated using three methods. The model part with the greatest
level of uncertainty lies in the weather data, the MetOffice UK variable Unified Model
forecasting output data has the highest spatial and temporal resolution available but
was not at the same fine-scale as the flight trajectories. However, the weather data
was validated against strategically placed weather stations and given the number of
flight paths, it is probable that inaccuracies at the fine-scale were statistically cancelled.
Furthermore, the ANOVA statistical testing accounts for random error in the model. A
possible systematic error could have been introduced with the velocity models, however,
the glide polar model when compared using alternative aerodynamic characteristics
and biometrics was found to have an uncertainty of less than 1%. The power curve
model used could introduce a greater level of uncertainty but the main findings in this
study indicate that the gulls are likely flying below the minimum power velocity due
to taking advantage of environmental energy available for harvesting through soaring.
This conclusion is found despite the power curve model selected. Overall, the velocity
strategies aligned closely with predictions from the flight models which is a reflection
of the effort to keep errors with in data collection and flight modelling to an absolute
minimum.
4.6 Conclusions
• Urban gulls demonstrated that there is extensive environmental energy available
in the urban environment, as shown by the high percentage of soaring flight during
their daily commutes.
• Thermalling is a good strategy in the right conditions, with tracks suggesting that
thermals are so numerous in the city that it was not necessary for the birds to use
every thermal or deviate significantly from the shortest path.
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• The gulls thermal slightly faster than the minimum sink speed, in what may be a
trade-off between maximum energy gains and stall avoidance.
• The inter-thermalling velocities of the gulls were not full explained by CoT or
StF models which suggests that both energy and time could be drivers in velocity
selection.
• High levels of non-flapping flight were performed on days with low thermal avail-
ability through the combined use of orographic soaring and gliding.
• The gulls flew at their best glide velocity during orographic soaring, making
adjustments to fly faster in head winds and slower in updraughts.
• For gulls flight at minimum power speed in flapping flight is close to the best
glide velocity in soaring. This means the gulls can switch easily between flapping
and soaring as updraughts are discovered promoting maximum energy harvesting
potential.
• Adjusting for headwinds in flapping flight while maintaining a speed close to the
best glide velocity requires a mechanical power increase of +6% but could result in
energy savings of +31%.
• CoT optimisation is suitable for use in the urban environment and should be











PATH PLANNING IN AN URBAN ENVIRONMENT
B irds adjust their flight paths and airspeeds in response to the wind they experience but itis not know to what extend they plan their route based on the weather conditions. WithinSUAV path planning there are two extremes; global optimisation, where trajectories
are planned with consideration with full knowledge of the map environment, or local, where
trajectories are derived using a short planning horizon. This section considers both global and
local optimisers for route finding through the same urban environment and wind field as tagged
commuting gulls. The simulated and gull trajectories are compared for overall flight performance
to determine whether local optimisation can provide significant energy savings for SUAVs. The
path planner outperformed the gulls with both optimisation methods and highlighted that both
static and dynamic soaring types could be key for energy saving in complex flow conditions.
Furthermore, the path planner was used to compare possible cost ratios between powered and
soaring flight and found that to perform a higher amount of soaring flight the platform must
travel greater distance, this results in a cost of transport for a commuting flight that plateaus as
the cost of powered flight increases against soaring flight which could suggest a upper bound to
the performance of future SUAV platforms. Finally, the wind speed strength was also compared,
as the wind speed increases there was a higher availability of environmental energy however,
there was also higher costs of powered flight associated which resulted in faster and more direct
routes in the gulls and simulations.
Author Contributions: All methods and analysis were performed by PhD candidate Cara Williamson
while under the supervision of Dr Shane Windsor and Dr Arthur Richards.
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5.1 Introduction
SUAVs, with so many potential urban roles, accelerating advancements in UAS technol-
ogy, and continued progression in airspace regulation [25–29], will inevitably become
common place in urban environments. However, while their small size and low-altitude
capabilities make them so desirable for urban missions, these factors mean that even
low-winds can be an issue. The complex flow generated from wind-building interactions
varies in speed and direction over short spatial proximities and these variations can
often be at the same scale as a platform’s airspeed [141]. Currently, urban mission
planning uses shortest path routes between way points with some obstacle avoidance
and trajectory smoothing guidance control but this can produce energetically sub-optimal
routes by not considering the potential cost of flying in unfavourable wind conditions or
conversely, potential gains of flying in favourable conditions.
There have been a considerable number of studies which account for wind, either
implementing full, a priori, wind field knowledge [8, 37, 57, 58, 62] or naive wind fields
cases replicating on-board sensing [34, 75, 76, 109] but these are often at a broad-scale
with little or no obstacles and do not represent the urban environment. Several works
which focused on urban environments have considered the effect of wind conditions in the
context of path following or performance [89, 90] with some solutions for wind correction
guidance in trajectory following. In one recent study, a minimum energy trajectory
path planner was implemented for a quad-rotor in a windy urban environment and
reported potential savings of 39.4% [62] in a 2D simulation demonstrating the potential
of wind-aware urban planning.
In Chapter 4, 11 LBB gulls were tagged with GPS backpacks and it was found that
they were able to exploit the updraughts in the urban environment in order to soar
on average 44%, and that this level of soaring could be facilitated by their adaption of
flight airspeed to the local wind conditions and by closely matching minimum power
and best glide velocities in flapping and soaring flight. Furthermore, that these flight
adaptions could be reducing their energy expenditure by 31% compared to flapping at the
maximum range velocity. In this chapter, a dynamics model based on the aerodynamic
characteristics of a gull is implemented in a wind-aware urban path planner with flapping
and soaring flight modes. The velocity optimisation from Chapter 4 is included and the
performance of the simulated trajectories is compared against 27 of the commuting
gull flights. The wind fields are generated in QUIC-URB [103] and represented a static
estimation of the conditions at the time of flight.
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While velocity optimisation performed by the gulls in Chapter 4 was implemented at
a local level their commuting routes varied depending on the weather conditions. This
feature could suggest some level of forward planning navigation and is further supported
by the results of Chapter 3, where it was seen that on days with the right conditions more
gulls commuted along the front of the bay in order to exploit the available updraught. As
such, the path planner in this chapter will compare two algorithms, the A* and a Depth
First Search (DFS) [143–146]. The DFS will use a 1 node branch (10 meter) horizon
expansion whereas the A* will use a frontier expansion. In this way the DFS acts locally,
reacting to make the next best move whereas the A* selects a path having explored a
much higher percentage of the total map, up to a fully global knowledge of the map, if
required. A comparison of these two extremes may offer some insight into the level of
navigational strategy employed by the gulls. Both algorithms have potential within SUAV
navigation, for example, a global solution is suitable for pre-mission planning or in the
development of urban air-way routes, whereas a local optimiser could improve on-board
navigation during active flight where the platform may need to react to changing wind
conditions. The algorithms will optimise for the minimum cost trajectories and the cost
function will be made of two parts. Firstly, an energetic cost to describe the path travelled
and secondly, a distance-to-goal heuristic in order to ensure that the trajectories provide
a route to the goal. Two heuristic cases will be compared, an ideal cases which supports
a quasi-global solution and a greedy case which is often implemented to improve solve
time for real-world application [144, 147].
It is expected that the A* algorithm & ideal heuristic combination will generate
more efficient and cheaper routes than the gulls. This is due to the path planner having
a priori static wind field compared to the imperfect wind-sensing and hard to predict
temporal-variance associated with real-world navigation. Additionally, other reward
drivers which may influence the gulls such as social interactions are unaccounted for.
It is expected that the DFS algorithm & greedy heuristic combination will produce
comparably efficient routes to the gulls, if a solution can be found. If the simulation is
found to perform better it could suggest that gulls optimise using additional drivers such
as expanding search range even in commutes, as well as indicating the failures to account
for uncertainties that occur in simulation based modelling such as a lack of complex
turbulence factors. The two extremes of combinations will be referred to as global and
local cases, where the global case is the A* algorithm & ideal heuristic combination and
the local is the DFS algorithm & greedy heuristic combination. However, it should be
noted that the "global" case can only be considered as quasi-global where the global
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refers to the map knowledge and cannot be considered the true global solution due to a
two stage optimisation procedure. The use of the inner velocity optimisation loop creates
a constraint on a optimisable state where the global solution may be to operate outside
of the Cost of Transport optimum.
The morphology and aerodynamic characteristics between a gull and a small fixed-
wing platform may be quite similar but the cost ratio between power requirements in
powered and unpowered flight are quite different. The cost of flapping and soaring flights
in birds is often considered as a multiple of the Basal Metabolic Rate, BMR, or rate of
energy used at rest. In the same way SUAV platforms have a minimum current that
must be continuously drawn in order to maintain any communication links (GPS, video-
feed, etc.), this can vary platform to platform based mission requirements. Furthermore,
variations in the size, geometry, motor performance, airspeed, etc. of a SUAV will dictate
the current drawn while in powered flight. As such, the cost ratio will be varied while
maintaining the model dynamics and assumption that powered flight will only occur
when it is not possible to soar or glide obeying the velocity optimisation algorithm. The
optimum velocity for soaring flight is slower than for powered (or flapping) flight, while
soaring has a lower cost the flight time will increase, this could result in a limit to the
possible energy savings of implementing soaring flight, although it is unknown if this
will be apparent in the results. Due to prevailing wind conditions, the commuting flight
groups mainly occurred at the similar wind directions (µ = 222 ◦, σ = 77 ◦) over a range
of wind speeds (µ = 5.94 m s−1, σ = 2.43 m s−1) meaning that it is possible to consider
the effect of wind speed on the cost of flight. The wind speeds could greatly effect the
cost of flight, for example, a headwind would result in a higher cost, either through
an increase in flight time or due to a increase in airspeed to ensure progress is made.
However, higher wind speeds could also facilitate more energy harvesting, although in
previous Chapters 3 and 4 the gulls used only a narrow band of their airspeed range and
did not utilise the maximum updraughts available.
In summary, this Chapter aims to explore the energy saving potential of a wind-aware
path planner for SUAVs with soaring capability flying in urban environments. This is
achieved by comparing two path planners with map knowledge extremes modified to
incorporate a bio-inspired velocity optimisation algorithm based on CoT theory which was
found to match the airspeed selection of urban flying gulls. A cost function directly based
on flight dynamics and the BMR ratios of flapping and soaring flight creates the basis of
the energy based optimisation within these two algorithms furthering the bio-inspired
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element of design. The comparison of the two algorithms aims to highlight the level of
on-board computation required during navigation for SUAV technology and also to offer
some insight to the extent at which gulls may pre-plan commuting routes. Furthermore,
the BMR ratios within the cost function will be varied in order to determine whether
energy savings are being made in the gulls’ commute and what level of energy savings
may be available for SUAV platforms due to their higher comparative powered flight
costs. Finally, a range of wind speeds are tested to determine whether there is an effect
on the level of environmental energy that can be harvested.
5.2 Methods
This section contains the methods for this Chapter, it will start with a section describ-
ing the the flight modelling in Section 5.2.1 summarising the gull inspired velocity
optimisation algorithm, the flight dynamics and an energy based cost function. Next
the commuting gulls flights will be introduce in Section 5.2.2, followed by the flight
performance measures used to compare the gull and simulated trajectories in Section
5.2.3. This is followed by the methods used to map the environment in section 5.2.4
which outlines the wind models with weather validation, description of the 4 Dimension
node space and the obstacle integration. Finally, the two path planning algorithms and
heuristic costs will be outlined in Section 5.2.5.
5.2.1 Flight modelling
5.2.1.1 Performance Curves
The average LBB gull bird model detailed in Chapter 4 was used again here. It was
previously shown that the air speed of urban gulls could be modelled using CoT optimi-
sation theory. The air speed was calculated using minimum power velocity for flapping
flight and best glide velocity in low-altitude gliding and orographic soaring flight modes.
Performance curves generated for the average tagged LBB gull will be used for the path
planner simulations for a fair comparison with the gull flights.
5.2.1.2 Velocity optimization
The optimum airspeed was calculated using CoT optimization algorithm developed by
shifting the performance curves with the relative wind direction. In this case, it was
assumed that trajectory following occurred and by using a spatially defined node space
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the trajectory is also known in this case. Additionally, the wind speed and direction of the
nodes is known in the a priori wind field case. The algorithm proceeds in the following
step sequence and is defined in more detail along with equations in Section 4.2.3:
Algorithm 2 Optimise airspeed velocity
1: function OPTIMISE AIRSPEED VELOCITY(GP,φi,W ,θw,Ubg) . Where Ua - opt. airspeed, βa - opt.
relative wind angle. Optimise airspeed based on a fixed trajectory and wind conditions
2: Uopt(i)=Ubg . Start algorithm using best glide velocity
3: V =Ubg . Set initial ground speed to best glide velocity
4: i = 0
5: while e > 0.1 & i < 100 do . Loop until error margin is met or number of iterations exceeds 100
6: i = i+1
7: βi = arcsin(W /V )sin(θw −φi) . Calculate the inertial relative wind angle
8: βa = 180− ((θw −φi)+βi) . Calculate the air relative wind angle
9: Wah =W cosβa . Find the air relative headwind
10: GPs[:,1]=GP[:,1]+Wah . Shift the glide polar using the air relative headwind
11: GPs[:,2]=GP[:,2]+Wz . Shift the glide polar using vertical wind (optional)
12: idx = max(GPs[:,1]/GPs[:,2]) . Index location of the new lift to drag maximum
13: Uopt(i+1)=GPs[idx,1] . Optimised airspeed
14: e = |Uopt(i+1)−Uopt(i)| . Calculate the error margin
15: V =
√
(Uopt(i+1)2 +W2 −2Uopt(i+1)W cosβa) . Calculate new ground speed
16: end while
17: end function
The ground vector and wind conditions are kept constant and the optimum airspeed,
air relative heading, experience headwind/side wind and ground speeds are calculated
based on the curve shifting technique described in 4.2.2. The velocity algorithm imple-
ments CoT characteristics such that the air speed is adapted as follows:
• Fly faster in unfavourable conditions - (downdraughts/headwinds/crosswinds per-
pendicular to the ground speed)
• Fly slower in favourable conditions - (updraughts/tailwinds/sidewind perpendicular
to the airspeed)
5.2.1.3 Flight envelope
The model is able to make velocity optimisations within the flight envelope range. This
range extends from the stall speed through to the never exceed velocity. The stall speed
was calculated using the equation 5.1, stall is considered the point at which flow separates
over the wing when in gliding flight however, this was also considered the minimum
velocity in flapping flight mode, at 6.3 m s−1. The upper velocity range was calculated
by considering the equivalent wing loading limits based on the FAR 23.333 regulations
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used for determine wing loading and structural limitations for small platforms [138], a
3.8 g load factor and was calculated using equation 5.5 to be 20.3 m s−1. The proposed






Where Ustall is the stall speed, m is the body mass, g is the gravitational constant,




Where Ua is the FAR recommended manoeuvre speed. Where turns above this






Where Uc is the FAR recommended maximum cruise speed in order to comply with
additional forces associated with gusting.
Ud = 1.4Uc (5.4)
Where Ud is the dive speed, rather an unintuitive name, is not held for dive ma-
noeuvres but, is the maximum velocity flown at in an extreme dive during aircraft
testing.
Une = 0.9Ud (5.5)
Where Une is the FAR recommended never exceed speed, which is the upper limit of
platform airspeed, held for only the most extreme cases.
The velocity optimisation stage of the algorithm dictates that the airspeed must be
higher that the still air range optimum in a head wind and lower in a tail wind but
also caps the optimisation by the velocity envelope where the stall speed is the lower
limit and the never exceed velocity is the upper limit. These limitations are suggested
by the aerodynamics (stall speed) and potential structural limits (never exceed speed)
and while the FAR regulations are for an aircraft it stands to reason that a bird will also
have an upper velocity limit, from Fig 4.16 it stands to reason that the flight envelope
is comparable to the airspeeds at which the birds are flying. The flight envelope may
appear to be restrictive of the velocity optimisation but within the simulations presented
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here the stall and never exceed airspeeds were selected only 0.21% and 1.06% of the total
number of optimisation cycles demonstrating that the velocity envelope rarely limits the
CoT optimum.
5.2.1.4 Dynamics equations
There are multiple possible derivations of 6 degrees of freedom flight dynamics equations
but this study will use the derivations as described by Lawrance. The main features
of this are presented here and further detail can be found in [8]. For simplicity, the
flying body has been modelled as a point mass such that no control surface dynamics
or any forces generated by side slip are considered. While this is not representative of
a real-world SUAV model, it could be considered more representative of a body with
morphing wing capability such as the gull.
Figure 5.1: a) The lift, drag, and weight forces are shown acting on a bird b) the velocity vector
for airspeed, wind speed and ground speed.
The aerodynamic forces, lift, drag and weight, and the velocity vectors, airspeed,
ground speed and wind speed, are described in Fig 5.1. The air-relative heading and
climb angle are described as the angles between the inertial frame platform heading and
climb angle and the air speed vector. The airspeed vector is described by equation 5.6
where the relationship between ground, wind and air vectors is described in equation
5.7. The subscripts a and i denote the air and inertial frames, γ is the climb angle and φ
is the heading angle.








U =V −W (5.7)
Lawrance derives the air relative specific power, Ėam , as a combination of three factors
describing the power required to overcome the drag force, the power available when
soaring in static sources such as updraughts, Wz, and the power available due to motion




















Where D is the drag, U is the airspeed, and ~̇P is the inertial displacement rate vector.
In this case the drag differs from the Lawrance model, here the drag from the
Pennycuick model [16] are used. Where drag in flapping flight is described by equation
5.9 and the drag in soaring flight is described by equation 5.10. Where D f lap,soar is the
drag force produced in flapping or soaring flight, k f ,s is the induced power factor in
flapping or soaring flight, m is the body mass, U is the airspeed, g is the gravitation
constant, ρ is the air density, b is the wing span, Sb,w is the surface area of the body or
wing, cDb,w is the drag coefficient of the body or wing, AR is the wing aspect ratio and
finally, cpro is the profile power coefficient based which varies per bird species and is
closely related to the aspect ratio.
D f lap =
Induced︷ ︸︸ ︷



































This study uses fixed spatial distances and as such considers the possible motion
firstly in the inertial frame then generates the corresponding air-relative values. The
wind gradient Jacobian describes the change in wind velocity in the corresponding world-
frame directions and was calculated using a bespoke function applying one-direction
differencing at the model walls such as at obstacle boundaries. The air relative power
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is then used to calculate the energetic cost or gain of moving to the corresponding
neighbour.
5.2.2 Gull flights
The commuting flight data set from the previous Chapter was filtered further for flights
that contained only high resolution data (considered 1 fix per every 6 seconds or better),
and on overcast days in order to primarily select flights where little or no thermalling
occurred. This was due to the lack of a thermal model in the QUIC software. For this
reason, the filtered flights had predominately low mean altitudes in the range of (15 - 86
m AGL) and contained a mixture of flapping, mixed, gliding and orographic soaring flight
modes. To make flights comparable, commutes which were repeated several times and
were to or from proximal locations were selected. This gave four main commuting groups,
show in Table 5.1, over a range of wind speeds, and with some variation in wind direction.
The flights analysed mainly consisted of inbound commutes due to the GPS capture
rate trigger set with spatial fencing around the nest (described in Section 4.3.2), it is
presumed the return journey is after a successful foraging trip however, there has been
no adjustment of the body mass to account for this. Three outbound flights remained in
the dataset due to the directness and energy savings consistency with the rest of the data
set. The range and duration of all flights were also comparable and will be compared
as a full set. Due to the specialized foraging nature of the gulls, it is often not possible
to compare the flights of more than one individual, however, each flight group contains
repeated commutes from the same individual so it is assumed that differences in the
flights are based on the flow conditions of the day.
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A: Northway waste transfer centre
B: Arts and Social Science Library Nest
7 5308 7.72 261.03 1.49 1.39 37.2 27.4 35.4 0.82 A → B
6 5309 8.51 252.02 1.43 1.39 28.8 16.3 54.9 0.71 A → B
5 5309 8.34 253.53 1.34 1.34 47.2 15.9 37.0 0.83 A → B
4 5309 8.42 252.64 1.45 1.41 25.5 20.4 53.5 0.68 A → B
3 5309 8.13 258.42 2.04 1.90 20.1 47.3 32.2 0.88 A → B
2 5309 6.16 56.46 2.81 1.89 27.0 28.4 44.3 1.34 B → A
1 5309 2.57 47.97 2.22 1.44 60.3 8.3 31.5 1.59 B → A
A: Abbeywood MOD
B: Arts and Social Science Library Nest
27 5308 1.15 42.86 1.60 1.65 16.6 65.8 17.1 0.65 A → B
26 5308 4.79 251.32 1.44 1.49 68.4 22.1 8.9 1.11 A → B
24 5308 3.73 232.32 1.60 1.49 45.3 26.8 27.4 0.97 A → B
23 5308 6.52 263.73 1.57 1.51 35.1 34.4 29.4 0.84 A → B
22 5308 6.83 259.29 1.84 1.69 26.5 48.9 24.6 0.88 A → B
21 5308 7.18 271.23 2.16 1.94 20.0 44.1 35.9 0.92 A → B
25 5308 3.87 253.77 1.68 1.71 37.8 43.3 18.9 0.94 A → B
A: Gainsborough Square
B: dBs Music College Nest
15 5481 11.37 267.10 1.55 1.45 28.2 6.1 64.9 0.75 A → B
14 5481 6.97 254.00 2.34 1.47 8.2 52.8 39.0 0.80 A → B
10 5481 5.27 116.01 1.58 1.42 50.3 34.3 15.4 1.01 A → B
9 5481 3.96 191.26 1.77 1.68 57.7 23.4 17.7 1.24 A → B
12 5481 7.83 250.13 1.46 1.52 17.4 19.7 62.9 0.60 A → B
16 5481 3.46 263.89 2.59 2.47 41.4 37.9 20.7 1.51 A → B
11 5481 3.4 215.15 4.49 1.99 12.7 76.6 10.5 1.80 A → B
8 5481 4.15 150.00 2.05 1.42 16.8 78.3 4.9 0.83 A → B
17 5481 2.86 289.94 2.66 1.91 65.3 27.1 7.6 2.00 B → A
13 5481 6.45 261.97 2.86 1.68 6.9 61.3 31.8 0.95 A → B
A: Abbeywood MOD
B: dBs Music College Nest
19 5481 9.53 254.93 1.52 1.63 21.2 31.0 47.2 0.67 A → B
20 5481 4.18 290.01 1.41 1.39 68.9 22.6 6.2 1.10 A → B
18 5481 6.85 259.00 2.14 1.37 27.2 20.7 51.6 1.03 A → B
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5.2.3 Flight performance measures
The flight performance of the commutes were measured against the equivalent shortest
path using only flapping flight with an airspeed that is adjusted for the wind conditions.
The performance measures fall into four categories; time, distance, energy and percent-
age of soaring flight. These measures were also used for the path planner and allow for
a direct comparison between the simulations and gull flights. The time and distance
measures were calculated using the flight data and normalised by the modelled shortest
path data for each unique start and end location. As the wind conditions are a heavy
influence on the flight speeds of the gulls, the airspeeds for the shortest path flights were
calculated using velocity model 1 from Section 4.2.4. In model 1 the airspeed in flapping
flight is adjusted for head- and tail-winds focused around the minimum power velocity.
The distance based measure, referred to as the distance ratio, was generated using
equation 5.11:
r f l ight
rshortestpath
(5.11)
The time based measure, otherwise referred to as the time ratio, was calculated using
equation 5.12:








Where the amount of flapping or soaring behaviours were calculated using a time
based method in both gull and path planner cases and shown as percentages:
B f lap,soar = (
τ f lap,soar
τ f l ight
) (5.14)
As this research is focused on finding flight strategies which have the potential to
conserve energy, the flights were tested against flying the most direct line between the
start and end locations whilst flying at the minimum power velocity and used the Basal
Metabolic Rate (BMR) ratios taken from wind tunnel studies of gliding [148] and flapping
[149] comparable species of gull. Gliding flight was found to be twice as expensive as the
resting BMR and flapping flight was found to be seven times the resting BMR. In some
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studies a summed value of the acceleration data is used as a proxy for the effort of the
body and so energetic cost. This is referred to as the Overall Dynamic Body Acceleration
(ODBA). An updated version, Vectorial Body Acceleration (VeDBA), also filters out the
low frequency signals thought to be associated with the trajectory or motion of the
medium, rather than motion due to the effort of the body. The gulls’ recorded VeDBA and
ODBA measurements were compared across different flight behaviours and airspeeds.
There was an obvious difference between flight behaviours but there was no discernable
difference discovered across a range of different airspeeds, neither linear nor parabolic
centred around a minimum. The ratio between flapping and soaring flight for the ODBA
and VeDBA was found to be 3.9 and 3.15 respectively, as these values lie either side
of the BMR cost ratios at 3.5, it was decided to use the BMR cost ratio. Mixed flight
behaviour was considered to be low cost and re-classed as soaring behaviour when calcu-
lating the soaring percentages as the mixed behaviour type contains a range of possible
events including but not limited to single flaps, manoeuvres such as banking, and body
reactions to gusts in soar. Flights which cost less than flying the most direct path were
considered to have made energy savings. The energy savings ratios were calculated using
equations 5.15 - 5.20, where the ground speed for each of the shortest path comparisons
was calculated using the velocity optimisation algorithm which adjusted for the wind
conditions.
The cost of a flight, C f l ight, was considered a summation of the power cost for
each flight behaviour, P f lap,soar, multiplied by the time spent in that flight behaviour,
τ f lap,soar.
C f l ight = PBMR f lapτ f lap +PBMRsoarτsoar (5.15)
The cost of the shortest path flight, Cshortestpath, is calculated using the power ratio
of flapping flight and the time to fly the shortest path flight.
Cshortestpath = PBMR f lapτshortestpath (5.16)
Where shortest path flight time is,
τshortestpath = rshortestpathUmp (5.17)
And the fraction of soaring and flapping flight always adds to one.
Bsoar +B f lap = 1 (5.18)
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Equations 5.15 - 5.18 and can be combined and rearranged to solve for the axes in
5.3 where percentage of soaring flight is a function of the distance ratio.
Bs =
(−PBMR f lapUmp −PBMR f lapUmp




r f l ight
rshortestpath
−PBMRsoarUbg
r f l ight
rshortestpath
(5.19)
Energy savings can be considered as the ratio of the cost of the flight normalised by
the cost of the shortest path flight. Where a flight using more energy than the shortest
path has a value greater than 1.
C f l ight
Cshortestpath
(5.20)
The graphical representation for the energy savings region depicted in 5.3 assumes
flight in still air. The energy savings region, is the area above the dashed line, while not
fully due to the still air assumption it represents a performance measurement which can
be used to compare all flights.
Figure 5.3: The energy savings region demonstrates the percentage of soaring flight required to
fly the increased flight distance compared to the shortest path. The commuting flight dataset
from the previous chapter (192 flights) is shown with the plus markers and the 27 selected
flights for the simulation comparison are shown in blue.
As seen in the previous chapter, the wind conditions effect the airspeed that should
be selected. Increasing or decreasing speed away from the minimum power velocity
in flapping flight requires an increase in power. To account for the increased power
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requirement the power ratio for powered flight was multiplied by a power factor, kp, such
that the power adjusted cost of flight, Cpp, is calculated as:
Cpp = kpPBMR f lapτ f lap +PBMRsoarτsoar (5.21)
Where the power factor, kp, is calculated as the increase away from the minimum





Figure 5.4: Faster airspeeds require more power, this increase in power is considered the power
factor and is used to increase the BMR power ratio for flapping flight. The power curve
is shown in red with the minimum power velocity and two example airspeeds and power
factors.
The energy required to fly to the goal was considered in two ways due to the occasional
disparity in flight directness between the gulls and simulations. The total energy was
normalised by the shortest path distance to goal to create the cost of transport, CoTAB,
or by the total flown distance, CoT f lown.
5.2.4 Mapping the environment
The environment mapping used a large section of the Bristol urban landscape, 8.5 (L) x 5
(W) x 0.3 (H) km, which encompassed all of the selected flights and an extended area to
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account for boundary layer flow, this area was used to generate the QUIC wind models.
A reduced section of the mapped area was used for the path planner simulations, 8.14 x
3.16 x 0.1 km.
Figure 5.5: Map of wind model (red) and path planner (green fill) extent with nest markers shown
by the star markers with ASSL [51.459610◦, -2.601616◦] in yellow and dBs [51.451567◦,
-2.588421◦] in pink. The foraging locations are shown by the circular markers, where Abbey-
wood [51.503877◦, -2.558377◦] is cyan, Northway [51.517490◦, -2.566222◦] is orange and
Gainsborough Square [51.490429◦, -2.563377◦] is green. The two weather station are marked
on the map by the flags where the UoB weather station [51.459145◦, -2.603555◦] is shown in
blue and the UWE weather station [51.500583◦, -2.548134◦] is shown in purple. Gull flight 4
from Northway to the ASSL nest is marked with the black line.
The environment layers consisted of a 2 metre resolution digital elevation model
containing the terrain data [96], DTM, a vector based topography layer taken from [97]
containing building footprints, a building height layer was joined to the topography
layer using ArcGIS v10.1. The DTM and topography layers were converted into QUIC
compatible file formats using the conversion process described in Section 3.2.2.
The experiment area in Bristol has a variable landscape elevation where regions can
differ by greater than 100 metre. One of the largest variations and steepest gradients
occurs between the two nest sites. The current QUIC model, as described in Section
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3.2.2.3, does not calculate the contribution to orographic updraught from terrain based
features and as such, it was decided to consider broad-scale flight performance between
the gull and simulation flights, over fine-scale details based on the wind models.
5.2.4.1 Wind models
Wind models for the 27 selected commuting flight were generated with QUIC software
using a 64 bit desktop computer with a 16 core 3.7 GHz CPU with 64 GB RAM. The high
RAM and processing capacity allowed a model size of 25.93 million cells with 22,000
buildings compared to a recommended maximum of 10 million cells, or 1-2 million for
quick field-site operations, by the QUIC program creators 1. The wind models were run
in batch production mode with 10 models at a time, where custom wind profile input
files were written based on the MetOffice forecasted predications for the conditions at
flight start. Wind profiles were generated using the geo-potential heights output by
the MetOffice forecasting model. Solve times were extensive, even with the use of the
QUIC-URB model, chosen for it’s reduced run time compared to the full QUIC-CFD
model as used in 3.2.2. The solve times often ran to more than 36-48 hours per model
batch 2 due to the high combined number of buildings and cells. The high cell count in
the models was well outside of the program design specification but this should of had
no effect on the accuracy of the models, and the validation seems to support this notion,
see Figs 5.7 and 5.6. The wind models were further sub-sampled to be used in the path
planner, the smaller area, marked on Fig 5.5, of size 3.16 x 8.14 km and height of 100 m,
with a cell size of 10 x 10 x 1 m, and total node count of 25.98 million using the inbuilt
interpolation functions within MATLAB.
5.2.4.2 Wind model validation
The MetOffice forecasting model used for generating the 27 custom wind profile input
files for QUIC wind field generator was validated over a two week period 3 by comparing
the forecast predictions with the data collected by weather stations in two locations Fig
5.5. Three of the wind models generated by QUIC fall into the same two week period and
were used to validate the QUIC wind field outputs. The wind model data were sampled






Figure 5.6: Coloured lines represent the data from the Met office forecasting model and the
weather station located at [51.459145◦, -2.603555◦] over the 2 week period 01-14/06/2017.
The markers show the QUIC wind field sampled at the same location. There is an extremely
close match for both a) wind speed and b) wind direction.
5.2.4.3 4D node space
The node space for the path planner is considered in 4 dimensions. It was decided that
the algorithm should be restricted to only move in directions representative of forward
flight so in order to allow the algorithm to visit every possible space on the map, without
obstacles, a heading dimension was added. This allowed the algorithm to visit every
space on the map from eight different directions. The 3 spatial dimensions have equal
horizontal directions, where spacing resolution was either dx=dy=10m or dx=dy=20m,
and a consistent climb angle of γi = 5.7◦ such that dzdx,y = 0.1, equivalent to dz=1m or
dz=2m, for the 10 and 20 meter horizontal resolutions respectively. The direction based
dimension uses a consistent heading step change of φi = 45◦ such that there are 8 possible
directions with which a space on the map be entered. For the 10 meter resolution map,
there are 317 x 815 x 101 x 8 nodes (208.8 million) in total. Each node has 9 neighbours
consistent with forward flight and a heading range of ±45◦ and a climb range of ±5.7◦,
resulting in a total node-branch combination of 1,897.4 million and 242.9 million at the
10 m and 20 m grid resolutions respectively.
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Figure 5.7: Coloured lines represent the data from the Met office forecasting model and the
weather station located at [51.500583◦, -2.548134◦] over the 2 week period 01-14/06/2017.
The markers show the QUIC wind field sampled at the same location. The QUIC model
underestimates a) wind speed quite significantly but has a close estimation for b) wind
direction.
Using a direction dimension has the advantage of allowing a space in the map to be
revisited from a different direction. This solves this problem of non-global optimisation
while restricting flight direction by allowing all spatial areas of the map to be fully
explored and provided the additional benefit of allowing circling behaviour to occur.
5.2.4.4 Adding the buildings
The buildings were considered as inaccessible space on the map and therefore treated
as closed nodes. Each node was considered as filling the maximum spatial volume of
the node extent, for example, 10 m x 10 m x 1 m, centred at the node location. The
building volume was calculated using the topography blue-prints and building height
with an additional minimum distance from the building of 2 m. The reduced map building
data set contained 13,418 individual buildings, these were converted into nodes using
MATLAB’s inbuilt volume union function with a tolerance of 50%. Nodes which overlap
at greater than 50% or create a barrier between two nodes were added to the closed node
list. This results in a slightly reduction in the branch exploration size of just under 1%.
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In the cases where flights start and/or end on a building, such as in the case of landing
at the nest, these closed nodes (accounting for each available branch direction) were
re-opened allowing take-off and landing.
5.2.5 Path planning
This section outlines the algorithm and heuristics used in the simulations. Two cases for
both algorithm and heuristic costing are considered to explore the navigational efforts of
the gulls and understand the best options for SUAV flight.
5.2.5.1 Algorithms
The A* algorithm is considered the best performing path planner for a full a priori
environment keeping totals on every visited node and always expanding the nodes with
the lowest total cost. This algorithm provides the cheapest global option from start to end
location for the given flow conditions. The comparative algorithm, will be a Depth First
Search considering only the best performing option in each new child set. This represents
a fully reactionary process, with a minimal planning horizon (in this case a step of 1),
always choosing the next best move to reach the goal and means that it is possible for
the DFS algorithm to perform sub-optimally. Becoming trapped in a local minima is
particularly relevant in for motion through a rugged landscape such as is provided by the
complex urban wind field being investigated here. While this sub-optimal performance is
considered problematic in optimisation theory it could be a satisfactory representation of
animal behaviour making it a fitting choice for comparison with commuting gulls.
The algorithms both use a closed list and an open list. The open lists contained all the
expansion frontier nodes which are waiting to be expanded. The closed lists contained
nodes which cannot be expanded and any node previously searched. The lists were
created as logic column vectors, with an additional identifier list containing an index
pointer to the node index.
The A* algorithm uses an expanding frontier and requires storing knowledge of
pre-visited nodes whereas the DFS algorithm selects the cheapest child of each newly
expanded node. Each expansion cycle took a maximum of 0.004 seconds (this included
the integrated velocity optimization cycle and frontier sorting), meaning that complete
map exploration could take up to 3,040 hours (127 days). The largest portion of the
cycle time was taken finding the minimum cost open node during frontier expansion
and due to the size of the map it was found to be quicker to use memory expansion and
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logic indexing than a priority queue. Memory expansion was used for the open, closed
and identifier column vectors, they were initiated at 10% of the node space size and are
expanded by a further 10% when full and was found to improve the simulation run-time
by a factor of 10 or higher.
The path planner code is based on a traditional A* algorithm where the cost for
moving between parent and child nodes is a called function and outlined by the equations
in Section 5.2.1. The heuristic cost is described by the equations in Section 5.2.5.3.
Path planner pseudocode with algorithm and heuristic switch options shown in the
optimal path algorithm 3.
5.2.5.2 Cost function
The cost function is used to calculated the energetic cost of the simulation path. There
are three main parts, the path cost so far, G, moving from the start node S to the parent
node P, the cost to move from the current or parent node, P, to child node, N, and finally,
the estimated or heuristic cost, H, from the child node, N, to the goal, G. This section
will outline the path and cost to move portions of the equation, whereas the heuristic
estimation will be covered in Section 5.2.5.3.
F(N)=G(N)+H(N) (5.23)
Where G(N) is the path cost so far and calculated as the cost from the start node to
the parent, C(S,P) plus the cost of the parent to the neighbour or child node, C(P, N).
G(N)= C(S,P)+C(P, N) (5.24)
The cost, C, was calculated using the step-duration, using the optimized velocity in
the ground frame and the step distance, the power cost ratio (such that powered flight is
more expensive) for each step in the path. The flight mode used is decided in each step
where soar mode is always prioritized over flap mode.
Firstly, air relative energy is calculated (use the power equation and duration), this
is compared against the energy required to move state using energy differencing and
considers the change in kinetic and potential energy. If there is excess energy, either
due to air relative energy harvesting or due to kinetic-potential energies trading, then
soar mode is selected, where this value is zero or negative then flap mode must be
used. Meaning that in negative air relative power manoeuvres either flap mode must be
initiated or there needs to be a power balance through trading altitude or velocity.
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Algorithm 3 Optimal Path Algorithm
1: function OPTIMAL PATH(s, g) . Where s - start, g - goal
2: Algorithm finds optimal path from start to goal Initialise start conditions
3: openList(s)= true . Frontier list
4: closedList(obstacles)= f alse . Closed nodes list
5: parentList := s . Parent indices list
6: gCost := map with default value infinity . Cost to node list
7: gCost(s)= 0
8: f Cost :=map with default value infinity . Estimated total cost list
9: f Cost(s)= h(s)
10: currentNode = s . Set currentNode to start
11: while openList empty & currentNode = g do
12: children = neigbours(currentNode)
13: for child children(currentNode) do . Loop for each child of current node
14: if closedList(child)== true then
15: continue
16: end if
17: gCostTent(child)= gCost(currentNode)+ costToMove(child) . Calculate cost to move
18: if openList(child)== f alse then
19: openList(child)== true
20: end if
21: if gCost(child)> gCostTent(child)) then
22: gCost(child)= gCostTent(child)
23: end if
24: switch Heuristic . Calculate heuristic cost from child to goal
25: case Greedy
26: f Cost(child)= gCost(child)+hCostGreedy(child)
27: case Ideal
28: f Cost(child)= gCost(child)+hCostIdeal(child)
29: end for
30: switch Al gorithm . Switch between A* and DFS algorithms
31: case A∗
32: [ minf idx]= min( f Cost)
33: case DFS
34: [ minf idx]= min( f Cost(children))
35: parentList(currentNode)= minf idx
36: currentNode = minf idx
37: end while
38: optimalPath := reconstructPath(g, s, parentList)
39: end function
Algorithm 4 Reconstruction of Path
1: function RECONSTRUCT PATH(s, g, parentList) . Where s - start, g - goal
2: Reconstruct path uses the parent list to retrace the optimal path from goal to start
3: current = goal
4: while current = start do
5: optimalPath := current
6: current = parentList(current)
7: end while
8: optimaPath = reverse(optimalPath)
9: end function
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Harvested energy︷ ︸︸ ︷
ĖaC,PτsoarC,P −




Gravitational potential energy︷ ︸︸ ︷
mg(hC −hP ) > 0 (5.25)
Flap or soar mode is initiated depending on the sign of the balanced energy equation.
Such that every move either has an energy surplus which is presumed to be dissipated
by the bird or is balanced. No negatively balanced motions can take place. This will
likely still produce over estimated energy saving results despite the assumption of
energy dissipation. In reality, the gull could use surplus energy to increase speed or gain
additional height however, for the purposes of this study it is assumed that altitude gain
or high velocity flight is not prioritized as much as overall cost of transport minimisation.
The final cost which is passed back to the main algorithm is based on the physiological
power ratio between flapping and soaring flight.
C(P, N)= τsoarP,N PBMRsoar (5.26)
C(P, N)= τ f lapP,N PBMR f lap (5.27)
Where τsoar, f lapP,N is the duration required to soar or flap from the parent to child
node, and PBMRsoar, f lap is the physiological power requirement for soaring or flapping
flight as a multiple of the BMR (Basal Metabolic Rate). The ratio of the flapping and
soaring power requirements, sometime referred to as the BMR ratio, can be considered






The heuristic cost acts as an estimate for the remaining, untravelled path, from the
current location to the goal. We consider two heuristic cases, an ideal and greedy heuristic.
The ideal case is both admissible and consistent such that it is always considered an
under-estimation of the cost to goal and is always considered less than in the previous
frontier expansion. An ideal heuristic has been found to be key in returning an optimal
solution, however, greedy heuristics have application of real-world scenarios where over-




The ideal heuristic was calculated in each expansion cycling using a soar only energy
cost estimation. Cost to goal is considered the duration from current location to goal
when soaring a direct LoS trajectory at an airspeed optimised for the mean averaged
wind field. A small additional cost is added for a negative vertical distance to goal and is
also underestimated.
Hideal(N,G)=
τsoarN,G − (zN − zG)BMRratio, if(zN − zG)< 0τsoarN,G , otherwise (5.29)
Where zG,N are the vertical node step positions of the goal and child node, such that
if the goal is 1 position higher than the child node there is an additional cost of one power
flapping unit.
This heuristic was found to be both admissible and consistent at BMR ratios of 3.5
and 6 but not at a BMR ratio of 1, where flapping and soaring flight are equal in cost.
This was because flapping flight velocity can be faster than the soaring flight velocity
which resulted in a lower duration and greater heuristic cost. The results for this are
shown in Figs 5.8 - 5.10. For the heuristic to be considered admissible the estimate to
goal must always be less than the actual cost to goal, see equation 5.30. This is consistent
with the heuristic curve, H(C,G) shown in red, always being below the admissible curve,
G(C,G), shown in green which represents the actual cost to goal from that location.
H(N,G)≤G(N,G) (5.30)
For consistency to hold, the heuristic cost from the parent to the goal must be equal or
greater than the heuristic cost of the child to goal plus the cost to move from the parent
to the child. This is represented in Figs 5.8 - 5.10 by the red heuristic, H(C,G), curve
always being below the blue curve, where the blue curve represents the heuristic cost of
the parent to goal minus the cost to move between parent and child, H(P,G)−C(P,C).
C(P, N)+H(N,G)≤ H(P,G) (5.31)
The greedy heuristic option uses a combination of distance, altitude and the BMR
ratio. The minimum power velocity for flapping flight is 11.9 meters per second and
resulting in a duration per node visited between 0.85 and 1.2 seconds, meaning an
over-estimation factor of approximately 10. The altitude part of the heuristic, costs nodes
which are below the final goal altitude at BMR ratio multiplied by the step numbers and
nodes above the final altitude. The greedy heuristic is neither admissible nor consistent
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and is intentionally over-estimated in order to speed up the processing and determine
suitability on-the-fly application.
hgreedy(N,G)=
BMRratio(rN,G − (zN − zG)), if(zN − zG)< 0BMRratiorN,G , otherwise (5.32)
Where rN,G is the 2D distance from the child node to the goal.
5.3 Results
5.3.1 Comparison of algorithms and heuristics
The A* algorithm with the ideal heuristic had the highest performance in terms of the
mean percentage of soaring flight (82.6%) and the directness to goal (1.19) but at the
cost of solve time performance, see Table 5.2. The DFS algorithm with an ideal heuristic
had the next highest mean percentage of soaring flight (77%) but had a lower directness
measure (1.31), and also had a high solve time. As expected, when the greedy heuristic
was employed the performance reduced in both algorithm cases, slightly unexpectedly, the
A* algorithm underperformed in comparison to the DFS in terms of soaring percentage
but had a lower total energetic cost due to a higher level of directness, see Fig 5.11 and
Table 5.2. It should be noted that only three flights were chosen for each algorithm at a
low, medium and high wind speed (3.46, 6.45, 11.37 m s−1) in this comparison due to the
very high solve times and that the 20 m node resolution was used here.
The shortest path simulation for the highest wind speed resulted in no solution due
to reaching a node location with wind speed greater than the resulting ground speed.
Hence, only the low and medium wind speeds are included in the energy and endurance
ratios shown in Table 5.2. It could be argued that using a wind-aware and energy-based
path planner, in this case, is infinitely better than using the shortest path route combined
with the CoT based velocity control.
The GDFS had fast solve times and interestingly, in terms of soaring percentage,
the gulls’ commutes were equal to the these cases however, the gulls did tend to fly less
directly, see Fig 5.12. The solve times for the ideal heuristic cases were extremely high,
in some cases taking more than 2 days to solve, whereas the greedy cases solved in sub
10 seconds. For further comparison of the path planner to the gulls’ flights, the GDFS
combination is used due to the closeness in performance with the gulls and fast solve
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Table 5.2: Algorithm and heuristic comparison
Distance Ratio % soar Energy ratio Endurance ratio solve time (s)
A* (n = 3) (n = 3) (n = 2) (n = 2) (n = 3)
Greedy 1.19 (0.0077) 62.4 (0.0416) 0.62 (0.0133) 0.65 (0.0116) 6.17
Ideal 1.16 (0.0225) 82.6 (0.0162) 0.60 (0.0210) 0.48 (0.0086) 2.3e4
DFS (n = 3) (n = 3) (n = 2) (n = 2) (n = 3)
Greedy 1.22 (0.0617) 64.5 (0.0056) 0.63 (0.0140) 0.60 (0.0100) 5.8
Ideal 1.31 (0.0614) 77.0 (0.0400) 0.69 (0.0059) 0.66 (0.0515) 1.05e5
Gulls (n = 27) 1.62 (0.2610) 64.5 (18.44) 1.02 (0.3557) 1.98 (0.7267)
Gulls (n = 3) 1.86 (0.5286) 74.3 (17.23) 1.07 (0.3868) 2.32 (0.6861)
Figure 5.11: Graph to show the ratio of flight distance compared to the shortest path and
the percentage of soaring flight in order to reduce cost below flapping the shortest path,
this is indicated by the energy savings region to the left of the dotted line. The blue and
pink markers indicate the mean result for the greedy heuristic A* and DFS algorithms
respectively. The green and orange markers represent the mean result for the idea heuristic
cases for A* and DFS respectively. These cases were all run at a 20 m grid resolution. The
gull icon shows the mean result for the 27 commuting flights.
massively increased the solve time of an ideal heuristic test case, taking up to 12 days to
solve with a BMR ratio of 6.
5.3.2 Increasing the cost of powered flight
As the power cost ratio of powered to unpowered flight increased the algorithm reacted by
adapting the path solution to limit the powered flight. This has the interesting effect that
both the duration Fig 5.14 and flown distance Fig 5.15 are increased when compared to
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Figure 5.12: The blue markers are the gulls’ commuting flights and the orange markers are the
greedy heuristic with the best-first search algorithm. These simulation results were run at a
10 m grid resolution.
the shortest path route, while the energetic cost Fig 5.17 of the flight is reduced towards
a stable plateau of 48% of the shortest path cost.
Initially, while the cost of flapping and soaring are equal, the energetic cost of the
solutions are 10% higher than the shortest path routes. This is due to the slower soaring
flight speed which leads to a larger energetic cost due to the increased flight duration,
also of 10%, accompanied with no increase in distance.
As the power cost of flapping and soaring diverge the energetic cost of the flight
compared to a fully powered shortest path route decreases. At a power ratio of 3.5,
suggested as a gull’s power ratio in the literature [35], the energy savings average 33%
with an increase in flight distance and duration of 13% and 25% respectively. As the
power ratio increases the cost of flight compared to the powered shortest path route
continues to decrease, culminating in a plateauing effect at 52% (range 39 - 61%) of the
shortest path flight cost, an equivalent to a 48% energy reduction. At the same time,
simulating an increase in the power ratio demonstrates an increase in flown distance
and duration with average increases of 50% (range 8 - 68%) and 71% (range 18 - 90%)
respectively. The percentage of soaring flight also demonstrates an increase with power
ratio, levelling towards an average of 77% (range 72 - 82%) soaring flight.
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Figure 5.13: The simulation examples for BMR ratios 1 (orange), 3.5 (green), 5 (blue) and
10 (pink) accompanied by the corresponding gull flight (red). Flight direction and wind
conditions are indicated by the arrows. Wind speed = 4.8 m s−1, Wind Direction = 263.7◦
from North. For more example see Appendix D
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Figure 5.14: The flight duration compared to the shortest path flight increases with increasing
powered flight cost. The dashed coloured lines indicate the 27 individual commuting flights,
the heavy black line indicates the mean of the 27 flights at each BMR ratio.
Figure 5.15: The distance flown increases with increasing powered flight cost. The dashed
coloured lines indicate the 27 individual commuting flights, the heavy black line indicates
the mean of the 27 flights at each BMR ratio.
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Figure 5.16: The percentage of soaring flight increases with increasing powered flight cost. The
dashed coloured lines indicate the 27 individual commuting flights, the heavy black line
indicates the mean of the 27 flights at each BMR ratio.
Figure 5.17: The energy savings compared to the shortest path reduce with increasing powered
flight cost, plateauing at 52% of the shortest path cost. The dashed coloured lines indicate
the 27 individual commuting flights, the heavy black line indicates the mean of the 27 flights
at each BMR ratio.
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5.3.3 Effect of flight cost with wind-speed
The effect of wind speed on the simulation flight energetics appears to be complex. Mid-
strength winds (4 - 6 m s−1) provided the best energy harvesting through static soaring,
shown by the pink markers in Fig 5.18. At high wind speeds (> 6 m s−1) the simulations
were able to harvest a high amount of energy through wind field gradient exploitation,
shown by the green markers in Fig 5.18. The maximum static soaring harvested is
a factor of four less than the gradient soaring energy harvested as is reflected in the
change in y-axis scales. The static soaring energy harvested at high wind speeds becomes
negative at high wind speeds whereas the gradient soaring energy is greatly increased,
this is due to exploiting the wind field gradient in downdraughts.
This effected the static soar energy total due to gradient soaring in both up- and
down-draughts, see Fig 5.20 and 5.21, reducing the cumulative total. The final axes in
Fig 5.18, shows the drag costs increased with increasing wind speed due to the higher
average airspeed selected by the optimiser. The increase in drag costs required a higher
mechanical power, but in bird flight it is not clear how this directly corresponds to the
energetic effort of the bird, as such the costs were calculated in two ways.
Firstly, the CoT was considered where flapping flight has a fixed energy rate, in these
cases, for both the gulls and the simulations, the CoT decreased with increasing wind
speed, circle markers in Fig 5.19c and d. When the total flown distance was used to
normalise the total cost a spike feature appeared, in the gull and path planner results
which suggests that this wind speed may be linked to greater flight directness.
Secondly, the CoT was considered where flapping flight increased by the power factor
described in Section 5.2.3. This created an interesting feature shown in the crosses in Fig
5.19c and d where a minima appeared at min-strength (4-6 m s−1) winds and an increase
in CoT at very high winds (> 8 m s−1). Again, this feature appeared in both the gull and
path planner results. Additionally, when the cost of the flight was normalised by the total
flown distance the CoT reduced as wind speeds increased which suggests that higher
wind speeds may require more deviation from the shortest path. It should be noted that
Fig 5.19 uses different scaling for the gull and simulation results for part a and d in
order to highlight the similarity in data shape rather than the specific quantities, where
the path planner has a CoT for the flown distance up to approximately twice that of
the gulls but a comparative CoT for the AB distance to that of the gulls. This results
is mainly due to the directness of the path planner results where there is a lower total
flown distance.
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Figure 5.18: The plots show the cumulative energy harvested from static (pink-top) and gradient
(teal-middle) wind based energy harvesting while in soaring flight mode compared against
the 10 m height wind speed from the input profile. The bottom plot shows the cumulative
energy required to overcome drag in flapping flight mode. All 27 commuting flights are
shown, generated using the GDFS planner with a ratio of 3.5 for the BMR power costs. The
maximum static energy harvested is a factor four less than the gradient energy harvested,
as is reflected in the y-axis scale, and at high wind speeds the static energy becomes negative
where gradient energy is being harvested while flying through down draughts.
5.4 Discussion
The complex wind fields of the urban environment can present control issues for SUAV
platforms due to gusts [141] however, by studying the flight strategies of gulls flying in
similar conditions it has become apparent that these conditions could also offer a solution
to the range and endurance limitations caused by the low on-board energy storage. It was
found that urban gulls were able to employ soaring and non-flapping flight on average
64.5% of the time by exploiting both the updraughts and wind gradients in urban wind
fields. Further to this, a path planner programmed with gull characteristics was able to
match this performance demonstrating the viability of implementing bio-inspired flight

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CHAPTER 5. PATH PLANNING IN AN URBAN ENVIRONMENT
5.4.1 Algorithm comparison
Four combinations of path planner algorithm and heuristic cost were tested for overall
flight performance of the solutions and solve times. As expected, using an ideal heuristic
cost resulted in the lowest energy trajectories but at the expense of computation costs,
meaning suitability is limited to offline planning or much lower map complexity, possibly
suitable for designing airway networks for a few prevailing wind speeds and directions.
In this case, the ideal A* combination provided lower energy trajectories and lower solve
times than the ideal DFS alternative tested. The poor solve time performance from the
DFS is a result of the algorithm set-up. If DFS algorithm can no longer move but has not
reached the goal it will revert back to finding the minimum of the unclosed nodes for one
step, restarting at the lowest open but unexplored node so far and resulting in a higher
number of iterations and solve time than A*.
Using a greedy heuristic had the expected effect of reduced flight performance but
with the benefit of huge solve time improvements suitable for integration within fast
operations pre-planning software or even on-the-fly re-routing. The GDFS combination
solved slightly faster than the Greedy A* combination and produced trajectory solutions
with performance most similar to the gulls and slightly better than the A* on the com-
mutes compared. This demonstrated that optimising for the immediately local wind
conditions provides relevant energy savings and improved trajectories. The GDFS combi-
nation does not necessarily provide the global optimum but could be further enhanced
by introducing random walks. Nevertheless the GDFS could provide fast and efficient
route planning based on very little input knowledge, the wind field at the child node was
sampled however, this value could be estimated based on wind gradients measurements
instead.
Recent developments in 3D printing have led to the design of gradient based wind
probes these have been successfully implemented on SUAVs in real-world flights to detect
and react to turbulence [77] as well as to perform gradient-based soaring that reduced
throttle requirements [76, 152] . With wind sensing capabilities such as these the GDFS
planner could provide fast and efficient trajectories through an urban environment.
5.4.2 Navigation choices in gulls
Comparison of the gull and GDFS trajectories highlighted some interesting features.
While the path planner and gulls performed a similar level of soaring flight, the path
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planner choose direct paths in order to make significant energy savings, whereas the
gulls often had little or no energy savings but increased range and endurance instead.
There are a few possible reasons for this behaviour, relating to localisation and resource
awareness strategies.
Firstly, it is known that some bird species use visual cues for navigation in famil-
iar environments, most famously, homing pigeons, Columba livia domestica, following
distinctive landmarks [153, 154], and recently it has been proposed the gulls may use
optic flow in altitude control while commuting over sea [155]. It is probable that the gulls
in this study also use familiar landmarks however, the flights in this study varied in
route and tended to occur at relatively low altitudes above ground level (µ = 29 m, σ
= 16 m) which could limit visual navigation in some parts of the flight due to partially
restricted views. Furthermore, at these ranges it is unlikely that the gulls are navigating
using magneto-reception. It is now becoming apparent that some birds, particularly
seabirds, are reliant on the olfactory system in both foraging and homing. In particular
it has been found the shearwaters, Puffinus, displaced distances of 800 km from the
nest were less able to orientated themselves when influenced with zinc sulphate - a
temporary anosmia, but were unaffected by magnetic disruption [156, 157]. Additionally,
shearwaters administered the same olfactory inhibitor and released in the dark were
unable to find their nests until after dawn [158]. It is therefore possible that the gulls are
also navigating through olfactory sensing, this may in partway, explain an interesting
difference in chosen flight directions. The first section of the gulls’ flights are occasionally
headed down wind such that later sections of the flight need to face a headwind (see
Appendix D). The path planner however, found that routes were cheaper by starting
with a slight headwind component and using a slight tailwind component in later parts
of the flight, the flights are generally crosswind to the goal direction. Work by McLaren
considers the optimal flight orientation of gulls in wind based on the minimisation
of flight energetics where it is proposed that allowing drift in these crosswind flights
could have a level of energy conservation with the potential that wind conditions may
change with proximity to the destination [87]. However, it could also be possible that the
direction choice is influenced by scent plume direction when no visual clues are available,
for example obstructed by a building. Following an increasing scent gradient generates
a similar trajectory and scent following have been seen in other sea birds [159, 160].
Another alternative, is that the path planner selection has been created by the spatial
grid and heading resolution, it could be that the planner prefers to travel diagonally at
first to create greatest proximal gains toward the goal and overshoots before turning
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back, however, a similar path choice was also found in the ideal A* cases.
Secondly, it is possible that the gulls use energy harvesting to increase the flight
range with the benefit that this could improve resource awareness. Gulls are considered
social birds [161] that are specialist foragers but also opportunistic [110], as such it has
been suggested that they share resource information and use scouting strategies [162].
In one of the commuting flights, see Appendix Fig D.3, a trajectory passes over another
of the foraging destinations without visiting it. Perhaps, this could have been scouting
for a future foraging trip or an area where other gulls were present.
While the levels of soaring flight which the gulls are able to achieve suggests an
energy based driver in their navigation strategies, the extended flight distance suggests
there could be additional drivers unaccounted for in the path planner model. Although
this limits the conclusions which can be ascertained about the navigational strategies of
gulls there is still benefits available for SUAV path planning. Certainly, the aim of the
study was to discover a method of improving the potential mission range and endurance
for SUAVs, but unless the mission type is surveillance where loitering flight is required
it is mostly likely more desirable to make direct flights at a lower energetic cost, such as
performed by the path planner.
5.4.3 Cost of flight behaviour
The cost ratios of powered and soaring flight is significantly different across birds and
SUAVs. The ratio ascribed to the gulls in this study is based on respiration measurements
of trained gulls gliding [148] and flapping [149] in a wind tunnel. The experiments were
across two different species of gull, herring and laughing, respectively, but both species
are of a similar size to the lesser black-backed used here. In fact, when the BMR ratio
based on the literature (3.5) was used, the path planner produced an almost exact match
to the level of non-flapping flight seen in the commuting flights. Interestingly, the ratio
taken from the literature also closely matched the VeDBA (3.15) and ODBA (3.9) ratios
found from averages of the two behaviour types over the gull dataset. Comparisons of
heart rate and ODBA readings in free-flying vultures were found to strongly correlate
[163] which indicates a certain level of reliability in the ODBA method. However, when
initially determining a cost ratio to use, VeDBA and ODBA measurements were examined
across a range of airspeeds in an attempt to quantify the effort required at higher speeds.
there were very clear differences between the means in behaviour types, however, the
standard deviations are large (flapping µ= 0.1924,σ= 0.2750, soaring µ= 0.0773,σ=
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0.1231) and there was no discernable variation across a range of airspeeds, parabolic or
otherwise. It is possible that variations in the exertion required in the same behaviour
but different airspeeds cannot be captured at the measurement rate of GPS device
accelerometers. In studies of cockatiels, Nymphicus hollandicus, it was found that the
flapping frequency, wing angle and down stroke impulse all had an effect on the airspeed
[118, 164] and while the average flap frequency of the gulls, at 3.5 Hz, is well within
the Shannon-Nyquist requirements for data sampling [165], the changes in wing-beat
impulse are not. For this reason, the BMR ratio was selected from the literature sources
and the power variations were considered based on the deviation from minima on the
power curve. The benefit of using the BMR method was ability to increase the cost
ratio and create a comparison for SUAVs. Colleagues in the University of Bristol Flight
Laboratory flying a Skywalker X8 [166, 167], recorded mean climb and cruise current
draw at 21 and 19 amps respectively, while in gliding flight (add still transmitting
communication including video link) there was a current draw of 0.25 amps, resulting a
cost ratio of approximately 80. However, this platforms has an average speed twice, and
mass four times, that of the modelled gull. Power required in flight is proportional to
the mass and weight such that this the power increases by a factor of 8. Meaning that a
similar platform, scaled to the gull model would have a cost ratio of 10, the upper limit of
the cost ratio variation in this study. The main finding from the variation was that there
is a limit in the possible energy savings. This was a result of higher flown distances and
flight times such that energy savings plateaued and flight costs were effectively halved.
Considering the cost ratio in this way could benefit engineers designing SUAV plat-
forms, the size and velocity of a platform will dictate the thrust, and so, power demand
required in flight but additionally will constrain the optimum airspeed in glide. Smaller
platforms could have a lower cost ratio and may not benefit from implementing soaring
behaviour to reduce energy costs. In the same way that some small avian species use
gliding and soaring flight sparingly, even in migration [16]. In the same way, many larger
platforms, with higher cost ratios, could benefit by implementing a dual flight mode in
order to halve flight costs.
5.4.4 Wind speed and soaring
Another factor that should be taken into account when designing urban ready SUAVs is
the wind speeds which the platforms will regularly be faced with as this could have a
large effect on the CoT. Here, wind field were tested with a range of 10 m s−1, a value
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similar to the normal flight speed in still air, and found that while there were higher
levels of harvested energy, CoT for the commuting flights increased at high wind speeds
due to the high power requirement. While it is uncertain how the airspeed affects the
power exerted by the birds4, it is certainly an issue for SUAVs where the relationship
between airspeed and motor demands are well defined [134]. Another potential factor
of the wind strength is the gust factor, while this has the potential to increase control
costs but with longer temporal or spatial variations there is a source for environmental
energy harvesting. The energy harvested through air relative power, or gradient soaring,
increased with increasing wind speed. Interestingly, the static energy harvested, reached
a maximum at mid-range wind speeds. It could be possible that at very high speeds the
orographic updraughts are not sufficient to offset the higher sink rate associated with
the much higher airspeeds. However, the results from Chapter 3 would disagrees as
gulls were found to perform orographic soaring at even higher wind speeds (up to 9 m
s−1). It is possible that at this wind strength gradient soaring becomes more effective. At
cross winds that are a similar speed to the optimum glide speed it is possible to perform
wind hovering on the updraughts but as the strategy does not optimise CoT it would
never be performed by the GDFS path planner. This strategy is also not present in the
gulls’ commutes, demonstrating that the flights selected are in fact commuting and not
performing any foraging. The variation in wind speed and energy harvesting mode could
be relevant in designing control schemes with multiple soaring strategies.
Bristol has a Westerly prevailing wind direction and the gulls’ commuting flights
tended to have a crosswind. Given that the wind speed is often comparable to the airspeed
it prevents having to journey in one direction with a strong head-wind. This method also
has the potential to increase the number of soaring opportunities, not only is orographic
lift available at this angle but it is also possible to exploit the wind gradients. Typically,
commuting seabirds have been found to fly outbound with a headwind and inbound
with a tailwind and this is thought to reduce the additional flight costs associated with
carrying a payload. However, there are many studies which also demonstrate the bene-
fits of exploiting crosswinds, particularly in seabirds such as that are able to perform
gradient soaring [168, 169]. Two forms of gradient soaring were found in this study, in
both the simulations and the gulls’ trajectories. Firstly, a horizontal shallow-arc soaring
reminiscent of dynamic soaring but with periods of flapping flight as demonstrated in Fig
5.20. This behaviour was similarly predicted when the boundary layer is narrowed but
the inclusion of powered cycles could be more realistic, over coming the issues they faced
4Not the mechanical power.
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with energy conservation in their simplified model [170]. Rather than gaining altitude
with surplus kinetic energy at each cycle the simulation (and gull) simply soared into
the wind until the airspeed reduced due to drag, then quickly turned downwind while
initiating powered flight in order to receive a significant speed boost from the tailwind.
This covers significantly distance quickly while reducing the time spent flapping.
The second gradient soaring strategy involves a vertical undulation comparable to
dolphin soaring as described by [74] and shown in Fig 5.21. In dolphin soaring spatial
and temporal gusts are exploiting by using vertical shear. Consider an upward gust, the
gust will have an increasing gradient before a peak and then the gradient will reverse.
In this case the gull should climb through the increasing updraught and dive through
the decreasing updraught in order to harvest a positive air relative power. Conversely in
a downward gust the opposite is true, where the gull dives initially, then climbs into the
decreasing downdraught.
In both cases, soaring occurs in positive power manoeuvres as described by Lawrance
[8] and requires the ability to sense the wind field. With the advances in wind gradient
sensing it could soon be possible to implementing gradient soaring strategies in complex
urban flow fields could provide significant gains.
5.4.5 Review of methods
The methods in this Chapter have some limitations, firstly, due to the size of the modelled
area, the lower accuracy QUIC-URB model was used to generate the wind field envi-
ronments. Further to this, the model used a 10 x 10 x 5 meter grid resolution. This was
interpolated to give a finer resolution in the vertical direction but at a cost in accuracy.
The method of spatial node mapping provided a means for initiating a globally optimised
search, where other literature increased the number of nodes only at large gradient
changes, this method used uniform spacing and implemented an additional heading
dimension. This provided two main benefits, firstly, it allowed power-assisted gradient
soaring behaviour and secondly, it provided the opportunity to circle and visit every
available space. The spatial grid size was generated based on the physical constraints
of a gull-sized platform such that no move presented unrealistic manoeuvrers. The
step-wise energetic state changes do simplify the dynamics somewhat but the perfor-
mance comparisons between the simulation and gulls’ trajectories should verify gradient
soaring in complex flow is energetically efficient and that a wind-sensing platform with
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a short-range receding horizon planner could stand to gain signifiant energy savings.
5.5 Conclusions
• The simulations outperformed the gulls in terms of the directness of the flights
which effected the energy savings.
• Using global optimisation, A* and ideal combination, could increase soaring per-
centage by as much as 20% but at a huge cost in terms of processing time.
• A local optimiser, GDFS, could make significant energy savings compared to flying
the shortest path and these savings increase up to 48% with the increasing disparity
between powered and gliding flight.
• The local optimiser performs most similarly to the gulls in terms of the soaring per-
centage, energy savings and distances flown, with a BMR ratio of 3.5, interestingly,
this value taken from the literature in two different studies.
• Increasing wind speed results in an increase amount of harvested energy but at
the potential cost of increased power requirements.
• It appears that the urban gulls in this study exploit the wind gradients during
flight in a method resembling shallow-arc dynamic soaring but use a combination
of flapping and soaring flight modes to increase the kinetic energy transferred.
• The global optimisation method could be adapted for pre-planning SUAV routes
where simulations for a set of prevailing wind conditions and commutes were run
in advance such as in airway network design.
• The local optimisation method could be integrated into in-flight mission planning











This thesis aimed to discover the flight strategies that commuting gulls utilise inthe urban environment with the purpose of applying these strategies in a pathplanner for an SUAV operating in the same urban environments. Studying the
flight strategies of birds is nothing new, but, this was the first time that technology has
allowed the investigation of free-flying birds through such complex wind fields and it led
to three key discoveries. Firstly, that gulls implement a position based velocity control
scheme in orographic soaring which is likely to reduce control costs. Secondly, that gulls
are able to soar extensively in the urban environment and this is likely facilitated by
closely paired minimum power and best glide velocities. Thirdly, that gulls implement
gradient soaring strategies in complex flow to reduce energetic costs of flight. All these
strategies could be implemented in SUAV technology to improve flight performance.
Furthermore, integrating a velocity optimisation loop and cost function directly inspired
by these urban gulls in to existing path planners was found to reduce flight costs in
windy conditions by as much as half compared to traditional methods and led to energy
harvesting through gradient soaring techniques.
In Chapter 3, it was determined that gulls take advantage of man-made infrastruc-
ture varying their flight paths to reduce energy costs and commute more efficiently. The
gulls were found soar in orographic updraughts generated by the anthropogenic cliff of
terrace buildings, offsetting their sink rate to maintain, and even gain, altitude. The
gulls had opportunity to minimise their flight times by flying in regions with a greater
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updraught strength, instead they maintain a limited velocity range and varied their
position within the quasi-circular updraught generated as a method of reducing control
costs by mitigating the effects of gusts. This was a previously unrealised and useful flight
strategy that could be implemented in control schemes for UAVs in gusty, orographic
conditions.
Due to the success of the first experiment, the experimental complexity was increased
and a city-wide expansion initiated. The subsequent Chapter described the tagging of 11
urban nesting gulls and the analysis of their soaring strategies during commuting flights.
The results demonstrated that the gulls soared extensively through a combination of
different soaring and gliding strategies. The gulls combined thermalling and gliding the
most often, but were also able to perform orographic soaring on overcast days demon-
strating the abundance of environmental energy available in a range of conditions. In
addition, the gulls implemented different velocity optimisation techniques depending
on the soaring strategy utilised. When thermalling, the gulls reduced air speed to just
above the minimum sink, as would be expected in order to gain the greatest altitude,
but, when gliding between thermals the gulls did not optimise for flight time in line
with Speed-to-Fly but maintained an airspeed just above the best glide velocity. While
performing orographic soaring the gulls flew slower than expected if adjusting to horizon-
tal winds alone, which could indicate that they reduced air speed to take advantage of
the updraughts in line with CoT theory. Most importantly, the flight speeds of the gulls
and frequency at which they switched between flapping, mixed, orographic soaring and
gliding flight indicate that the gulls could be switching flight modes to significantly cut
energy costs; flapping at minimum power velocity requires the lowest mechanical power
and the performance curves indicate that it would be possible to quickly take advantage
of updraughts present in the environment due to the close proximity of the best glide
and minimum power velocities. This has particular relevance to SUAV technology where
being able to take advantage of soaring opportunities could result in significant energy
savings, it was estimated that the gulls were able to reduce their flight costs by 31% and,
with a dual flight mode, this could also be possible in urban SUAVs.
The final stage of this thesis implemented a global and local energy optimising
path planner within 27 QUIC-URB wind models generated with the wind conditions
of selected urban gull commutes. The path planner included the velocity optimisation
strategy outlined in Chapter 4 and formulates a cost function based on the power ratio
of different flight modes. The path planner also implemented dynamics equations which
allowed both static and gradient soaring types. A local optimisation strategy, with a
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greedy distance to goal heuristic to accelerate solve time was found to be less effective
than a global optimum but still produced valuable energy savings. Other research in
this area where wave-based algorithms have been used have opted for conservative
heuristic models, however, this has limited investigations to simple, often 2D models, un-
representative of the real-world and less applicable for SUAV application. Using greedy
distance heuristics can been implemented to improve solve times, particularly useful for
real-world application. This research demonstrates that significant energy savings can
still be achieved with a greedy heuristic method with the additional benefit of drastically
reduced computation time. Finally, gradient soaring techniques were discovered in the
simulation and gull trajectories, where this strategy was found to be effective for harvest-
ing environmental energy, especially at high wind speeds. The flight mode power ratio
selected based on respiratory experiments in gulls was found to accurately predict the
percentage of soaring flight and when this value was increased to align with the higher
power demands in SUAVs it was found that energy saving plateaued at approximately
50% of the cost of a fully-powered, direct flight.
Each Chapter has used a unique methods to gain insight into the flight strategies of
soaring birds in order to understand how energy savings can be made in an SUAV flying
in a complex urban environment. In this process, three main strategies were uncovered;
a position-based gust-mitigating velocity control scheme used in orographic soaring, a
velocity optimisation method to that facilitates soaring with dual-flight modes, and two
gradient soaring techniques - one which takes advantage of vertical variations and one
which uses a power-assisted shallow-arc method to take advantage of cross winds. Each
of these strategies could be implemented in SUAV technology to improve stability and
reduce energy costs enabling greater range and endurance during urban mission.
The first strategy has recently been explored further [11], a flight dynamics and
control model for a powered SUAV was tested in simulation flying in the same orographic
conditions as the birds in Chapter 3. Additionally, a Dryden gust turbulence model was
added to the wind field in order to more closely represent real-world conditions. Mirroring
the gulls’ behaviour, it was found that the optimum position during orographic soaring
in high winds was directly over the leading edge of the building as this provided the best
compromise of reduced throttle and control effort. This model relied on the SUAV being
directed to maintain trajectory on the crest of the lift tunnel, this could be problematic in
real-world applications due to an unknown wind field. However, as the optimum position
occurs directly over the leading edge of the building it could be possible to implement an
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optic-flow based control scheme. There is potential that an optic-flow system could not
only provide a means of identifying the location of the updraught crest but also provide
additional feedback in trajectory following [171] and gust stabilisation [172].
Chapter 4 highlighted the suitability of gulls to the urban environment. The LBB and
HG are facultative soaring birds, this facilitates energy savings through soaring as well
as the ability to perform agile and powerful manoeuvres such as those required when
reacting to gusts, avoiding obstacles and when foraging on-the-wing, as well as during
ground based take-off and landing. All of these are traits that could be desirable in urban
SUAVs so it could be worth considering gull wing morphology when designing urban
ready platforms. Not all urban environments are the same, in the UK the buildings
are relatively low in height and there tends be green spaces integrated within the
city. Additionally, the weather is highly variable, with warm weather in the summer
producing thermals but overcast and windy weather tends to be the norm for most of
the year. Therefore, the most suitable platforms would be primarily optimised for wind
based energy harvesting but also with the ability to perform thermalling. However, if an
engineer was designing SUAV platforms for a hotter climate they may want to optimise
for thermal-based soaring. A good strategy would be to observe the popular bird species
living in that location, for example, in much of Florida it is common to see Vultures living
in urban areas and they can be seen thermalling for much of the year. Therefore, when
designing a platform to be used in a city such as Orlando, it could be more beneficial to
implement wing morphology optimised primarily for thermal soaring.
City substrates tend to have material properties which lend themselves to thermal
propagation such that in the right weather conditions the urban environment can have
an abundance of thermal sources, a combination of thermal columns and bubbles, both of
which can be used for soaring. Chapter 4 found that during the summer breeding season
the gulls implemented extensive use of thermal to cut energy costs. Despite not being
as morphologically suited to thermal based soaring as other birds, the gulls were still
able to perform commuting flights with as much as 100% soaring. Clearly, thermals can
provide a suitable source of energy for soaring in urban environments but a problem
remaining is the ability to predict the locations of thermals. Recent work has seen the
development of a fully autonomous thermal soaring UAV [173, 174] in which a dynamic
map of thermal was updated on-the-fly and used to achieve long endurance flights lasting
over an hour with almost no propulsion. The flight test took place at a location which was
known to experience thermals based on the number of soaring birds in the area meaning
that the UAV was almost guaranteed to find a thermal source. This could be a different
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matter when flying in a city unguided. It is expected that birds uses visual cues to find
thermals such as cloud features or other birds thermalling, so perhaps computer vision
will be applied to this task in the future. A potential alternative could be to integrate
some level of thermal map within a UAV route network, sensors could be placed in
areas where thermals are likely to propagate, such as car parks, such that the state of
thermal hotspots could be known in advance. Furthermore, certain locations could be
designed with thermal propagation in mind, for example, a UAV delivery company could
coat the roof of warehouse buildings with a bespoke material in order to make thermal
development more likely.
In Chapter 4, it was discovered that the gulls optimised for velocity in both flapping
and soaring flight modes and that utilising both flight behaviours together could lead
to greater energy savings. By flying at minimum power velocity in flapping flight the
birds were able to quickly slow down or speed up at very little extra cost and this is
likely to facilitate an increase in energy harvesting on windy days. In Chapter 5 this
was further confirmed with evidence of power assisted gradient soaring. In this strategy,
the platform soared into the wind but used powered flight downwind. This was an effect
means of reducing flight costs but requires dual-flight modes. Recent hardware devel-
opments mean propellers are now capable of self-folding [175] which can reduce drag,
and even regenerative braking [176, 177]. Regenerative soaring has the potential to be
implemented in long periods of gliding, in consistent energy harvesting such as in static
soaring, or during the soaring headwind sections of flight in the gradient based soaring
technique. While energy gain from regenerative braking systems are minor, it could
be sufficient in supplying all non-motor based power requirements (communications,
sensors, etc.) which could result in zero cost periods of soaring flight.
In Chapter 5 an A* algorithm with an ideal heuristic was compared to a greedy,
short-horizon algorithm. Both algorithms have shortcomings, the A*-ideal path planner
struggles with scalability, requiring large computation times and memory. On the other
hand, the DFS algorithm with a greedy heuristic returns sub-optimal solutions but
performed well in computation solve times and low memory use. The A*-ideal planner
produced flights with an average of 20% more soaring than the more local GDFS planner,
however, the reduce computation time meant that the GDFS was a more realistic
simulation method. For this reason the GDFS was used to explore the effects of adjusting
power cost ratios and found that energy costs in fixed location flights could be as much
as halved when costs between powered and soaring flight modes matched that of a SUAV.
For this research, it was not possible to explore the power cost ratios with the global
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CHAPTER 6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
planner due to the increase in solve times but future work could consider whether energy
savings could be increased by adopting a different path planner, for example, integrating
a receding horizon, adding random walk such as with RRT algorithms, or adding multi-
objective optimisation. Furthermore, the velocity optimisation and gradient soaring
strategies require an accurate method of wind sensing, both instantaneous conditions
and predictive gradients, sensors such as these have recently become available and
have demonstrated potential in both gust stabilisation and gradient soaring applications
[76, 152, 178] so the obvious next stage of research is to characterise sensors such as
these and implement them in an upgraded path planner with a truly naive wind field.
Additionally, it would be interesting to discover how much imperfect sensing and variable
wind fields reduce performance. Introducing these factors would effect both the shortest
path flights as well as the path planner trajectories as both cases implemented wind-
aware velocity optimisation, however, it is not known to what extent sensor uncertainty
and turbulence may factor. Additional upgrades to the path planner could include a full
dynamics and control model for a gull sized SUAV, as the point mass model has limited
accuracy. The power and glide performance curves will also effect the results due to their
role in determining the optimum velocity which has an impact on the ability to perform
gradient soaring.
There were two gradient soaring techniques demonstrated in Chapter 5; a power-
assisted shallow-arc soaring strategy which utilised strategic changes of orientations
within a cross-wind, and a dolphin soaring strategy that used pockets of updraughts.
However, there could be more wind-gradient based energy sources available within the
urban environment [8]. For example, wind shear is available in more urban locations
such as on the lee-ward side of buildings, or at the corner of a building where wind shad-
owing can occur. Other gradients could also be useful, as an example, the wind funnelling
effect of urban canyons could be used to increase inertial speed. Future research could
investigate other sources of wind gradients to see if these could also facilitate gradient
soaring strategies. While birds can offer inspiration for flight techniques they don’t neces-
sarily operate under the same performance constraints. For example, gulls use a limited
range of their possible airspeed so would not perform sling shot manoeuvres which could
combine the shear layer at the corner of a building with fast funnelled wind in the ur-
ban canyon, however, this could be beneficial for an SUAV immediately following take-off.
Cities of the future will no doubt have SUAVs occupying the airspace. SUAV technol-
ogy is rapidly advancing and small platforms have already started demonstrating worth
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in both commercial and public service domains. Occupation of the airspace will require
careful planning as the number of aerial vehicles, which current consists mainly of
manned aircraft, looks to expand a hundred, if not a thousand, fold to include UAVs with
various levels of autonomy. The Single European Sky Air Traffic Management Research
(SESAR) group have recently published an updated to their proposal for the integration
of UAS into a traffic management system and it includes pre-defined routes, similar
to the road and air traffic systems currently in place [179]. UAS airspace integration
would unify airspace management but could limit the soaring potential of SUAVs which
require dynamic planning flexible with variable wind conditions. It would be advisable
for wind conditions of urban airspaces to be considered in the design of these routes.
For example, the consideration of any prevailing wind direction and average wind speed
could be used find the cost effective routes. Rows of high-rise buildings could be built
such that they generate lift and also shelter the rest of the urban area from strong winds
or even facilitate wind-based renewable energy with the installation of wind turbines. An
additional health and environmental benefit of successfully integrating SUAV transport
would be the reduction of road traffic and consequential air pollution, a great problem of
our time. As UAVs become more integrated in urban life, potentially providing communi-
cation networks, performing dull maintenance jobs, delivering commercial or emergency
medical supplies, it could become a priority manipulate the airspace to facilitate soaring
SUAVs. However, when designing the cities of the future it will also be important for
engineers to consider the nature already habiting the airspace. Birds have and still do,
teach us so much with regards to flight, from the formative years not much longer than












APPENDIX A: GULL BIOMETRICS
Record of the gull biometrics collected at the time of capture and tagging.
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APPENDIX B: URBAN GULL DATABASE
The Urban Gull database was created in order to manage the large number of amalga-
mated datasets. At the highest tier, the bird data was split into three main data tables
relating to the biometrics, nest status and tag calibration, these tables are linked using
the metal ring number. Each tag has an identifier this was used to link the sensor data
to the tag. Following this, each GPS fix recorded by the tag has been given a unique
identifying number which links behavioural, geographical and weather data tables.
One further table was created to keep additional data including breeding phase data
collected through observation, trip and flight identification numbers and known locations.
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APPENDIX C: SOARING STRATEGY VALIDATION
The sensitivity test for the soaring strategy validation was performed by varying the
threshold values for the flight strategy classification decision tree.
The results from the altitude and circling thresholds in figures C.2 and C.3 are slightly
misleading. It appears percentages of flight strategies classified as Orographic and Ther-
mal soaring are feeding into each other but on manual inspection it was found that
these are both feeding into the Other classification. This category contains high-altitude,
straight flight, and low-altitude, flight with high directional variance. The first is likely
an example of gulls flying through detached thermal bubbles. The second, represents
circling behaviour on updraughts likely to be generated by wind flow.
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Figure C.1: Sensitivity testing for the minimum sink value shows that the variation in results is
minor. Therefore a value of 0.55 m/s was chosen as this is closest to the average minimum
sink value of the average LBB model of 0.56 m/s.
Figure C.2: Sensitivity testing for the height above the surface threshold value used to determine
if a gull could be in orographic soaring mode. The values vary by a few percent, as gulls fly
an average of 30 meters above the surface but are also able to soar on terrain and very large
buildings a higher value was chosen.
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APPENDIX C. APPENDIX C: SOARING STRATEGY VALIDATION
Figure C.3: Sensitivity testing for the directional variation threshold value used to determine if
a gull is using circling flight such as when thermalling. There are slight variations between
Thermalling and Other flight strategies, these all occur at high altitude when the thermal
columns appeared to have a large radii. As such, a relatively low directional variance of
30 degrees was chosen for the threshold value as it included all wide column thermalling











APPENDIX D: COMMUTING FLIGHTS
Additional flight path examples with increasing BMR ratios GBFS simulations compared
to gull commuting flights.
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Figure D.1: The simulation examples for BMR ratios 1 (orange), 3.5 (green), 5 (blue) and 10
(pink) accompanied by the corresponding gull flight (red). Flight direction and wind marked
with arrows. Wind speed = 2.75 ms−1, Wind Direction = 50.0◦ from North.
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Figure D.2: The simulation examples for BMR ratios 1 (orange), 3.5 (green), 5 (blue) and 10
(pink) accompanied by the corresponding gull flight (red). Flight direction and wind marked
with arrows. Wind speed = 6.16 ms−1, Wind Direction = 56.5◦ from North.
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Figure D.3: The simulation examples for BMR ratios 1 (orange), 3.5 (green), 5 (blue) and 10
(pink) accompanied by the corresponding gull flight (red). Flight direction and wind direction
marked with arrows. Wind speed = 8.13 ms−1, Wind Direction = 258.4◦ from North.
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Figure D.4: The simulation examples for BMR ratios 1 (orange), 3.5 (green), 5 (blue) and 10
(pink) accompanied by the corresponding gull flight (red). Flight direction and wind direction
marked with arrows. Wind speed = 4.15 ms−1, Wind Direction = 150.0◦ from North.
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Figure D.5: The simulation examples for BMR ratios 1 (orange), 3.5 (green), 5 (blue) and 10
(pink) accompanied by the corresponding gull flight (red). Flight direction and wind direction
marked with arrows. Wind speed = 6.97 ms−1, Wind Direction = 254.0◦ from North.
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Figure D.6: The simulation examples for BMR ratios 1 (orange), 3.5 (green), 5 (blue) and 10
(pink) accompanied by the corresponding gull flight (red). Flight direction and wind direction
marked with arrows. Wind speed = 11.4 ms−1, Wind Direction = 267.1◦ from North.
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Figure D.7: The simulation examples for BMR ratios 1 (orange), 3.5 (green), 5 (blue) and 10
(pink) accompanied by the corresponding gull flight (red). Flight direction and wind direction
marked with arrows. Wind speed = 6.85 ms−1, Wind Direction = 259.0◦ from North.
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Figure D.8: The simulation examples for BMR ratios 1 (orange), 3.5 (green), 5 (blue) and 10
(pink) accompanied by the corresponding gull flight (red). Flight direction and wind direction
marked with arrows. Wind speed = 9.5 ms−1, Wind Direction = 254.9◦ from North.
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Figure D.9: The simulation examples for BMR ratios 1 (orange), 3.5 (green), 5 (blue) and 10
(pink) accompanied by the corresponding gull flight (red). Flight direction and wind direction
marked with arrows. Wind speed = 7.2 ms−1, Wind Direction = 271.2◦ from North.
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Figure D.10: The simulation examples for BMR ratios 1 (orange), 3.5 (green), 5 (blue) and 10
(pink) accompanied by the corresponding gull flight (red). Flight direction and wind direction
marked with arrows. Wind speed = 3.7 ms−1, Wind Direction = 232.3◦ from North.
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Figure D.11: The simulation examples for BMR ratios 1 (orange), 3.5 (green), 5 (blue) and 10
(pink) accompanied by the corresponding gull flight (red). Flight direction and wind direction











APPENDIX E: GRADIENT SOARING
Additional gradient soaring examples found in simulation and gull trajectories.
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